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Always there. Day or night. 
Caring for you with com- 
mon sense on anything 
and everything related to 
your health. 
Health Periodicals 
Database: 
Like dear old 
Mom, Health Periodi- 
cals Database knows 
what's good for you. 
It's the new, weekly 
updated online service 
from Information Access 
Company- containing 
over 170,000 articles on 
health, medicine, fitness, 
and nutrition. 
With a few keystrokes, 
health professionals can 
treat themselves to a vast 
selection of full text from 
more than 600 periodicals, 
technical journals - relieved of their 
complex jargon for easy digestion. 
Mom would want it that way. 
Health Periodicals 
Database keeps your fin- 
ger on the pulse of every 
aspect of health-at 
home and in the work- 
place. From day care 
to drug abuse. From 
recipes to remedies. 
It's simply the single 
most comprehensive 
source of health related 
topics around. 
That is, if Mom isn't home. 
Log onto DIALOG" 
file 149 for Health Peri- 
odicals Database. Or call 
Online Customer Service 
for more information at -.- - . - ~ - 
1-800-441-1165. In Canada, 
all 1-800-227-8431. In all other 
including those most respect- countries, call +1-415-378-5206 or 
ed in the health industry. FAX Information Access Company, 
And business profession- attention: Eric Swartz, at 
als can soothe themselves + 1-415-378-5499. 
with informative summaries 
of articles from leading 
How LIBRARIANS 
CHOOSE THEIR SERIALS REFERENCE: 
A) Scholarly Excellence! B) Traditional Habit? 
Librarians know the importance of 
accurate, complete, and uptodate references 
for their patrons, which is why they look 
to THE SERIALS DIRECTORY for 
their serials reference needs. 
Over  l23,OCO titles hom around the world 
are included with up to 39 data elements- 
price and frequency; language; address; 
phone and FAX numbers; and more than 
irregular serials with periodicals, in one 
easy-to-use source, including more than 
6,000 newspapers from around the world. 
We  were also the first to give you LC, 
NLM, UDC and CODENs; the first to 
provide you with a separate "Ceased Title 
Index"; the first to offer FREE quarterly, 
cumulative updates; AND the first to 
omvide librarians with an absolutelv FREE 
TO ORDER: 
$319.00 US/Canada/Mexico 
$349.00 all other countries 
(In Alabama and Canada call collect 205-991-1330) 
40,000 descriptive listings-making it the iesearch help-line to help you with those E B s c o  Publishing 
most comprehensive serials resource on hard-to-find serial questions. 
the market. P.O. Box 1943 Birmingham, AL 35201 
S o  ... what will you base your buying 
A s  for tradition, we have begun one of decision upon? Why not start a new 
our own: innovation! We were the first tradition and order THE SERIALS 
serials reference to combine annuals and DIRECTORY for your library-TODAY! Also available 
on CD-ROM 
Have you ever wondered ... 
Yes! Docutronics Information 
Services can 
Providing a wide range of 
specialized services 
SEC Research and Document Retrieval 
Outside Library Retrieval 
Stock Exchange Research & Retrieval 
Glossy Annual Reports on over 13,000 
Companies 
Court, Agency and Governmental 
Services 
Docutronics Information Services 
"When you need more from your information service." 
14 7 WEST 42ND STREET; SUITE 614 212 730-7140 
NEW YORK, NY 10036 800 227-5595 
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SLA's fifth annual State-of-the-Art Institute 
will explore this complex and rapidly devel- 
oping field and its impact on the information 
profession. 
October 22-24,1990 
in Washington, DC 
Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA $48.00 per calendar year 
includes the quarterly journal, Special libraries, and the monthly 
newsletter, S~erm1ist:odd $1 0.00 postage for other munt r i i  includ- 
I 
Topics will include: 
Knowledgemanagement 
Decision systems 
Strategic implications of A1 
Natural language processing 
and more.. . 
"Intelligent Systems: 
A Framework for the Future" 
I I Sponsored in part by Disclosure, Inc. I I I For additional information, contact: I I Special Libraries Association 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW Washington, DC 20009 (202)234-4700 
ing Canada. ~pecial~mriesis$l2.b0to~emben, SpecialisfisS3.00 
to members, included inmemberdues. Singlecopier of S ~ i o l l B m r i e s  
(1 981-) S9.00;singlecopies of Spermlist(July 1980-1 $3.00. Mem- 
bership Directory (not a part of o subscription) is 525.00. 
Back Issues 8 Hard Cover Reprints (l9I&l96S): InquireKmus 
Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., NewYork, NY. Hardcopy, Microfilm 8 
Microfithe Editions (1 91 0 to date): Inquire University Miirofilms, Ann 
Arbor, MI.Microforms ofthe current year aremailableonly tocurrent 
subscribers to the original. 
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all changes to bemme 
effedke. All communicotions should include both old and new ad- 
dresses (with ZiPCodes) and should bearcompanied by a moiling label 
from a recent issue. 
Refund Policy: Due to the cost of processing a reimbursement, the 
Association's policyisthotYNorefunds will beissued for amounts under 
Members should send their communications to the SLA Membership 
Deportment, 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009. 
NonmemberSubscribersshould send their communications to the SLA 
Circulation Department, 1700 Eighteenth St. NW, Washington, DC 
20009. 
Cloims for missing issues will not be allowed if received more than six 
monthsfrom dote of issue. No claims areallowed becauseof failureto 
notify theMembership Department or thecircubtion Department (see 
above) of a change of address, or becausecopy is "missing from files.' 
Special Librories Association assumes no responsibility for the state- 
ments and opinions advanced by the contributors to the Associition's 
publications. Instructions for Contributors appears in Speciallibraries 
79 (no. I): (Winter 88). A publication catalog is available from the 
Association's Washington, D.C., office. Editorialview do not necessar- 
ily represent the offitial position of Special librnries Associotion. 
Acceptance of on advertisement does not imply endorrement of the 
product by S p e d  librnries Association. 
Indexed in: Book Review Index, Computer Contenb, Cumulative 
Index to Nursing ond Allied Heahh liferotwe, Hisforhl Absfmds, 
Hospitolliferaturelndex, InternationolSibliography oflook Reviews, 
InternofionolSibliography ofPeriodicolliferatu, library literature, 
Management Index, and Science Cilofion Index. 
Abstracted in: Cambridge Scientific Abdrorfs, lnfonnation Science 
Absfrods, INSPFE library g Informotion Science Abstrds, and Public 
Affoirs Information Service. 
MEMBERSHIP DUES: Member or Associate Member 
$75.00; Student Member $1 5.00; Retired Member $1 5.00; 
Sustaining Member $300; Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000. 
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GPO PUBLICATIONS tions, for all Including u s Government books, pamphlets. publica-
ORDERING MADE SIMPLE. 
There is no easier way toorder your 
GPO publications than through 
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY FROM AOBC. Up AOBC Simply send your purchase 
til l now, waiting weeksfor GPO publications to order via letter, telex, phone. FAX, 
be delivered was standard procedure AOBC computer or any way you find most 
changed that standard with our overnight delivery, convenient If you do not havea GPO 
a service available to you at special rates Even ~f you stock number available, just give AOK 
do not speclfy "overnight." AOBC ships your GPO pub- as much bibllographical ~nformat~on 
MANY SERVICES. MANY SOURCES. Not only is AOBC a 
MAKE AOBC YOUR SINGLE source for GPO publications, but we handle all domestic as 
SOURCE FOR GPO PUB- well as all fore~gn publishers Wlth its virtually limitless 
LICATIONS. Fast resources, no wonder AOBC has become "the pubhcation 
delivery S~mple and source the world refers t o "  
flex~ble ordering pro- 
cedures Unlimited 
your single source 
AMERICAN OYERSEAS soat C a  IW 
THE PUBLICATION SOURCE THE WORLD REFERS TO 
Pollution Control is Everybody's Business 
That's why the U.S. Government allocates hundreds of millions of 
dollars each year on research in such areas as noise reduction, 
environmental health and safety, radiation control, solid waste 
management, water treatment programs, air quality monitoring 
programs and more. 
The last time you searched online on any of these subjects, if you 
didn't search NTIS, with its coverage of U.S. and foreign government- 
sponsored research, you missed quite a lot. Research not found 
anywhere else and backed up by NTZS'full online ordering service 
through your preferred online vendor. 
The next time you're running a search on a pollution-related topic, 
include NTIS as one of your databases. Your colleagues have known 
about NTIS for a long time. So have your competitors. 
FREE Search Guides are available. Call (703) 4874650 and ask for the 
search guide for the vendor you use. 
For the NTIS training calendar, ask for PR-862. 
NC18, U S  Department of Commerce National Technical Information Service 
Sprinqfield, VA 22161 
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HELP WANTED? 
Sci-Tech Librarian: Familiar with all the 
essential library reference works and able to 
handle numerous and varied tasks simultane- 
ously. Must accomplish sophisticated searches 
for exacting patrons while fulfilling ordering 
and cataloging responsibilities. This is not a 
9-5 position. 
HELP'S ARRIVED! 
SCITECH Reference PlusTM 
On just one disc, you'll find: 
all sci-tech citations from both 
Books in Print and Ulrich's International 
Periodicals Directory 
all of American Men & Women of Science 
all of the Directory of American Research 
& Technology 
all of the Corporate Technology Directory 
(Corptech) 
Even better, you'll gain complete, creative con- 
trol over a broad spectrum of records on sci-tech 
publications, personnel, and industry activities. 
Explore a single database or review the com- 
plete "mega" file based on any combination of 
27 criteria, and use full Boolean logic. It takes 
only seconds to.. . 
find virtually every sci-tech book-on virtually 
any sci-tech topic 
retrieve citations for every sci-tech periodical, 
annual, and irregular published in the U.S. and 
around the world 
tap the research and development capabilities 
of industrial organizations across the U.S. 
and Canada 
locate experts in all the physical, biological, 
and related sciences-from Acoustics to Zoology 
plug into vast amounts of corporate and 
industry high-tech research 
UPDATED ANNUALLY 
Help wanted? Help's arrived at just $995 
-order SCITECH Reference PlusTM now! 
To order or for additional information call 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-323-3288. 
(In NY, AK, HI call collect, 1-800-337-7187.) 
or write to: Bowker Electronic Publishinn. 
245 West 17th Street, 
New York, New York 10011 
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With The New Explorers out- 
reach program from DIALOG, 
you'll have the tools you need to 
market online information ser- 
vices to the people who should 
use them most -your colleagues. 
And you won't need a big promo- 
tional budget to do it. 
Our just-released video- 
tape, The New Explorers, is the 
perfect way to show your users 
the vital role online services 
can play in today's competitive 
business world. It's also one 
of the many outreach tools 
DIALOG offers. 
So if you've been searching 
for a better way to market your 
library's online services, The New 
Explorers will show you the 
way. Just call 800-3-DIALOG 
(800-334-2564) or 415-858-3785 
for more infbrmation on our 
video offer. Or write. 
DIALOG Information 
Services, Inc., Marketing 
Department, 3460 Hillview 
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
INFORMATlONSERVlCES INC 
A Knghl RlOder company rn 
Bringing vou the wlorld's knowledge. 
o 1990 Dm@ lnlorma180n Seryryce5, Inc ,346OHlIIv~ew Awnue, PaIoAIIoO C a l ~ f 0 9 4 3 0 4  All righls reserved D8~ioc s a  servicemarkof Dialog lnlormatlon Serwces, Inc , Regegstered U S Patent and Trademarhoftoftce 
WHAT MAKES 
CORPORATE BOOK RESOURCES 
THE FASTEST GROWING BOOK ORDERING SERVICE IN THE INDUSTRY? 
RE;QL DISCOUNTS, REQL SERVICE, REQL SAVINGS 
DISCOUNTS - A t  CBR, we don't mark up  the  price of a book 
before we give you a discount. Our discounts s t a r t  with jus t  
one copy, and they're taken directly from the publisher's List 
price. And we don't take back ou r  discounts with high ship- 
ping and handling charges. In  fact, we pay for regular UPS 
delivery to  anywhere in the  continental United States. 
SERVICE - When you order  your books and non-periodical 
publications through CBR,  you will receive 85% of your material 
within fifteen working days. We prepay vendors tha t  require 
it the  same day you place your order, a t  no additional cost to 
you. And we will handle all of your special rush  orders  and 
emergencies quickly and efficiently. 
SAVINGS - CBR will save you time and trouble by dealing with 
thousands of publishers, societies and associations for  you. 
By paying jus t  one vendor, your company will save hundreds  
of dollars in check writing expenses. And we will save you 
the  aggravation of tracking lost o rders  and dealing with 
difficult publishers. 
Real discounts, free shipping, fas t  friendly service, and our  
flexible billing system have made us  the  most cost effective 
service in the  country. 
Why not give us  a call today? We'll be happy to answer any 
questions you may have, o r  send you a free information 
package detailing o u r  complete line of services. There's no 
obligation, the  call is free, and it's a fact ... 
WE'LL SAVE YOUR COMPANY MONEY! 
TOLL-FREE 
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Fulfilling the Highsmith Commihnent 
C A T A L O G I N G  S E R V I C E S  H E S O U R C E  S H A R I N G  R E F E R E N C E  
W h e n  you focm on one part, 
When you're an industry leader, 
everyone feels they know you. 
Take OCLC, for example. 
You probably got to know us 
through our dependable cataloging 
services and the Online Union Catalog, 
the world's largest bibliographic 
database. 
There's more to OCLC. 
Now new OCLC products make every 
it'd h a d  to dee the 6i9 picture 
department in your library even more 
responsive to your users. 
Get to know today's OCLC. 
We'll show you another Big Picture: 
your library's potential, 
made possible today. 
0CI.C. WE WORK WHERE YOU WORK 
800-848-5878 (U.S.) 800-848-8286 (Ohio) 800-533-8201 (Canada) m m 
m 
3 3 N 3 8 3 3 3 H  . 3 N l t l V H S  3 3 t l n O S 3 t l  S 3 3 1 h t l 3 S  5 N 1 3 0 l V I V 3  > 
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The small customer. 
at Ballen. 
With some booksellers, a small customer doesn't rate quite the consideration 
that a large customer might. But at Ballen, the single book customer receives 
the same service and services that a thousand book customer does. 
Which means no matter what size your library, you can expect to have 
your very own customer service representative to help answer all your 
questions. And your very own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard 
against shipment and inventory mix-ups. 
It also means access to our online, interactive BallenNet system for 
order entry and current status. The ability to reach a Ballen company officer 
just by picking up the phone. And an ongoing evaluation of library needs so 
rigorous, it's given us the industry's lowest overall return rate - less than 1%. 
All of which we provide with the understanding that what are small 
fish today, might one day be big ones. 
BOOKSELLERS INTERNATIONAL.INC. 
125 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, New York 11788 
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WILSON currency, the Wilson Indexes are your key to important literature in business and law, science and technology, art, education, the humanities, the social sciences, and general reference. 
Now you can search these renowned indexes in print, IN DEXES online, on m-RoM, and on tape. 
Applied 
Science & 
Technology 
Index 
"An up-to-date source of 
scientific and technical 
information for aeneral science 
" and technoloiy collections." 
-AMERICAN 
REFERENCE BOOKS 
ANNUAL 
An invaluable research tool for researchers, scientists, technicians, engineers, 
students, and librarians. Applied Science & Technology lndex is a subject index 
to 336 key periodicals in technology and the applied sciences, covering: 
Aeronautics 8 Space Science Chemistry. Computer Technology 
graphyo Materials Science 
Telecommunications 
Online, CD-ROM, and Tape: 
Coverage from 10183 CD-ROM annual subscr~ptlon $1,495. 
Broad in scope and comprehensive in coverage, B~ological& Agricultural lndex Biological & offers complete, accurate, and timely coverage of 226 key English-language Agricultural periodicals in such areas of the sciences as: Agriculture + Agricultural Chemicals, 
Animal Husbandry . Biochemistry Biology Botanye Cytology Ecology 
Entomology ~nvironmental science. h o d  science .-~or&try. ~ e 6 t i c s  Index .  ort ti culture. Marine Bioloav B Limnoloav . Microbioloav Nutrition Phvs io lw  
, ". 
"Excellent ... should be found on . Plant Pathology. Soil ~ c i e k e  veteri;y Medicine .?oology. 
the shelves of all public, college, Availability 
and universify libraries. " In Print:  leve en mon1n.y sues c~m~lated q~anerly annm cJm,latlve vo ,me 
-AMERICAN REFERENCE Fie~rosoect~ve mveraae from 1964 ro care, solo on me servlce oasls rwr oa cal b~OCIelt 
BOOKS online, CD-ROM, and Tape: 
Coverage from 7/83 CD-ROM annual subscrlpt~on $1,495 
General 
Science 
Index 
Chosen by the RASD's 
Reference Sources Committee 
as One of the 25 Most 
Distinguished Reference Works 
Published in the Past 25 Years 
A subject index to 109 English-language sclence periodicals. General Science 
lndex is the ideal source for non-specialist researchers seektng information 
on a wide variety of scientific topics. The disciplines covered include: 
Astronomy 8 Space Atmospheric Science Biology. Botany. Chemistry 
Earth Science . Environment and Conservation . Food and Nutrition 
Genetics. Mathemat~cs . Medicine 8 Health. Microbiology Oceanography 
. Physics Physiology . Zoology. 
Availability 
In Print: Ten monthly Issues cumulated quarterly, annual cumulative volume 
Retrospective coverage from 1978 to date sold on the serwce bass (per~odcal budget) 
Online, CD-ROM, and Tape: 
Coverage from 5/84 CD-ROM annual subscr~ptlon $1,295 
To Order, or for more lnformat~on 
on these or any of the other Wilson Indexes, slmply call toll-free: 
COMPANY 1-800-367-8770 950 Unlverslty Ave . Bronx, New York 10452 In New York State call 1.800-462-6060. !n Canada, call collect 1 212-588-8400 Telelax 1-212-590-1617 
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We Think Librarians 
And Patrons Should Find 
What They're Looking For 
In An Autbmation Sy&em. 
Whether you're a librarian looking for a better way to manage a 
library, ora patron looking for a book, you'll find there's nosystem 
as powerful, or easy to use as Unicorn. Why? Because we offer 
features that no one else has and provide you with benefits that 
no one else can. Benefits like Full-Screen Editing, which allows 
you to correct data entry mistakes anywhere on the screen, 
quickly, without starting over. And Full-Text Catalog, a feature 
we invented that allows you and your patrons to find a book by 
entering any word that appears in the record. Unicorn is the only 
Fully integrated System available, a feature that gives you so 
many benefits over partially integrated systems that we can't 
even mention them all here. However, we would like to tell you. 
Call orwrite for our literature ortalk to a customer representative 
and find out how the most powerful automation system available 
is also the most user friendly. 
A Decade of Quietly Leading Library Automation 
110 Walker Avenue 
Huntsville, Alabama 35801 
205 536-5881 SIRS1 a Aulmhon 
Fax 205 536-8345 corporation 
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Today's special library is the 
hub of valuable information. 
As librarian, you must manage 
the library efficientls assisting 
patrons and handling adminis- 
trative tasks. 
Such demands require an auto- 
mation system that gives total 
control. Only one does that: 
TECHLIBplus .'" 
TECHLIBplus is a complete, 
integrated system for special, 
technical, and corporate librar- 
ies. It automates &quisitions, 
circulation, cataloging, online 
catalog, and serials control, 
sirnplifymg them for librarians 
and patrons alike. 
Powered by BASISplus:" the 
world's leading text informa- 
tion management system, 
TECHLIBplus runs on main- 
frames and minicomputers. 
To learn more about 
TECHLIBplus or register for 
a seminar near you, call 
Information Dimensions at 
1-800-DNR-MGT 
a BATTELLE Subsidiary 
TECHLlBplus and BASlSplus are trademarks of 
nforrnat~on Dimensons, Inc 
summer I990 ISA 
Keeps 
Your phone's ringing again. -Out before it's in print. From 11 major 
newswires and more than 350 On the other end is a product The NL4$$Suggets . 
manager. Or a market analyst. mdustry-s ecific newsletters. t\ll 
Maybe evm your CEO, someone With with no time empar oes Which ellmmnates 
an urgent need for the latest news the time gap that ar&ival databases can 
on a revolutionarv technoloev. Or a leave you hanging in. 
competitor's newbroduct laynch. 
Or a merger in the making. 
Your job is to pan the rivers of informa- 
tion at our dlsposal and sift out only the 
valuabl nuggets that matter most. Now. 
NewsNet gives you that power. 
KewsNet is the only database rhat consst- 
ently brings you the news you need 
You don't have to look for the news, 
it looks for you. 
Only NewsNet has NewsFlash?,the elec- 
tronic clip in service that cont~nuously 
scans the !at&ase, searching for news on 
just the topics you select. Even when you're 
offline. 
So that every hour of every day, NewsFlash 
collects the nuggets of news you need. 
And delivers the latest, right b your PC. 
Call us and mention this ad. Well1 put 
you online for a free demonstrat~on. 
Right now. Right over the phone. 
O 1989 NcwrNet and HcwrFlarh areregstered servtce marks of NewsNet. lnc 
Call toll-free: 
$800) 345-'MI 
utside S. (215) 527-8030 
Take The Search O u t  Of Research 
945 Haverford Road. Bryn M a w  PA 19010 
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The Significance of the European 
Single Market of 1992 to the 
Information Professional 
by Sy/viu lumes 
This paper briefly describes the grouping of countries known as the European 
Economic Community (EEC) and their significant movement towards integration in 
1992 known as the Single Market. The history and operations of the EEC are covered 
along with some notes on the Single Euro ean Act and the relationship between the E U.S.A and the Community. In the second alf of the paper the author examines the 
implications, problems, and opportunities of this major economic activity in Europe for 
the information professional working in a commercial environment in the USA.  
The Euro ean Economic Community: 
History, ! acts, and Figures 
- - - 
The origins of theEEC go back to the found- 
ing in April 1951 of an entity known as the 
European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) 
at the Treaty of Paris, to pool coal and steel 
production in a Europe still recovering from 
the devastating effects of World War 11. The 
original six founding countries of the ECSC 
went on to sign the Treaty of Rome in March 
1957, establishing the European Economic 
Community. These countries were West Ger- 
many, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Bel- 
gium, and Luxembourg. 
The Treaty of Rome was aimed at recover- 
ing industrial momentum in Western Europe 
as well as ensuring against further war be- 
tween the involved countries by seeking even- 
tual political and economic unity. 
Unity was to be achieved by committing the 
member nations to a "Common Market," 
gradually harmonizing activities until there 
was a free movement of persons, goods and 
services, and capital throughout the Western 
European area, which extends to nearly 2 
million square miles. No date was set for the 
achievement of this aim in 1957. The goals of 
political, economic, monetary, and defense 
union were implicit in the treaty. 
In 1973 the United Kingdom, Ireland, and 
Denmark raised the number of Community 
members to nine, followed by Greece in 1984, 
and Spain and Portugal in 1986, giving a 
market of 320 inhabitants over 12 nations. By 
1985 it was clear that if the EEC was to 
compete as a world force in the wider global 
scene alongside the major markets of the 
U.S.A and Japan, acceleration of the integra- 
tion of the member countries would be neces- 
sary. The proposal and timetable for a 
stronger, more united EEC was revived with a 
report from the U.K. Commissioner Lord 
Cockfield and Jacques Delors (then Commis- 
sioner, now President), which culminated in 
the presentation of the Single European Act 
(SEA) to the European Council in June 1985. 
The Single European Act was ratified by 
member countries in 1986, to come into force 
by January 1986, amending the Treaty of 
Rome and establishing the end of 1992 as the 
date for the complete removal of all physical, 
technical, and fiscal barriers to trade. 
There are 279 separate measures to be 
achieved by the SEA, but the methods being 
used by member states to adopt the measures 
will be mutual recognition of national regula- 
tions which will have to meeta minimum EEC 
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requirement set by the Commission, Council, 
and Parliament. (See section below on the 
working of the EEC.) 
The EEC in the European Setting 
Austria and Turkey have both formally 
applied for membership of the EEC and are 
expected to join sometime during the 1990s. 
Other non-EEC western European coun- 
tries belong to another trade and agricultural 
grouping known as the European Free Trade 
Association (EFTA), established in 1960. 
Current members are Austria, Finland, Ice- 
land, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. 
The dramatic lifting of the Iron Curtain and 
the Warsaw Pact amongst the Communist 
countries of the Eastern Bloc in Europe during 
the last quarter of 1989, has brought into 
question the future of these nations and their 
relationship with the EEC in particular. The 
most interesting and momentous move will be 
the re-unification of East and West Germany 
and the position of such a reunion in the EEC. 
The EEC Relationship with the U.S.A 
The U.S.A has a permanent mission to the 
EEC acting in a similar diplomatic role as to 
any other nation where there are good rela- 
tions. 
There are no specific agreements between 
the EEC and the U.S.A, but there have been 
general agreements over the years on the 
peaceful use of atomic energy, the environ- 
ment, and fisheries. 
TheU.S.A has been afrequent critic of EEC 
agricultural policy and the implications of the 
alleged unfair competition for U.S. exports it 
represents. There have been several major 
disagreements resulting in import restrictions 
between the U.S.A and the EEC on agricul- 
tural exports and steel products to the U.S. 
during the 1980s which have now been re- 
solved. 
The Working of the EEC 
There are two executive supranational bod- 
ies of the Community-the European Com- 
mission and European Parliament. The inter- 
governmental body is known as the Council of 
Ministers. 
Legislative Process 
The European Commission has the sole 
power to initiate Community-wide proposals 
with the exception of those concerning EEC 
foreign policy. When a proposal has been 
brought by the Commission, it is submitted to 
the European Parliament who act as a consul- 
tative body with their elected members from 
all member nations discussing the implica- 
tions. 
The Council of Ministers then has the legis- 
lativepower to adopt orrejectproposals. Once 
the proposal has been adopted, it becomes a 
directive and enters Community Law, which 
then takes precedence over the national law of 
the individual countries and must be imple- 
mented within two years. 
The Institutions 
TheEuropean Commission is made upof 17 
Commissioners, two from each of the larger 
countries and one from the smaller nations. 
They are chosen by the national governments 
and serve a four-year term with a specific 
responsibility. The President of the Commis- 
sioners is elected by member states for a re- 
newable two-year term. The current President 
is Jacques Delors of France whose specific 
responsibility is Monetary Affairs. 
The European Parliament is the elected 
body of the EEC with 5 18 members from all 
over the Community. New powers for Parlia- 
mentary amendment of Commissioners' pro- 
posals have been introduced by the SEA as a 
move towards fuller involvement of these 
elected representatives, which would be es- 
sential in a politically united Community. 
The Council of Ministers is responsible for 
enacting Commission proposals into Commu- 
nity Law; this role is the decision-making 
institution of the EEC. It is made up of one 
minister (who need not be a specific ap- 
pointee) per member nation with a varying 
voting power ranging from ten votes with the 
larger nations, to only two votes with the 
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smallest nation. Attached to the Council is a 
Committee of Permanent Representatives 
(COREPER) who are appointed by their re- 
spective countries. The SEA has changed the 
voting rules for the Council, which no longer 
need be unanimous. Thus, two thirds of the 
total 279 proposals which make up the meas- 
ures to be achieved by 1992 can be adopted by 
a majority of the Council rather than agree- 
ment by all. 
There are several other EEC bodies which 
make up the Institutions. The European Court 
of Justice, which rules on interpretations of 
Community Law, will become increasingly 
important in the years leading up to 1992. 
Others are The Court of Auditors and The 
Economic and Social Committee. 
Measures to be achieved by the SEA by 
1992 cover all sectors of activity in the Com- 
munity ranging from technical and social di- 
rectives to agricultural matters; areas include 
environmental standards, deregulation of air 
services and harmonization of financial serv- 
ices, labor, fiscal, and industrial cooperation, 
as well as several directives affecting the indi- 
vidual in the Community. 
Until 1970, Community budget funds were 
raised from financial contributions from 
member states based on their Gross National 
Product (GNF'). In 1970 arrangements were 
made whereby all future monies would be 
collected from three sources: 
levies on imports into the EEC; 
custom duties; and 
a 1 percent levy of each member state's 
Value-Added Tax (VAT) (similar to 
U.S. sales tax). 
The VAT contribution has been a particular 
bone of contention among the more industrial- 
ized and populous nations of the Community, 
as they are required to pay much higher contri- 
butions to Community funds by virtue of their 
greater trading and marketing prowess. This 
had lead to cuts in contributions for the U.K., 
who is currently still receiving refunds ar- 
ranged at the Fountainbleu agreement in 1980. 
VAT levies were increased to 1.4 percent of 
gross revenues in 1986, but when a complex 
dispute arose between member nations on the 
further implications of this increase, a new 
approach to raising finance was sought. 
In 1987 the contributions were again 
changed to reflect GNF' as well as VAT in 
preparation for the Single Market. 
This is a very brief survey of the essential 
information on the EEC and the changes 
which will lead to a vast Single Market in 
1992, and is a necessary prelude to consider- 
ing the role of the information professional 
working in any organization likely to be in- 
volved with the Community. 
The Role of the Information Professional 
Any information professional working in an 
international environment outside the EEC 
will need to keep abreast of events in the 
Community running up to 1992 if they are to 
provide a good service to their organization, 
regardless of their current involvement. It will 
be by understanding these events as they hap- 
pen that significant opportunities will be 
identified. 
Organizations outside the EEC will have 
several choices: 
decide not to participate in any Euro- 
pean activity; 
ignorethe 1992activity andassume that 
any relationships with EEC entities will 
continue unaffected; 
explore the possibilities for new in- 
volvement in the EEC or further devel- 
opment of existing ventures; or 
make apositive new commitment tobe- 
come involved in the EEC. 
How can the information professional partici- 
pate in these plans? 
Organizations that decide not to participate 
in the EEC will ignore a huge market and may 
even suffer an eventual takeover by an EEC 
company as the strength and volume of the 
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Single Market enables Community companies 
to seek expansion possibilities outside the 
EEC. The information professional can bring 
to the attention of management the events that 
will occur in the Community and demonstrate 
that, even though there is noEuropean interest 
at present, it would be strategically vital to 
keep abreast of the overall events in the EEC 
and regularly monitor changes in theirparticu- 
lar industry sector. 
1992 regulations and harmonization will 
affect all EEC entities regardless of owner- 
ship. If the organization has some relationship 
with EEC counterparties through joint ven- 
tures, associated companies, or subsidiaries, 
then it is essential that 1992 activity is moni- 
tored very closely. The information profes- 
sional has unique abilities to ensure that man- 
agement is well briefed on all changes and 
legal obligations, as well as identifying pos- 
sible problem areas. 
Many U.S. corporations will be aware and 
interested in new opportunities in the large 
Single Market through expansion or 
diversification. The source specialty of infor- 
mation professionals will be essential in iden- 
tifying new areas and possibilities in the estab- 
lished lines of business or in exploring differ- 
ent sectors. 
If management decides to make a positive 
commitment to the EEC for defensive or stra- 
tegic reasons, their information professionals 
should be involved at the outset, gathering 
data on the possibilities for entering the new 
market. 
Problems in Sourcing EEC Information 
In suggesting the above scenarios, the infor- 
mation professional will probably be involved 
in gathering information in unfamiliar terri- 
tory. The last section of this paper describes 
some of the general problem areas which the 
U.S. researcher may find difficult to appreciate 
in gathering EEC data. 
These can be summarized as: 
quantity of sources 
language 
attitude 
disclosure requirements 
regionalism 
presentation of data 
Quantity of Seurces 
The sheer quantity and proliferation of 
sources available in each EEC country will be 
a daunting and difficult problem. Every coun- 
try in theEEC has its own network of industry 
trade associations and company registries. To 
buildapictureof an industrial sector across the 
Community, it will be necessary to obtain and 
consolidate data (which will be of varying 
quality) from each country. There are few 
reliable and complete pan-European sources 
of information. 
Language 
-- - 
In using information from many European 
countries all speaking different languages, 
there are inevitable translation problems. The 
researcher regularly handling any type of EEC 
data will need to acquire at the very least an 
idea of the main vocabulary in their specialty 
in French, German, Italian, and Spanish. 
Attitude 
Along with the language problem there is 
difficulty in understanding when and where 
information is unlikely to be given simply 
because the request is not received in the 
language of the country. At times, even if the 
researcher has located exactly the right pub- 
lished source, it may prove extremely difficult 
to establish how to obtain the document, the 
correct payment, and the likely method of 
dispatch. It may be wise to develop and en- 
courage any language skills available in the 
organization for this very purpose. 
Disclosure Requirements 
Until the full 1992 harmonization changes 
are implemented, there will still be consider- 
speciul libraries 
able difficulties in knowing and understanding 
what published information is actually re- 
quired to be available in that country and what 
stage of implementation the relevant direc- 
tives have reached. This can be particularly 
problematic in areas such as basic financial 
data on companies and its comparability from 
country to country within the EEC. 
Regionalism 
Not only are there variations between coun- 
tries in the EEC, but strong regional differ- 
ences are also notable within countries. This 
can make it extremely difficult if information 
professionals assume all information can be 
located at agencies in the capital city rather 
than the regional commercial center. 
Presentation of Information 
When data is finally located it may be pre- 
sented in an unfamiliar and unwieldy format. 
A good example of this is the presentation of 
German company accounts which have 
sketchy profit and loss accounts and balance 
sheets, but do have extremely detailed Notes 
to the Accounts whichcontain mostof the hard 
data on company activities. 
Conclusion 
Information professionals today have to 
work increasingly towards a truly "global" 
attitude in their work. TheEEC Single Market 
is a perfect example of how professionals both 
inside and outside the Community are having 
to come to terms with this type of new chal- 
lenge. They are, perhaps, one of the first pro- 
fessional groups in any commercial organiza- 
tion to understand and provide the data for this 
outward looking approach. If they seize the 
opportunity to work alongside senior manage- 
ment in this role, they can achieve great job 
involvement and significance in their organi- 
zations. rn 
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Electronic News Delivery 
by Juliette L evinton 
W A customized abstracted news release, delivered on a daily basis to cor orate staff, P i s  a highly-valued service provided by the Economics Division Library o the Federal 
Home Loan Bank of New York. The librarian, manually scanning industry publications 
and supplementing printed materials with online sources for greater timeliness, 
produces a widely-read daily News Update on the bank's VAX minicomputer. The daily 
news release reaches its readers as early as two hours after the start of the bank's 
workday. 
Introduction 
Keeping abreast of current developments in 
an industry is a necessity for making informed 
business decisions and a requirement for ca- 
reer development and advancement. Special 
librarians have typically delivered industry 
information to their corporate staff, but with 
varying degrees of timeliness, depending 
upon the technology available to them. 
The Economics Division Library of the 
Federal Home Loan Bank of New York is 
using technology becoming available in many 
corporate settings, to provide industry infor- 
mation to bank staff daily. This article de- 
scribes the development of the library's news 
delivery from a typewritten, photocopied, 
mail room-delivered service to the current 
method of electronic delivery. 
News Delivery Format 
The library has been distributing a daily 
News Update to bank staff since mid-1984. 
The Update, generally two pages which can be 
read in five minutes or less, abstracts relevant 
articles from daily newspapers and other in- 
dustry publications. The librarian scans the 
publications for articles on the savings and 
loan and commercial banking industries, for 
stories on the bank's member institutions 
(savings institutions in New York, New Jer- 
sey, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands), and 
for items of interest on the housing, mortgage, 
and real estate industries, as well as the finan- 
cial markets. For the most current stories on 
the economy, the library accesses Telerate, an 
online financial news service, for reports re- 
leased that day by the Department of Com- 
merce or other government agencies. When 
delivery of theAmerican Banker newspaper, a 
major source for banking and savings industry 
articles, is delayed, the library accesses it 
online through Dialog. The articles chosen for 
inclusion in the News Update are abstracted 
and arranged by subject. They are tersely 
written, seldom exceeding 100 words. The 
intention is to provide theessenceof thearticle 
and to preclude the necessity of reading the 
entire article if time is limited. However, 
copies of the full articles are available in the 
library. 
Mail Room Delivery 
From 1984 through mid-1986, the News 
Update was written, typed, photocopied, and 
distributed to the executive, management, and 
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supervisory levels of the bank staff. With the 
bank's workday beginning at 8:30 a.m., every 
attempt was made to get the copies to the mail 
room for distribution by 11:30 a.m., but occa- 
sionally, depending upon the workload of the 
mail room, the Update was not distributed 
until early afternoon. At back-office opera- 
tions in New Jersey, the Update was received 
the following day. During this period, when 
the bank's staff numbered from about 350 (in 
1984) to about 600 (in 1986), approximately 
60 copies of the Update were photocopied for 
distribution. Officers, managers, and supervi- 
sors received individual copies, but each de- 
partment was responsible for making its own 
additional copies. 
Electronic Delivery 
In 1985, the bank purchased a Digital 
Equipment Corporation VAX minicomputer 
with All-in-1 office automation software. DEC 
VT220 terminals were installed and classes 
for training in word processing and electronic 
messaging were conducted. Today, there are 
over 300 DEC terminals supporting more than 
500 accounts. 
In mid-1986, the library began to send the 
News Update by electronic mail to everyone 
with an All-in-1 account, resulting in delivery 
of the Update as soon as it was typed, as early 
as 10:30 am. Problems developed, however. 
Where previously there was a specific distri- 
bution list, now there was an indiscriminate 
one. Account holders that did not want to have 
the News Update electronically delivered re- 
ceived electronic messages which needed to 
be responded to. The library attempted to 
correct an imperfect system by creating an 
electronic distribution list from the all-ac- 
counts list, deleting extraneous account 
names, and adding new account names as they 
were requested. 
The solution was far from ideal, and keeping 
the list up-to-date was time consuming and not 
totally successful. Library staff knew they 
neededasystem whereby anyone who wished 
to could access the News Update without li- 
brary staff having to send it to them. The 
"shared folder" capability of the All-in-1 soft- 
ware allowed this to become a reality in mid- 
1987. In All-in-1 word processing, documents 
are created in aUfolder." The system is secure 
and one account holder cannot access another 
account holder's documents, However, the 
"shared folder" is one that any account holder 
can access. TheNews Update is now created in 
a temporary "secure" folder (where it may not 
be accessed untiledited) and then forwarded to 
the shared folder. From the shared folder it is 
accessible to any account holder within main 
headquarters and in the New Jersey office. In 
addition, the Update can be accessed from 
other locations by portable personal computer. 
Our bank examiners who travel to Puerto Rico 
are particularly pleased to be able to read 
abstracts of articles from mainland newspa- 
pers before those papers are received on the 
island. 
When we switched to the "shared folder" 
delivery of the News Update, our readers were 
provided with new accessing instructions. 
Later, those instructions were included in the 
library's new Library Handbook, a guide to 
the resources and services of the library. All 
bank employees received a copy of the Hand- 
book and all new employees receive a copy 
from the Human Resources Department. 
The News Update is a popular service. It 
delivers concisely written, highly selective 
industry news in a timely manner to bank staff 
in our main offices at the World Trade Center 
in New York, to our back-office operations in 
New Jersey, and to account holders in remote 
locations. 
Benefits 
Manually scanning newspapers and writing 
abstracts is labor intensive, taking about 30 
percent of a professional's day, and is there- 
fore expensive. Additional costs are incurred 
using online sources to supplement print mate- 
rials. But the library can deliver a customized 
service not available in commercially pub- 
lished industry newsletters. Newsletters,addi- 
tionally, tend to be weekly or biweekly, and 
therefore not as current as a daily service. 
Finally, newsletters that we subscribe to do not 
generally cover our member institutions or 
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local economic conditions. 
A valuable by-product of the News Update 
is that it serves as a subject index of industry 
information. We file hard copies of the Update 
in ring-binders, one binder for each year. As 
subjects remain constant, getting articles on a 
particular subject for library clients is an easy 
matter; at the same time, locating specilic 
articles on a subject is simple. Using the ab- 
stracted index, the library has been able to 
respond in minutes to such information re- 
quests. 
Other applications of theNews Update have 
been found. Six to eightmonthsof Updates are 
kept on the system before deletion. One bank 
department has tracked activities of member 
institutions for aperiod of months by transfer- 
ring those abstracts, using "cut and paste" 
word processing commands, to another 
"folder." The library has created News Update 
supplements following a particular story for 
several months by using the same "cut and 
paste" technique. 
Conclusion 
Electronic delivery of industry news is an 
idea whose time has come. The proliferation 
of electronic networks in corporate settings 
makes such a service increasingly possible for 
many libraries. A product tailored to a 
corporation's particular needs is not only read, 
but eagerly awaited. In the process of creating 
such a product, the librarian becomes increas- 
ingly well-informed. Providing such a product 
makes the library highly visible and enhances 
its image. 
w 
Juliette Levinton is the Manager, Library Services, Federal Home Loan Bank of New York. 
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Serials Evaluation: 
An Innovative Approach 
by Marilyn Berger and Jane Devlne 
A method of analyzing serials collections examines the characteristics and subiect 
content of serials by providing a comprehensive descriptive review of current serials 
with particular reference to planning publications. The innovative approach used 
combines evaluative criteria traditionally used by librarians to analyze serials with da- 
tabase management technology. 
Introduction 
The objective of this paper is to present a 
new method of analyzing serials collections, a 
method which was developed by Informes 
Associates, a Montreal-based information 
consulting lirm. The methodology used exam- 
ines the characteristics and subject content of 
serials by providing a comprehensive descrip- 
tive review of current serials with particular 
reference to planning publications. The inno- 
vative approach used combines evaluative 
criteria traditionally used by librarians to 
analyze serials with database management 
technology. 
In February 1986, Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation commissioned Informes 
Associates to conduct a study of current serials 
on housing and related fields relevant to the 
Canadian housing research community. The 
information presented in the study was in- 
tended to assist the corporation investigate the 
potential foranew serialemphasizing housing 
research issues. Research required to com- 
plete this study was conducted by the 
company's principals and a team of research- 
ers and subject specialists over a six-month 
period. The original study included an evalu- 
ation of over 300 titles using 38 criteria to 
provide full, descriptive information for each 
serial. Selection of appropriate computer soft- 
ware as a tool for information management 
was essential to the analytical process. It al- 
lowed for systematic, organized control of 
data with the creation of apermanent database. 
The methodology used for the study has con- 
siderable potential for use by information 
professionals, regardless of the type of serials 
collection managed. 
The titles examined for the review were all 
current serials; those which had ceased publi- 
cation were omitted from this evaluation proc- 
ess, although for other studies it might be 
desirable to include ceased titles. The majority 
were either English-language, French-lan- 
guage, or bilingual publications, since these 
are Canada's official languages. Some for- 
eign-language serials were included if deemed 
relevant to Canadian housing research when 
the titles to be examined were selected. Sub- 
ject areas encompassed by the serials were: 
architecture, banking and finance, building 
and construction, business, economic situ- 
ation and conditions, energy, environmental 
sludics, geography, dwellings for the aged, 
housing, interior design and decoration, pub- 
lic administration,political science, real estate 
business, social services and welfare, statis- 
tics, and urban planning. 
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In order to set the parameters for selection of 
titles to be evaluated, the first step in the 
analysis was to define the scope of the term 
"periodical." According to the American Li- 
brary Association, the accepted definition is: 
"A periodical is a serial appearing or in- 
tended to appear more frequently than an- 
nually, each issue of which is numbered 
or dated consecutively and normally 
contains separate articles, stories or other 
writings. Newspapers disseminating gen- 
eral news, and the proceedings, papers, or 
other publications of corporate bodies 
primarily related to their meetings, are not 
included in this term." 
Thus newspapers, proceedings, and in- 
house organs were excluded from the final 
choice of titles as a general policy. Similar 
studies could of course involve different para- 
meters setting other boundaries at the outset. 
Choice of Titles 
Starting with this definition, several steps 
were followed to compileacomprehensive list 
of periodicals. Various sources were con- 
sulted for serial titles. These included directo- 
ries, subject bibliographies, union lists of seri- 
als, and online databases. A library's own 
holdings could form the list of titles to be 
analyzed. This particular study called for 
analyzing housing serials as a group, therefore 
a broader range of sources was required. 
In addition to the librarians directing the 
study, a team of subject specialists gave their 
knowledge and advice to the project. Consult- 
ants associated with this project were chosen 
because of their academic and professional 
achievements in specialized fields related to 
housing research. Their backgrounds pre- 
sented a good cross section of expertise re- 
quired for in-depth study. A preliminary list of 
titles was submitted to theappropriateconsult- 
ants, who were asked to identify those titles 
which were, in their opinion, most suitable for 
evaluation. Using consultants for a prelimi- 
nary "screening" process helped establish a 
final list which was balanced between aca- 
demic, professional, and popular periodicals 
within each subject area. 
Other selection criteria were, as stated 
above, the language ofpublication and starting 
date of the serial. Serials less than two years 
old were excluded from the study because too 
few issues would be available for a valid 
analysis of subject coverage. 
To get an idea of the contents and to be able 
to physically examine the serials, locations 
had to be found using union lists. It was con- 
sidered necessary to examine each title from 
its inception, and secondary sources were 
never used in lieu of the serial itself. Once 
locations had been determined, the list of seri- 
als was divided and distributed among re- 
searchers chosen for their subject back- 
grounds: librarians, urban planners, and archi- 
tects. 
Data Collection 
-- - 
A thesaurus of terms was constructed within 
each of the 17 identified subject areas in the 
housing field. These subject areas were as- 
signed a unique letter code, for instance, A = 
Architecture. The consultants were asked to 
list all relevant terms in their subject areas. 
These suggested terms wereadded to a similar 
list compiled from specialized housing the- 
sauri; thus the original 17 subject categories 
were expanded to 132 terms which then be- 
came the framework for subject analysis.Each 
term was assigned an alpha-numeric code 
incorporating the general letter code of the 
broader subject to which it belonged. Coding 
fostered uniformity among the researchers 
when defining subject areas covered by the 
serials examined. 
A criteria form was then designed to collate 
all the information necessary for the prepara- 
tion of the title essay describing each serial.' A 
pre-test was done on six titles and the form 
revised accordingly. At this point, the systems 
analyst suggesled modifications, and revi- 
sions were again made to meet coding require- 
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ments for data input. Once the form was 
finished, it provided a tool for data collection 
which allowed for all the analytical criteria 
and encouraged uniformity of results. 
Eight research assistants were hired to col- 
lect the datanecessary for each title essay: two 
urban planners, one architect, and five librari- 
ans. Orientation concerning the scope and 
purpose of the project was provided and train- 
ing was carried out according to a procedures 
manual drawn up for this purpose. Research- 
ers were instructed to look at the fist issues 
and a representative number of subsequent 
issues in order to understand the full scope and 
purpose of the journal from its inception. A 
photocopy of each serial's latest available 
contents page was taken in order to compile a 
"current contents" volume fora currentaware- 
ness service. This type of information is easy 
to prepare and can be circulated regularly to 
clients or library users. In fact, many special 
libraries already provide such current aware- 
ness services. The latest 12 issues of each 
periodical available were examined to assess 
the coverage of housing and related  topic^.^ 
Choice of Computer Software 
In consultation with the systemsanalyst, the 
"Oracle" software package was chosen as the 
most suitable relational database management 
system for this project. Available in main- 
frame, mini, and microcomputer versions, the 
package is compatible with several types of 
hardware, including IBM, DEC, and TI (Texas 
Instruments). It has a powerful and flexible 
database creation capability, which allowed 
the generation of specially designed evalu- 
ative reports from collected data. All of the 
tables presented in this article were produced 
using this package. Since Oracle can run on 
various systems, the data was transferred to 
magnetic tapes from the mainframe facilities 
at Reseau Computertime, the utility where the 
findings were processed for future use on other 
systems. The potential for information sharing 
among related collections through this type of 
procedure is attractive to organizations in- 
volved in cooperative projects. 
Evaluation Criteria 
Information gathered for the title essays 
encompassed three types of data: descriptive, 
quantitative, and qualitative. Some of the cri- 
teria used fell into more than one category and 
could be analyzed in more than one way. 
Descriptive Data 
The main descriptive data for each serial 
were: title, previous title(s) (if any), type of 
publication, physical description, publisher 
and country of publication, starting date, 
ISSN, storage mediaavailable, affiliation with 
specific organizations, language, geographic 
and period coverage, and illustrations (if any). 
This information provided the "where, when, 
and whatWof each serial needed to judge which 
publications fulfilled certain requirements. 
For instance, since the particular interest was 
in Canadian housing, the country of publica- 
tion and geographic coverage criteria helped 
gauge whether a serial was likely to be relevant 
to Canadian housing research. 
Quantitative Criteria 
The quantitative criteria used for each title 
essay were important for descriptive purposes, 
but were particularly useful when comparing 
serials and looking for overall patterns or 
characteristics. These were: size (including 
the average number of pages in a current 
issue), circulation, frequency, subscription 
cost, footnote count, age of the serial, number 
of places where indexed, number of housing 
articles, and advertising content. To determine 
the footnote count and advertising analysis, a 
recent representative issue was used; to meas- 
ure the extent of subject coverage, the number 
of housing articles was assessed over 12 con- 
secutive recent issues. The range of informa- 
tion to be &rived from this data was broad. For 
instance, using data on subscription cost re- 
lated to the type of publication, a table was 
produced (Table 1) displaying mean, maxi- 
mum, minimum, and range in cost by type of 
periodical. 
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Table 1. Subscription By Type of Publication (Canadian $) 
(where subscription is not free) 
All Titles Evaluated 
Journal Newsletter Bulletin New spaper Digest 
n=171 n=6 1 n=24 n=5 n=7 
Mean $48 $39 $126 $49 $40 
Maximum 315 1 07 300 80 60 
Minimum 8 6 14 18 20 
Range 307 101 286 62 40 
Table 2. Number of Titles Covering Housing & Related Services 
Description No. of Titles Description No. of Titles 
Public Housing 
Apartments 
Laws and Legislation 
Condominiums 
Housing Policies 
Low-income Housing 
Co-operative Housing 
Multi-family Housing 
Prefabricated Houses 
Minimum-cost Housing 
Rural Housing 
Cluster Housing 19 
Courtyard Housing 19 
Discrimination 19 
Industrial Housing 19 
Housing for the Physically Handicapped 17 
Mobile Homes 16 
Native Housing 15 
Single-parent Housing 15 
Student Housing 15 
All Housing Subjects 15 
Table 3. Number of Titles Covering Urban Planning & Related Subjects 
Description No. of Tilles Description No. of Titles 
City Planning 46 Recreation 24 
Urban Policy 40 Garden Cities 22 
Urban Renewal 37 Play Areas 22 
Neighborhood Development 36 Slum Clearance 20 
Zoning 30 All Urban Planning Subjects 13 
Municipalities 28 
Table 4. Level of Rigor and Leading Contributors 
n=269 
Level of Rigor Leading Contributors 
Category No. of Titles % Category No. of Titles % 
Academic 69 26 Academic 53 20 
Professional 130 48 Editorial Board 107 40 
Practical 60 22 Professional 6 1 23 
Other 10 4 Unsolicited Contributor 18 7 
(Combination of above) Other 30 11 
(Combination of above) 
The above analysis provides valuable statis- 
tics which can be used for budgeting and 
planning purposes, such as projecting expen- 
ditures by the type of publication. It was dis- 
covered, for instance, that the average cost of 
a housing bulletin subscription was nearly 
triple that of the other types of serials. 
Analysis of Subiect Coverage 
Using the thesaurus of housing and housing- 
related terms, an analysis of subject content of 
relevant titles was conducted. In this way low 
coverage of certain areas in relation to the 
coverage of other topics was identified over a 
12-month period. A count of the number of 
titles dealing with each subject was generated 
by the computer to facilitate this analysis. For 
example, looking at Table 2 and using the 
main heading "Housing," 45 titles cover the 
subtopic "Public Housing." Fifteen journals 
covered all "Housing" subjects. Areport could 
be generated on the journal titles dealing with 
the above examples. Slum clearance was the 
least covered subject area in the "Urban Plan- 
ning Section" of the thesaurus (Table 3). 
Gaps and concentrations in subject cover- 
agebecomeevident on thebasisof the journals 
examined. This information is useful for a 
variety of purposes. Librarians might find it 
helpful for collection development, current 
awareness, or budget considerations, while 
publishers and research institutions could use 
this data in planning new areas of investigation 
or new publications. Professionals in this field 
could determine whether these topics require 
further research. 
Qualitative Criteria 
The qualitative criteria used in the study 
were: audience (professional, academic, gen- 
eral), level of rigor (professional, academic, 
practical), whether referred, leading conuibu- 
tors, quality of illustrations and photographs, 
aids to users (indexes, etc.), regular features, 
and degree of relevance to the housing field. 
The character of a serial depends to a large 
extent on its intended audience. Although the 
serials were not related according to these 
criteria, the potential exists to rank them by 
any or all of the above measures. 
Table 4 illustrates one application of quali- 
tative criteria in determining the scholarly 
characteristics of the serials. It demonstrates 
how many of the serials fell into each category 
and what percentage of the total each category 
comprised. It could help librarians achieve a 
balance between academic, professional, and 
practical or popular titles for a collection. 
A report was generated selecting all titles 
that included book reviews as a regular fea- 
ture; 122 records were selected. 
Conclusion 
The methodology described allows the li- 
brarian as an information specialist to have 
firm control of a serials collection, from the 
administrative and intellectual standpoints. 
Qualitative information from each record may 
be used to evaluate subject coverage and se- 
lected characteristics for individual titles and 
groups of serials on a continuing basis. Quan- 
titative and descriptive data, on the other hand, 
provide useful tools for collection manage- 
ment, including budgeting. Statistics on size 
and frequency could even be used in space 
planning by classifying the number of serials 
acquired annually according to size. 
Computerized information management 
permits sophisticated, othcrwise impossible, 
collection conlrol and development. Some of 
the ways in which data on serials can be 
compiled and used has been outlined. Al- 
though this depth of analysis may not be suit- 
able for all collections, it has considerable 
potential for special libraries and for informa- 
tion professionals conducting similar re- 
search. Publishers could examine existing lit- 
erature using the framework described as a 
compliment to market surveys before launch- 
ing new publications. The method of serial 
analysis described here couples evaluative 
criteria traditionally used by librarians with 
database management technology. 
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Notes 
' A title essay included the physical description Twelve issues provided an adequate measure- 
pertaining to the serial, subject categories ment of subject scope and represented the 
assigned to the title, and an abstract on the periodicals' current characteristics. 
relevance to Canadian housing research. 
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Spreading CD-ROM Technology 
Beyond the Library: Applications for 
- 
Remote Communications Software 
by Stephen Bell 
Any physical distance which separates an information center from patrons presents 
a barrier to service delivery. Some mechanisms to resolve this problem include 
electronic mail, express mail, telefacsimile communication and local area networks. 
New information technologies, particularly CD-ROM databases, are difficult for users 
at  remote sites to access. Providing access to information technologies such as CD- 
ROMs can enhance the library's image by satisfying its clientele. This article discusses 
the use of remote communications software as an inexpensive way to deliver infor- 
mation technologies to users at remote locations. 
Consider this scenario. You manage the 
information center for a large corporation. 
You are responsible for the organization's 
library operations at corporate headquarters, 
and several branch locations around the na- 
tion. Express mail, electronic mail, and tele- 
facsimile communication are used for rapid 
dissemination of information to users at re- 
motelocations. But how do you provide direct 
access to information contained on CD-ROM 
databases, that which resides on floppy or hard 
disks or possibly in-house databases not avail- 
able through a corporate network? 
Even users located in the same building or 
corporate campus are reluctant to visit the 
information center. If information is unavail- 
able at a user's own office or terminal, any 
distance separating you and the user may 
prove too great to bring them to your door. 
What if you could share information technolo- 
gies such as CD-ROM products with users at 
remote sites or less-equipped satellite libraries 
by giving them access directly through their 
own microcomputers? 
Providing library services to users at remote 
sites has always been a challenge for librarians 
in the central library location. There are sev- 
eral good reasons for providing service to 
users at remote sites: 
increase library clientele; 
improve organizational productivity; 
promote end-userjself-service opera- 
tions for routine information requests; 
promote or market library services; 
take advantage of natural patron inter- 
est in new technologies; 
improve organizational status of infor- 
mation center. 
Barriers presented by physical separation 
from users are more considerable when deal- 
ing with new information technologies; CD- 
ROM products are a good example. Many are 
menu-driven, making them ideal for end-user 
access. If users cannot sit at the workstation, 
the database is of little use to them. The infor- 
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mation professional can search the CD-ROM 
database for the user, but that defeats some of 
the utility of acquiring databases that allow 
users to perform their own research at fixed 
costs. 
CD-ROM workstationsare not designed for 
easy movement. Disks can be shared among 
several workstations and players, but the addi- 
tional hardwareis expensive. Such an arrange- 
ment may even violate site or software liccns- 
ing agreements. CD-ROMs may be networked 
within a building, but that is an even more 
expensive solution to the problem. Since 
remote communication software accommo- 
dates only a single userper CD-ROM worksta- 
tion, it shouldnot violatelicensing agreements 
with vendors. 
Using Remote Communications Software 
A more practical and cost-efficient solution 
to sharing information technologies with off- 
siteusers may be found in remote communica- 
tions software (RCS). RCS is a type of 
communications software. Regularcommuni- 
cations software, including packages such as 
Smartcom, Crosstalk and Procomm, are de- 
signed primarily for online communication 
with bulletin boards, online subscription serv- 
ices, and for conducting file transfers between 
computers. RCS can also perform these com- 
munication tasks, but it has a more specialized 
function. It allows two microcomputers to 
linkup and perform as a single workstation. A 
user at microcomputer number one may con- 
trol microcomputer number two as if sitting 
directly at the second terminal. 
Consider this example. Your information 
center is located in Boston. An executive 
working in your company's Cleveland office 
needs fast access to the financial statements of 
several publicly held corporations. You don't 
have the annual reports on paper or 
microfiche. Your only source is Compact 
Disclosure. Because the executive has a 
microcomputer with a modem and a copy of 
your remote communications software, they 
can call up the workstation containing Com- 
pact Disclosure and use it from their office in 
Cleveland. 
After agreeing on an approximate time for 
the executive to use the CD-ROM, you would 
load your version of the remote communica- 
tions software into thememory of the worksta- 
tion. It remains there, waiting for the phone 
call. The executive will load their version of 
the software, and then place a call to the phone 
number at which your workstation's modem is 
connected. Once the executive establishes a 
connection between their microcomputer and 
the CD-ROM workstation, they would acti- 
vate and use Compact Disclosure as if they 
were sitting right at the workstation. Every- 
thing that appears on the monitor in Boston is 
being seen on the monitor in Cleveland. If 
desired, printing or data capture to disk can be 
directed from Boston to Cleveland. When 
finished, the executive terminates thecall, and 
returns control of the workstation back to you. 
In order for RCS to work correctly, informa- 
tion centers must meet the following equip- 
ment spccifications: 
both microcomputers are equipped 
with a modem: 
both microcomputers are running the 
same remote communications pack- 
age; 
both microcomputers have sufficient 
random access memory (RAM) to run 
RCS while other applications are 
loaded-640K RAM is usually 
sufficient. 
Assuming these conditions are met, a re- 
mote communications session is conducted by 
loading the RCS into the memory of the re- 
mote and host computers. RCS is memory 
resident, meaning it remainspresent and ready 
for action once loaded. Usually it is removed 
from RAM only with a special commandor by 
rebooting the microcomputer. If a CD-ROM 
workstation in the information center is being 
accessed by an individual at a remote site, that 
individual is referred to as the "remote." The 
CD-ROM workstation is designated the 
"host." 
At the host end. the RCS is set to "wait for a 
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call."or, it is setin amode toreceive acall from 
another RCS user. Because RCS is memory 
resident, it will stay in memory and be acti- 
vated only when a call is accepted. On-site 
patrons may continue to make normal use of 
the CD-ROM workstation until aremote call is 
received. At that time, only the remote caller 
will control the CD-ROM. When ready to use 
the CD-ROM, the remote microcomputer 
dials the telephonenumber at which the host's 
modem is connected. 
Once the remote and host microcomputers 
are connected, the remote can take control of 
the host. Whatever appears on the host's 
monitor is now seen on the remote's monitor. 
Theremote user can then access the CD-ROM 
database by issuing the command or selecting 
the menu option that will initiate operation of 
the CD-ROM. Then the remote user can use 
the database as if hefshe were right at the 
terminal. Printing or downloading of files can 
also be directed from the host to the remote, so 
the capture of information by a remote user is 
not a problem. 
In the event the remote user should need 
assistance from information center staff, both 
parties may communicate through theconnec- 
tion between their microcomputers. Most 
RCS packages have a"keyboard chat" feature. 
This feature creates a screen on which either 
party can type a message to the other. The 
remote and host can have a "talk" that will 
appear on their respective monitors. The 
"chat" feature is useful for individual instruc- 
tion with users at remote sites. 
Most RCS is supplied with two separate 
executable programs (designated by the 
"EXE file extension). One is for the remote 
user, and the other for the host site. These 
programs may be packaged on the same disk or 
on two disks with one designated for each 
party. The remote user's program usually 
requires more memory to run, but has more 
features and utilities. The host's program has 
only the basic files needed forremote commu- 
nications. The host's program is the one gen- 
erally usedin tandem with someotherapplica- 
tion software, so it is essential that it require 
minimal RAM to operate. If you need to sup- 
ply software to remote users at multiple sites, 
you should purchase either a complete pack- 
age or a remote user's disk for each of those 
sites. Options for purchasing multiple copies 
for remote users will depend on the package 
you select. Most RCS is menu-driven and 
should present few learning difficulties for 
anyone already using a communications soft- 
ware package. 
Typical Library Applications 
The Lippincott Library of the Wharton 
School at the University of Pennsylvania 
typifies some of the common problems evi- 
denced in libraries serving users at remote 
sites. Though only a few campus buildings 
away, the faculty Lippincott serves rarely 
come to the Library to do their research. It is 
more common for faculty to send research 
assistants to the library or request services by 
telephone. Lippincott Library offers several 
CD-ROM products, including Compact Dis- 
closure, CDICorporate, and Compustat PC 
Plus. Because they prefer to stay in their own 
building, faculty make little use of these data- 
bases. 
Numerous marketing strategies have been 
tried in efforts to encourage faculty to come to 
the Library to use these databases. Strategies 
include publicizing the CD-ROMs in the Li- 
brary newsletter, distributing diskettes with 
examples of searches that can be done on the 
databases, and demonstrating the databases at 
library fairs hosted at various sites around 
campus, including the Wharton School build- 
ings. Still, faculty are reluctant to use the CD- 
ROMs because it requires a trip to the library. 
Library staff know that faculty will use 
library databases that can be accessed directly 
at their offices. The popularity of the in-house 
ABI/INFORM database to faculty subscribers 
is proof. This locally mounted database is 
made available to faculty through the Library, 
which purchases the ABI/INFORM tapes and 
mounts them on the University's mainframe 
computer. Faculty may then make direct useof 
the database if they are connected to the 
University's fiber optic network or choose 
dial-up access via modem. The success of this 
program shows that faculty are much more 
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likely to use information technologies they 
can access directly through their own micro- 
computers, than those they must use at the 
Library. 
Additionally, the Library conducts weekly 
online training sessions for the University 
community. Students, faculty, and staff are 
encouraged to learn more about CD-ROMand 
timesharing database searching by attending 
the training session. In this and other biblio- 
graphic sessions, CD-ROMs are introduced 
but cannot be demonstrated. Sample screens 
captured on overhead transparencies are used 
to illustrate the CD-ROM databases. This 
leaves attendees with only a vague image of 
the powerful research capabilities of the data- 
bases. 
In both cases presented above, RCS can be 
used to alleviate the difficulties of sharing CD- 
ROMs and other library-based information 
technologies with users. Faculty supplied with 
RCS, assuming their microcomputer is 
equipped with a modem, wouldbe able to dial- 
up the CD-ROM workstation to conduct a 
real-time session on the database. Library staff 
would need to know the approximate time the 
faculty member would be calling in order to 
make sure no other patron was using the data- 
base at that time. Since calls can be accepted 
by the unattended RCS loaded on the CD- 
ROM, library staff need not be present when 
the call is made. Similarly, to give a live 
demonstration of aCD-ROMsearch in aclass- 
room situation, the instructor needs only to use 
RCS to call up the CD-ROM from the remote 
training site. With the proper computer project 
system, an entire class can view a CD-ROM 
database demonstration. 
There are other potential uses for RCS in 
library environments that can benefit users at 
remote sites. Few libraries have the luxury of 
being open 24 hours aday. But with RCS, CD- 
ROM, and other microcomputer-based data- 
bases can be accessed for after hours opera- 
tion. Once loaded in the microcomputer con- 
taining the database, RCS is ready to accept 
calls in an unattended, automated format. If 
the computer is left on after hours, the data- 
bases can remain available to any off-site or 
on-site caller using RCS to dialup the system. 
Each time a caller completes their search ses- 
sion, the RCS will automatically reset to "wait 
for call" status in preparation for the next user. 
Delivering online search results can also be 
accomplished and enhanced with RCS. Like 
electronic mail services, search results can be 
sent to users via RCS more quickly than by 
regular or express mail. By connecting your 
microcomputer with the microcomputer of 
your user, you can retrieve a downloaded 
search from a disk file. Both you and the user 
can have the search appear on your respective 
monitors. Unlike electronic mail, which only 
lets you send the document, RCS lets you 
discuss the search with the user through a 
"keyboard chat." This can save time spent 
when users call you afterreceivingsearches to 
obtain explanations or ask for more refined 
searches. A file transfer between you and the 
user will send the search from your site to 
their's. 
As these examples illustrate, RCS opens up 
many new possibilities for service delivery. 
RCS is applicable for training and demonstra- 
tions of software and databases, joint problem 
solving, product evaluations from remote 
sites, home-to-office microcomputing, and 
other tasks requiring travel to remote comput- 
ers. Using RCS will enable you to improve 
library productivity in ways previously not 
possible. 
Potential Disadvantages 
There are some drawbacks to using RCS 
that might make it difficult to employ under 
certain conditions. Some important aspects of 
using this software to consider are: 
RCS will restrict the use of a CD-ROM 
workstation while being used by a 
remote user, or when a remote call is 
anticipated; 
Users will need instruction on how to 
place calls with RCS and how to ma- 
nipulate the software once connected 
with a library workstation; 
If copies of RCS circulate freely 
through the organization, you may lose 
specid libraries 
control over who can access library 
databases; 
RCS cannot be used for joint online 
search sessions, since the modem can- 
not be used to call online services when 
it is already engaged by the RCS. 
RCS is not anetworking tool. Only two 
microcomputers may be linked. 
While it is true that a CD-ROM workstation 
in the library will be unavailable to others 
during aremote communications session, that 
is no worse than one individual using the same 
workstation in the library while another user 
waits. All single siteinformation technologies 
may create queuing problems. RCS does 
complicate this situation somewhat. If you 
need to tell the remote user to disconnect, this 
can be accomplished by interrupting the ses- 
sion with a "keyboard chat" to inform the user 
someone else needs to use the system. 
Other problems may arise when the CD- 
ROM workstation is reserved for a remote 
caller. If you anticipate a call at a specific time, 
no one else can use the workstation then. If the 
caller is late, the system is useless to everyone. 
A policy regarding failure to make remote 
calls on time, such as holding systems for only 
a limited time, could be used to handle these 
situations. The "keyboard lock" feature found 
on most RCS packages eliminates the problem 
of a user at the host site inadvertently breaking 
up the remote user's session. Keyboard lock 
disables the host's keyboard to avert disrup- 
tion from the host site. 
If theRCS is menu-driven, it should be easy 
to use. Still, RCS use is not intuitive for most 
individuals and may prove confusing for those 
unfamiliar with communications software. 
Some librarians and information center man- 
agers will question whether they want to pro- 
vide direct software instruction. To assist in 
introducing RCS users to the fundamentals of 
remote communications, it could be possible 
to develop a handout providing basic software 
instructions. However, any instructions must 
be brief, no more than one sheet. If users need 
to spend more than a few minutes to learn how 
to conduct a remote communications session, 
they will probably decide it is not worth the 
time investment. In many cases, adequate 
instructions for RCS usage can be given by 
telephone. 
RCS makes it easy for remote callers to 
access information center computer-based 
files. If a copy of your RCS got into the wrong 
hands, or even if an outsider learned your files 
were available via RCS, that could create 
security problems for your organization. For- 
tunately, most RCS comes with some form of 
password protection. It might require that a 
password be given to start the software, or, 
when accessed, certain files could require a 
password. Ifafter hours access is allowed, aset 
of passwords could be distributed to expected 
callers during the day. Then those passwords 
could be changed for the next night's callers. 
Using RCS for certain applications may add 
some work to your daily routine. 
When librarians first learn about RCS, they 
often jump to the conclusion that it may be 
used to allow joint online searching between 
the information professional and remote user. 
Unfortunately, RCS andremoteonline search- 
ing are not compatible. Once RCS is loaded 
into the microcomputer it takes control of the 
modem, either waiting to receive a call or 
waiting to place one. Since the modem is 
engaged by the RCS, calls to telecommunica- 
tion services cannot be placed with another 
communications software package. Similarly, 
when first learning of RCS, people often as- 
sume it can be used to bring up a CD-ROM at 
multiple remote sites. Again, RCS is not a net- 
working tool. It is limited to connections be- 
tween two microcomputers. 
These limitations are by no means insur- 
mountable. They are provided to show that, as 
with many new technologies, you must take 
into consideration the unknown difficulties 
that can occur. With some discussion and 
policy decision-making, libraries and infor- 
mation centers should be able to establish 
guidelines for integrating RCS into library 
operations. 
Conclusion 
What is most surprising is that the producers 
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of RCS have totally neglected the library and 
information center market. When speaking to 
marketing representatives and technical assis- 
tance staff from these companies, I learn they 
give little or no thought to library and informa- 
tion centers as potential users of their prod- 
ucts. Yet, special libraries, which often serve 
many users at remote sites, are excellent can- 
didates for acquiring and utilizing RCS. 
This article has discussed the operation of 
RCS and has suggested some possibilities for 
its use in improving service delivery to off-site 
users. RCS is particularly applicable in mak- 
ing new information technologies, such as 
CD-ROM and microcomputer-based data- 
bases, available to remote users and satellite 
libraries. Because low-cost networks or simi- 
lar technologies for allowing organizational 
sharing of CD-ROMs are unlikely to be avail- 
able in the n& future, RCS stands as an 
attractive solution to a tricky problem. 
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Appendix-Buyer's Guide for Remote Communication Software 
Carbon Copy Plus 
Vendor: Meridian Technology Inc., 
7 Corporate Park, Suite 100, 
Irvine, CA 927 14 
(714)261-1199 
Price: $195 for remote or host version 
Requires: IBM PC. XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible 
Current Version: 5.0 
Close-up 
Vendor: Norton-Lambert Corp., 
PO Box 4085 
SantaBarbara, CA 93140. 
(805)964-6767 
Price: $245 for remote version; $195 for hos t 
version 
Requires: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible 
Current Version: 3.00A 
Co-Compute 
Vendor: Harmony Technology Associates 
3700 S. Sepulveda Blvd., No. 332 
West Los Angeles, CA 90034 
1(800)622-7660 
Price: $123.75 for remote or host version 
Requires: IBM PC, XT. AT or compatible 
Current Version: 2.14 
ColSession 
Vendor: Triton Technologies 
146 Maple Ave. 
Red Bank. NJ 07701 
(201)741-3232 
Price: $175 forremoteversion, $125 forhost 
version, $249 for twin pack with both 
versions 
Requires: IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible 
Current Version: 4.0 
Vendor: 
Price: 
Requires: 
Modem Controls Inc. 
432 N. Clark St. 
Chicago, IL 60610 
1 (800)CON-TROL 
$149 for host version, $99 for remote 
version 
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 or compatible 
Current Version: 1.3 
PC Anywhere I11 
Vendor: Dynamic Microprocessor 
Associates 
Inc., 60 E. 42nd St. 
New York,NY 10165 
(212)687-7115. 
Price: $145 for remote or host version 
Requires: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible 
Current Version: 3.0 
special libraries 
Remote 2 
Vendor: CrosstalkCommunications, 
A Division of Digital 
Communications Associates, Inc. 
1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway 
Suite 440 
Roswell, GA 30076 
(404)998-3998 
Price: $129 for host version, $89 for remote 
version. $195 for twin pack with both 
versions 
Requires: IBM PC. XT. AT, PS/2, or compatible 
Current Version: 1.00 
Stephen Bell is the Reference Librarian at the Lippincott Library of the Wharton School, Univer- 
sity of Pennsylvania. 
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SLA's 8 1 st  Annual Conference 
It was 
the biggest 
outside of the A N  UNPARALLELED RESOURCE 
cussed a 
wide range 
of Association 
Big Apple ... issues, setting a 
SLA's 81st Annual 8 1st Annual Conference number of tasks for 
Conference drew more SPECIAL LIBRARIES the 1990-91 Board to 
members than any previ- pursue. 
ous conferences outside of ASSOCIATION During Executive Session of 
New York City. Final registra- 
tion figures put attendance at 4805; 
1300 exhibitors of library and informa- 
tion science products and services filled 
the Exhibit Hall, while attendees were pre- 
sented with a choice of over 200 programs. 
And, more than 950 professionals attended 
SLA's Continuing Education courses. Some 
500 job or employee-seekers visited the 
Employment Clearinghouse and 30 people 
took advantage of the Career Advisory 
Service. 
Overall, June 9-14 was a week of learning, 
networking, and participating for the informa- 
tion professionals who flocked to Pittsburgh. 
Besides offering more programs and exhib- 
itors to attendees, the Conference was also a 
series of highlights and fun events-including 
hearing renowned author John Naisbitt to 
cruising Pittsburgh's three rivers by night. 
Below is asummary of themany activities and 
events of SLA's 81st Annual Conference. 
SLA Board of Directors 1989190 
SLA's 1990 Annual Conference was a busy 
one for SLA's Board of Directors. The 19891 
90 Board conducted its final meetings Friday 
and Saturday, June 8-9. Board members dis- 
the 9th, ~ o a r d  members ap- 
proved a motion to revise SLA's 
Nominating Committee Guidlines, to 
include the following statements: 
Candidates for the position of 
President-Elect should have prior 
Board experience; and 
Candidates for the position of 
Treasurer cannot be restricted to those 
from a geographic area. 
One of President Ruth Seidman's first ac- 
tions will be to appoint a Task Force to review 
Special Libraries, the Association's scholarly 
journal, to consider it's appropriateness. 
Specifically, the Task Force is to look at the 
publications' ". . .usefulness to SLA members 
as a refereed research journal, reasons for 
current quality of articles, alternative formats, 
and reconstitution of the Publications Com- 
mittee as an advisory group for the 
Association's publications program." The 
Special LibrariesTaskForce will report to the 
Board by June 199 1. 
Also in regard to SLA's publications, the 
Board approved a motion expressing its sup- 
port for and the use of the Chicago Manual of 
Cowright 0 1990 Special Libraries Aaotiotion special libraries 
Style for Special Libraries, and that an SLA 
style manual be used to give consistency to all 
Association publications as well as meet the 
needs of Association membership. The mo- 
tion stated that final style and design decisions 
will rest with appropriate staff, according to 
membership needs. 
In the area of Association finances, the 
Board discussed the budget process and final 
payment of the mortgage on the Association 
Headquarters building in Washington, DC. 
Beginning with the 1991 budget, Board 
members will become more involved in the 
planning process. Board members will make 
comments on adraft business plan and budget; 
they will receive arevised copy before the Fall 
Board meeting, where they discuss and ap- 
prove the final budget plan. At Winter Meet- 
ing, the Board will discuss results of their 
participation in the context of the business 
plan and budget for that period. TheBoard also 
voted to include the projection of total mem- 
bership, dues, and fees for Fiscal Year (FY) 
1991 as Page A of theFY 1991 Budget for the 
General Fund-Draft. 
Regarding the mortgage on the 
Association's Headquarters building, the 
Board voted to accept arecommendation from 
theFinance Committee to use the surplus from 
the 1989 budget to pay off the mortgage on the 
Headquarters building. Remaining surplus 
funds will be used to replenish the Building 
Reserve Fund. 
Membership issues were also discussed at 
some length. The Board approved a motion to 
conduct a 199 1 membership survey similar to 
the "super survey" conducted in 1986. Board 
members also approved in principal the Asso- 
ciation Recruitment and Retention Plan; the 
Plan's mission is to increase members by 2.5 
percent each year for the next 15 years. 
Other membership issues included discus- 
sion of SLA's membership directory, Who's 
Who in Special Libraries. The issue of E-mail 
addresses was raised in the Division Cabinet 
meeting. The 1990191 Board of Directors 
reaffirmed its priority of including E-mail ad- 
dresses in the directory; they further charged 
Association staff with collecting up to two E- 
mail addresses for each member beginning 
with the 1991 renewals. 
Several actions regarding different areas of 
Association programming were taken. 
Following a lively discussion about SLA's 
scholarship program, Board members ap- 
proved a recommendation that the Scholar- 
ship Committee and Association staff exam- 
ine alternatives for a fifth scholarship, 
"specifically with regard to individual study 
by mid-career special librarians who are SLA 
members." The Committee will report back to 
the Board at the 1991 Winter Meeting. 
Qualification for scholarships was ad- 
dressed with two motions. A motion to revise 
the scholarship selection process was with- 
drawn; Association staff will further revise the 
guidelines and present them at a future Board 
meeting. 
Board members did approve a recommen- 
dation stating "...citizens of countries other 
than the United States and Canada be eligible 
for all scholarships awarded by SLA, provided 
that they meet other scholarship criteria (and) 
provided that they are accepted into admission 
into schoolsof library and information science 
whose programs have been accredited by 
L A . "  
The Board also addressed SLA's Research 
Program. Board members accepted a report 
from the Research Committee andapproved a 
motion stating no research grants will be 
awarded in the 199019 1 Association year. The 
Committee had concluded that none of the 
proposals submitted met the criteria for 
significance, relevance, or quality. They also 
passed a recommendation stating surveys of 
the SLA membership not be encouraged in 
future solicitations 
Board members also approved a resolution 
supporting the National Research and Educa- 
tion Network and commending Senator Albert 
Gore and his staff for their work regarding the 
network. 
Concerning Government Relations in the 
profession, a resolution opposing the unan- 
nounced ceasing of two government publica- 
tions (see your June SpeciaList for details) 
used by information professionals was passed 
unanimously. The Board of Directors also 
passed a resolution opposing the taxation of 
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Looking for SomethinglSomeone New ... 
SLA Conference-goers peruse the job and applicant listings at SLA's 
Employment Clearinghouse. More than 500 people visited the Clearing- 
house. 
The View from Above ... 
Library and information professionals check out an exhibitor's services 
and products in the Exhibit Hall. SLA's exhibitors increased to 1300 at the 
1990 Conference. 
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reading materials, specifically relating to the 
proposed Goods and Services Tax in Canada. 
According to the proposal, the only service1 
products not subject to a "zero-rate" taxation 
are food, medical services, and prescriptions. 
In looking at the Association's Professional 
Development program, the Board of Directors 
approved a motion stating the Professional 
Development Committee be responsible for 
approving content of all continuing education 
courses prior to when the course is being 
given, to avoid duplication of course content. 
The motion included a charge that the Profes- 
sional Development Committee and Associa- 
tion staff work together to create further guide- 
lines in the areaof course content; theirrecom- 
mendations will be presented to the Board at 
the 199 1 Winter Meeting. 
Board members also approved a motion 
stating continuing education courses or work- 
shops given or cosponsored by the Associa- 
tion". . .orany ofits duly constitutedunits may 
be scheduled at any time during the Annual 
Conference except during the General Ses- 
sions and the Annual Business Meeting." 
In the area of Association staff and needs, 
Board members passed aresolution approving 
34 staff positions for the Association office; 
they then authorizedtheExecutiveDirector, in 
consultation with the President, to adjust the 
staff organization as needs dictate within the 
current number of authorized positions and the 
current budget for salaries and benefits. Staff 
organization will be reviewed annually at the 
meeting of the Association Office Operations 
Committee (AOOC). 
A recommendation to approve the SLA 
Smoke Free Environment Policy was con- 
tained. The Association office is now a non- 
smoking building. 
Board members approved several motions 
regarding Association policy and procedures. 
A motion stating the slate of officers running 
for SLA Board be announced no later than the 
Fall Board meeting preceding the Spring elec- 
tion, was approved. 
Board members also approveda motion dis- 
couraging candidates running in the election 
to the Board of Directors from engaging in 
overt campaiging. 
In other Association policieslprocedures, 
revision of the following guidelines was ap- 
proved: 
guidelines for Board proctors, 
conference guidelines, 
guidelines for speaker fees and hono- 
raria. 
SLA's book publishing agreement, 
SLA's policy on library photocopying, 
and 
SLA's policy on reprint permission. 
The following Association policies/proce- 
dures were rescinded: 
SLA's policy on Research Grants in 
aid, 
SLA'spolicy on theplenum Publishing 
Corporation Award, 
guidelines for exchange sessions with 
ASIS, and 
guidelines for SLA's stipend program. 
During Saturday's meeting, the Board heard 
staff updates from various program areas. In 
Communications, external relations have in- 
creased. Some examples presented to the 
Board were a Legislative Day reception or- 
ganized by the Director of Government Rela- 
tions during National Library Week, a recep- 
tion of Pittsburgh business and community 
leaders and SLA VIPs at Pittsburgh's prestig- 
ious Duquesne Club during the Annual Con- 
ference, and materials and advice given by the 
Professional Development Section to the 
USIA, USD, and the Institute forInternationa1 
Research . 
Board members took care of several "house- 
keeping" tasks which included approving the 
nomination of Barbara P. Semonche as Chair 
of the 1992 Conference Program Committee. 
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The 1992 Conference will take place in San 
Francisco. 
Finally, Board members established April 
18, 1991 as the first International Special 
Librarians Day. 
SLA Board of Directors l990/9l 
The 1990P1 Board of Directors met for the 
fist time Friday, June 15th. Board members 
discussed a series of issues raised by the 
Chapter and Division Cabinets, as well as 
matters ranging from international relations to 
affiliation with the American Libraries Asso- 
ciation (ALA). 
Among Committee reports, Board members 
heard areport from Barry Hennessey, Chair of 
theInternationalRelations Committee, SLA's 
newest committee. 
The Committee hosted two meetings during 
the 81stAnnual Conference,one of which was 
an open forum with members, where they 
appointed a liaison to the Conference Program 
Planning Committee. Board members heard 
the Committee's general statement of values 
andprinciples, which is based on SLA's Stra- 
tegic Plan, Hennessey explained. 
In the past year thecommittee identified the 
following four areas as needing further con- 
sideration, Hennessey stated: 
the need for a "clearinghouse" within 
the Association to register the interna- 
tional expertise of SLA members; 
the need to provide more extensive 
educational services for SLA members 
regarding international issues; 
the need to establish a liaison at the 
Association level with special library 
organizations in other countries, as 
well as with those professional associa- 
tions in North America that support 
international programs; and 
the need to increase programs/services 
that will attract and retain a greater 
international membership. 
The Board also heard from other Commit- 
tees. SLA's Professional Development Com- 
mittee recommended the award-winning 
Executive Development Academy be allowed 
to develop and evolve before being discontin- 
ued. 
Members of the Affirmative Action Com- 
mittee spent the last year acting as local liai- 
sons to coordinate at least three representa- 
tions of the information profession to minority 
individuals. The Committee had also worked 
with the Black Caucus of the American Li- 
brary Association (BCALA) in obtaining 
names for aUDirectory of EthnicProfessionals 
in Library ScienceandRelated Career Fields." 
SLA's Public Relations Committee made 
its first recognition of PR efforts on the part of 
members. Members James Matarazzo, co- 
author of SLA's newest publication, Valuing 
Corporate Libraries: A Survey of Senior 
Managers; Alida Sterling, Public Relations 
Chair, Pittsburgh Chapter; and Steve Johnson, 
PR Chair, ClevelandChapter, received honors 
for their PR activities. 
Regarding the Association's program areas, 
Board members voted to adopt public rela- 
tions and research as priority areas for FY 
1991-95. Those priorities should be repre- 
sented in the budgets for those years, Board 
members commented. 
Along with theestablishment of an Associa- 
tion Staff Service Recognition program, 
which will honor staffmembers after one year, 
and then for every five years of employment at 
SLA, Board members took care of several 
Association procedural matters. 
New Committee Chairs and Proctors were 
appointed. 
A motion to participate in cooperative ac- 
tivities, but not affiliate with the ALA was 
approved. 
Board members approved a motion direct- 
ing thePresident toappointaTaskForceof the 
Board of Directors to review current proce- 
dures and guidelines and make recommenda- 
tions concerning a process for Board review 
and evaluation of Association programs. The 
Task Force will report back to the Board at its 
next meeting. 
The Board charged the Finance Committee 
to examine the following: 
special libraries 
the adequacy for reserves for bad debt; 
the changing of the format of the Asso- 
ciation Financial Statement and Audit 
Report to reflect reporting of Gross 
Income/Expenses rather than Net In- 
come; 
accounting and reporting of the Gen- 
eral Fund to identify any surplus; 
Association Annual Fund Statement 
and Audit Report to include assets and 
liabilities of Chapters and Divisions; 
with the outside independent auditors 
report to the Administration to include 
a management report. 
Following a recommendation from the 
Chapter Cabinet Meeting, Association staff 
was also instructed to look at the feasibility 
and cost of installing an incoming 800 phone 
line at Association Headquarters. Staff will 
report the Board at its Fall 1990 Board meet- 
ing. 
A motion originating in the Chapter Cabinet 
meeting stating the Joint Cabinet meeting 
follow immediately after the ChapterPivi- 
sion Cabinet meetings, was approved. The 
new schedule will begin with the 1991 Annual 
Conference in San Antonio. 
Board members accepted the Task Force on 
DACOLT and the Winter Meeting structure 
with appreciation; they charged Chapter and 
Division Cabinet officers, in cooperation with 
Association staff, to make recommendations 
at the Fall Board Meeting 
The Board approved a motion reaffirming 
their commitment to freedom of expression 
and applauded Cincinnati citizens who sup- 
ported the Mapplethorpe exhibit. 
The 1990P1 Board's first meeting con- 
cluded with several motions of appreciation. 
The Board thanked SLA member Betty Ed- 
dison for her design and implementation of the 
Conference's first electronic mail and address 
system. They also accepted arecommendation 
from the Division Cabinet to commend Jim 
Meats on his planning of the 81st Annual 
Conference. 
TheBoard will meet again October25-26at 
the Association Headquarters, Washington, 
DC. 
Conference Programs and Events 
SLA's Divisions provided Conference at- 
tendees with more than 200 programs on 
expert systems, copyright, library manage- 
ment,computer viruses, marketing thelibrary, 
and more. The following Division planners 
contributed summaries of their Division's 
activities at the Annual Conference. 
Advertising & Marketing Activities 
by Holley 1. Bussey 
PR Chair, Advertising & 
Marketing Division 
"Creative Positioning" 
"Creative Positioning." sponsored by 
EBSCO and moderated by Holley J. Bussey, 
Vice President, Manager, N.W. Ayer, was an 
audience-interactive session and featured 
speakers Barbie E. Keiser, President, Barbie 
E. Keiser, Inc., an information consulting 
company, and Denise 0. Lipkvich, Manager, 
Market Information Center, General Electric 
Consultant Services. 
The firstpart of this seminar was acombina- 
tion of synetic (brainstorming) and focus 
group formats. Keiser assigned "roles" to each 
half of the audience and then directed them 
through a scenario presenting a situation 
where the library wanted to launch a new 
product to an inhouse group. The librarylaudi- 
ence went through the thought processes and 
idea generation necessary to target its new 
product to the users (management/audience). 
Ideas were tabulated as Keiser stressed the 
need for the product to reflect management's 
need rather than the library's. The imaginary 
product was based on the users needs and 
answers to an assessment questionnaire. 
Keiser provided useful "Assessment Ques- 
tionnaire" samples for the audience. 
The latter portion of the session, handled by 
Lipkvich, concentrated on actual products that 
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resulted once the survey, etc. (all that Keiser 
had enacted), had taken place. Lipkvich 
shared actual experience marketing her 
library's services to her employer. Both speak- 
ers provided insightful views into the world of 
value-added information. Points stressed in- 
cluded: 
talk to users in their terminology, not 
library lingo-show an interest and 
understanding of their business; 
once a product is developed, design a 
review process to periodically examine 
the usefulness of that product; 
never continue aproduct that has lost its 
value; and 
make your users an active participant in 
the development of the value-added 
product. By doing so, that group be- 
comes "responsible" for the well-being 
of your department and can aid in fund- 
ing to the information center. 
"Rightsizing: The Road to Success" 
"Downsizing is negative and focuses on the 
idea of survival, when actually this process of 
streamlining can be a tremendous opportunity 
for the savvy information professional." 
Such statements and others caused the 
"Rightsizing" session to be a lively meeting. 
Angela Pollis, USX, began the panel by dis- 
cussing some of the non-traditional things her 
library incorporated when mergers of other 
USX centers became part of her operation. 
"We no longer check in magazines, and I 
work with a large temporary staff on a regular 
basis." Pollis provided some interesting view- 
points. 
Carolyn Guthman, Manager, Business Re- 
search Services, Kraft General Foods, was 
considered by some to be radical and damag- 
ing to the library profession, to others, innova- 
tive and most creative. She presented real-life 
examples how Kraft redirected their informa- 
tion operation from a traditional books-maga- 
zines-files operation to a fully accountable 
center using outside vendors and suppliers as 
the major way to obtain information by which 
on-site professionals would analyze and pack- 
age into a useful tool. 
The last speaker, George Gikas, President, 
Gikas International, revealed how facility 
management works in a library situation using 
Kraft General Foods, success to exemplify 
how outside researchers and staff could help 
run an efficient and successful operation with- 
out adding to a department's overhead. 
Questions generated from this session were 
exciting and controversial. Indeed, the entire 
session was cause for much discussion later in 
the Conference. No matter what the opinion, 
"Rightsizing" provided interesting fodder for 
those who attended. Provocative and mind/ 
attitude-expanding, experiences that confer- 
ences should produce for attendees, was akey 
accomplishment of this session. 
International Thank You. .. 
To all our international friends who contrib- 
uted to this Conference, a sincere thanks. From 
Canada to England to Australia and in 
between.. .we truly had an international at- 
mosphere in Pittsburgh. The Advertising & 
Marketing Division reported a new member 
from Kuwait and the Conference impressed 
two speakers so much that they are also joining 
SLA-welcome England and Australia! Who 
knows what will happen in San Antonio! 
An Idea Comes to Life ... 
What started as a brainstorm became a real- 
ity in Pittsburgh-the "Monday Marathon" on 
International Information. Introduced about 
18 months ago, the program came to life 
through the support of so many divisions and 
CIFAR. As overall coordinator, I would like to 
thankeach Chair from the following divisions: 
Lynn Ecklund, Aerospace; Masha Zipper, 
Business & Finance; Frances Wood, Engi- 
neering; Maryhelen Garret, Library Manage- 
ment; Ellen Mimnaugh, Information Technol- 
ogy; Barbara Sanduleak, MetalsjMaterials; 
Susan Berg, Museums, Arts & Humanities; 
Jeanne Bohlen,Social Sciences; and to all who 
attended, you made each of our speakers, 
especially those from other countries, feel 
very welcome. Thank you again, one and all, 
special libraries 
for your support. 
Aerospace Division Activities 
by Sandy Spurlock, 
Secretary, Aerospace Division 
The Aerospace Division presented a full 
schedule of activities during Conference 
week, andits members showed much evidence 
of professional contribution and accomplish- 
ment. 
The Executive Board met on Sunday, June 
10, to prepare for the orderly transition of 
officers. 
Monday, June 1 1, was the date of a program 
cosponsored with several other Divisions 
titled "International Information: What We 
Should Expect-What We Should Know." 
This three-part session focused on the chal- 
lenge to the information professional posed by 
the area of international information. 
The Division's Annual Business Meeting 
and Luncheon also took place on Monday. An 
innovation this year was the presentation of a 
paper at the Annual Meeting by a Division 
member. Ralph Lewis from Lockheed Mis- 
siles & Space Company, Inc., presented a 
paper titled "Missing Links in Valuing Infor- 
mation, Information Services, and Informa- 
tion Professionals." His paper summarized 
research into reasons why information and 
information workers are not adequately val- 
ued in the corporate environment. 
Results of the study suggest that it is up to 
special librarians to inform managers of their 
value; and that special librarians should do so 
by confirming the research already available 
on the value of the information professional- 
organize acoherent picture of how they fit into 
the vital communications processes of their 
supporting institutions; fund studies that vali- 
date and combine the evidence that already 
exists on the values of special librarians; and 
extend research to cover areas other than high 
technology (e.g., automation), that support the 
value of special libraries. This paper sparked a 
lively discussion of ways in which special li- 
brarians can better communicate their value. 
Another innovative program, the George 
Mandel Award, was discussed at the Business 
Meeting. The Award was established by the 
Division to honor long-time Special Projects 
Coordinator George Mandel who was tragi- 
cally killed in an automobile accident during 
the year. The purpose of the award is to en- 
courage participation by Division members in 
the activities of the SLA Annual Conference. 
Awards will be given to Division members in 
good standing who present a paper, moderate 
a panel discussion, or in other ways make a 
professional contribution to the Conference. 
A second program cosponsored by the 
Division took place Tuesday, June 12. Titled 
"What's New in Patent and Trademark 
Searching," this program brought together 
representatives from the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office's Patent Depository Pro- 
gram, Chemical Abstracts Service, and 
Chadwyck-Healey, Inc. to discuss how their 
products are meeting today's needs and how to 
better utilize these products. 
A third program, also conductedon Tuesday 
was "Marketing Library Services: Where to 
Begin and How to Succeed." This popular 
program covered the basics of defining the 
marketing process, using survey research for 
market analysis, defining the role of promo- 
tion in the marketing process, and describing 
successful promotional techniques for librar- 
ies. 
Wednesday, June 13, was the date of an 
Aerospace Division Program on "Understand- 
ing Diffusion of Federally-Funded STI," pre- 
sented by Tom Pinelli of NASA's Langley 
Research Center and a member of the Divi- 
sion. This interesting program described the 
author's study of the diffusion of federally- 
funded scientific and technical information 
(STI) with an emphasis on the intermediaries 
in information transfer: the information pro- 
fessional. Users' information-seeking habits 
and practices are also a focus of this study. 
Another high point for theDivision cameon 
Wednesday evening at the SLA Awards Ban- 
quet and Ceremony, during which the 
Division's own Patricia Marshall received the 
award of SLA Fellow. 
The last formal event of the Conference for 
the Division was the cosponsored field trip on 
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Thursday to the Robotics Institute of Carnegie 
Mellon University, lunch at the College Club, 
and tour of Egypt Hall at the Carnegie Mu- 
seum. 
Less formal activities included Open 
Houses on three evenings (cosponsored with 
the Engineering Division), and other opportu- 
nities for Division members to compare notes 
and share enthusiasm in tackling common 
problems and opportunities. 
The View from the Biological 
Sciences Division 
by Anna Therese McGowan, 
Past Chair, Biological Sciences 
Division 
As at every SLA Annual Conference, there 
is aplethoraof programs, seminars, meetings, 
and roundtables offered to Conference atten- 
dees, resulting in constant decision making. 
The Biological Sciences Division was no dif- 
ferent. Offerings ranged from our Annual 
Business Meeting to a cosponsored class and 
a field trip to University-Presbyterian Hospi- 
tal. As chair. I attended all of our programs and 
learned something new at each one. I also had 
a good time. 
The Biological Sciences Division cospon- 
sored three programs in Pittsburgh this year. 
The first one, "Biotechnology: Questions and 
Concerns." presented three speakers who are 
currently working in biotechnology and im- 
proving the flow of information to biotech- 
nologists and the general public. They were 
Nancy Bruce of the North Carolina Biotech- 
nology Center, Jeff Davidson of the Pennsyl- 
vania Biotechnology Association, and Dr. 
Jerome Schultz, from the University of Pitts- 
burgh. They discussed the public image of 
biotechnology and the questions that it has 
caused. After answering many of those ques- 
tions, they discussed information resources 
and how biotechnologists are putting their 
expanding knowledge and skill to useful pur- 
pose. A nice sidelight was that members of the 
audience identified their organizations as 
places to obtain more information if one was a 
beginning biotechnologist. The cosponsoring 
divisions of this program were: Environment 
& Resource Management; Food, Agriculture 
& Nutrition; and Pharmaceutical. If you're 
interested, this program was taped; tapes are 
available from the Association. 
With the Geography & Map and Environ- 
ment and Resource Management divisions, 
we cosponsored a fascinating program on the 
"Economic and Geographic Impact of Envi- 
ronmental Issues on Pittsburgh." Three local 
speakers, Joel Tarr from Carnegie Mellon 
University, Thomas Proch of the Pennsylva- 
nia Department of Environmental Resources, 
and William Adams of the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation, collaborated to 
describe how Pittsburgh looked 50 years ago 
when the street lights were on at 11:OO in the 
morning, the many hills had little or no vege- 
tation, and the Monongahela River could not 
support any fish. The contrast with the pretty 
green city and the variety of fish now caught in 
the rivers was an impressive testament to our 
power to improve our environment rather than 
only to destroy it. This session was covered by 
the local press as well as librarians. 
The third program was our longest. It grew 
out of a similar program offered at the Great 
Lakes Regional Conference in October 1989. 
Once again, the Biological Sciences Division 
cosponsored it with the following divisions: 
Chemistry, Information Technology, and 
Pharmaceutical. Entitled "Gene Sequence 
Databases: Are They in Your Future?", this 
program brought together a molecular biolo- 
gist, a database builder, and a librarian to 
describe a new way of working where every- 
one benefits. Speakers were Dr. John 
Woolford, Jr. from Carnegie Mellon Univer- 
sity, Dr. John Devereux from the Genetics 
Computing Group, Inc., and Efrat Livny from 
the University of Wisconsin Biotechnology 
Center. Dr. Woolford gavea brief overview of 
the various gene sequence databases and how 
they resembled anddiffered from oneanother; 
Ms. Livny described how one searches these 
databases to help researchers find the informa- 
tion they need. 
As I compare these programs, I feel there are 
new challenges ahead for all librarians. Like 
Pittsburgh, we can use our strengths to im- 
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prove. Our mp to the University-Presbyterian 
Hospital was also quite interesting. This hos- 
pital does more liver transplants than any other 
in the world and the largest number of kidney 
transplants in the United States. It was reassur- 
ing to see the care and planning that goes into 
the wards where these patients spend time 
waiting for organs and then recovering. Al- 
though everything was clean and neat, it did 
not seen to be a sterile place. The human touch 
was apparent. Dr. Robert Gordon completed 
the trip by discussing some of the bioethical 
issues that arise when doing transplants. 
If this does not already seem like a full 
agenda, we also cosponsored our first course. 
With the Environment and Resource Manage- 
ment Division, we offered a course on toxicol- 
ogy information taughtby Philip Wexler from 
the National Library of Medicine. Wexler 
developed this course for the Medical Library 
Association and has only taught it at the MLA 
Annual Meeting; we felt lucky to be able to 
offer it to a different audience. 
In summary, we also enjoyed our evening 
Open Houses cosponsored with the Chemis- 
try, Environment and Resource Management, 
and Pharmaceutical divisions. We enjoyed 
meeting other members and then exploring the 
restaurants of Pittsburgh. It was a fun Confer- 
ence and I am only sorry I did not get to many 
of the other programs. From the list of offer- 
ings at this Conference, my conclusion is that 
librarianship is an exciting field. I can hardly 
wait until San Antonio! 
Chemistry Division Activities 
by S.C. Lucthetti 
1990 Division Program Planner 
The Chemistry Division was host for the 
Fourth Triennial SLA, ACS, ASIS Tri-Soci- 
ety Symposium, Sunday and Monday. The 
topic for this year's symposium was "Putting 
Technology to Workin the World ofchemical 
Information." A field trip to Carnegie Mellon 
University on Sunday started it off. CMU staff 
presented an interesting talk about what they 
have done in computerizing their library and a 
glimpse into their future for automating 
searching their collection and document re- 
trieval. The second half of the program was 
devoted to a hands-on demonstration of their 
online system. 
Moderator for the Monday Tri-Society 
Symposium was Gary Wiggins, Indiana Uni- 
versity. Each of the symposium speakers 
addressed how technology is affecting the 
world of chemical information. Anne Rogers, 
Dow Chemical, set the tone forthe symposium 
by addressing how technology affects ourjobs 
as information specialists. Pam McConnell, 
B.P. Research, next spoke about how her in- 
formation center has begun imaging docu- 
ments and using fuzzy-search logic for docu- 
ment retrieval. Included in Pam's presentation 
was a VHS recording showing how their sys- 
tem works. Craig Booher, Integrated Paper 
Services, then discussed the wide range of 
artificial intelligence and expert system appli- 
cations available to chemical information 
teaching aids currently available from the 
Clearinghouse for Chemical Information In- 
structional Materials located at the University 
of Pennsylvania. 
Monday afternoon's Tri-Society Sympo- 
sium was led by Carol Drum, University of 
Florida, and TinaChrzastowski, University of 
Illinois, discussing chemistry collection de- 
velopment and the impact of technology. 
Carol spoke about how she usedRLIN to assist 
in chemistry collectiondevelopment. She then 
discussed a Research Libraries Group project 
to coordinate journal collections. Tina dis- 
cussed the results of a journal usage study she 
conducted, and how she is using these statis- 
tics to make decisions about journal cancella- 
tions. Patricia L. Dedert, Exxon Research & 
Engineering, spoke about how to keep current 
in chemical information. The wide range of 
available options were highlighted. Edlyn 
Simmons, Merrell-Dow Pharmaceuticals, 
next addressed patent information systems. In 
her talk she highlighted the wide variety of 
ways patents could be located, problems in 
locating patents, and what the future holds. In 
the symposium's final session Fred Glasser, 
Chemical Abstracts Service, discussed nu- 
merical data (what it is and how it differs from 
other types of data), and then went on to 
discuss how CAS has addressed access to 
numerical data on STN. 
Ending the Fourth Tri-Society Symposium 
was a reception hosted by Derwent, Inc. and 
Questel, Inc. 
Tuesday morning, Chemistry, along with 
several other divisions, co-hosted a session on 
patent and trademark searching. Speakers 
from U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 
Chadwyck-Healey, Inc., and Chemical Ab- 
stracts discussed the newest and greatest 
developments in searching for patent informa- 
tion. 
Tuesday afternoon Chemistry hosted simul- 
taneous sessions on gene sequencing and 
image storage and retrieval systems. Chemis- 
try Division members were able to choose 
whether they wanted to wear a scientific or 
technology hat! 
An overflow crowd well in excess of 200 
attended the optical disk image storage and 
remeval system sessionco-hostedby Chemis- 
try, Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics, and 
Science-Technology divisions. Speaking at 
the session were Richard P. Hulser, IBM; 
Richard Woodward, 3M; Andy Burger, 
Kodak; and Dave DePalma, Wang Laborato- 
ries. During the first half of the session each of 
the speakers had an opportunity to discuss how 
their companies approached imaging technol- 
ogy and to discuss applications relevant to 
information centers. Following questions and 
answers, Wang, IBM, and Kodak provided 
imaging workstations where attendees could 
sit down and work. Many attendees stayed 
well past the formal ending time of 4:3O p.m. 
Wednesday afternoon Chemistry once 
again hosted a Chemical Abstracts Services 
Roundtable. Starting off this year's meeting 
was a video tour of CAS. A number of ques- 
tions were raised about CAS policies and pric- 
ing. After the tour Harry Boyle, from CAS, 
addressed the news from CAS. It was an- 
nounced that all subscribers to Chemical 
Abstracts automatically have fire and damage 
protection for their CAS materials. Pricing for 
CAS services was announced for their printed 
products and the CAS academic searching 
program. Final item on the agenda was a 
statement read by CAS in regards to the re- 
cently announced Dialog suit suing Chemical 
Abstracts Service for $150 million for failure 
to release CAS' abstracts and chemical struc- 
ture information. 
Thursday morning the Chemistry Division 
hosted their first-ever workshop. Chemical 
Abstracts kindly volunteered to offer a Beil- 
stein searching workshop foe conference at- 
tendees. Over 30 people signed up to attend 
this seminar and were expertly trained by Kay 
Hahn, Chemical Abstracts Services. 
Education Division Activities 
by Charles D. Missar 
Chair, Education Division 
The 1990PittsburghConference was abusy 
one for the Education Division. Among other 
activities, the Division: 
Celebrated 15th Anniversary as an officially 
approved Division. 
Hosted a wine and cheese Open House on 
Sunday evening in observance of this anniver- 
sary. 
Presented a breakfast program entitled 
"From Pittsburgh and Back: The Past and 
Future of the Education Division." SLA Hall 
of Fame member and Division founding 
member Murray Wortzel moderated the panel. 
Guest Perry, another founding member and 
founding editor of the Bulletin and Education 
Libraries, gave her recollections and reminis- 
cences about the beginnings of the Division in 
the 1970s. Ann Galler, Past Chair and incom- 
ing Editor of Education Libraries, addressed 
the 1980s. speaking about the people, pro- 
grams, and publications which helped sustain 
and strengthen the organization. JoAn Segal, 
another Past Chair, provided some insights 
into turning threats and challenges into oppor- 
tunities for future successes. 
Conducted its Annual Business Meeting, 
which was the occasion for establishing the 
"Education Division Award for Professional 
special libraries 
Excellence." The first award was presented to 
Guest Perry of Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston. She was presented with an engraved 
plaque by Charles Missar, Division Chair. 
Certificates of appreciation were presented to 
Division Board members and Committee 
Chairs who were completing their service. 
Judith Lindley was voted Chair-Elect for 
1990191. 
Assisted the Library Management Division 
in sponsoring a standing-room-only program 
on "Rethinking the Library in the Information 
Age." Speakers were Anne Mathews, Deanna 
Marcum, and Toni Carbo Bearman. Betty 
Eddison moderated. 
Sponsored a program with the Networking 
Committee on "Network Services to Improve 
Educational Communications." Charles Mis- 
sar was moderator. Samuel Fustukjian de- 
scribed Access ERIC, its products and its 
services from his perspective as first project 
director. M. Suzanne Brown, past chair, 
alerted the group to the National Research and 
Education Network (NREN), a program 
which Congress is considering legislation to 
fundand which will provide a single source for 
access to education information of local, re- 
gional, and national databases. Hope Tilman, 
past chair, presented a detailed account of 
Tufts University's JUMBONET, which the 
library uses to provide service to faculty and 
students via LAN and WAN. 
Sponsored an informal field trip to the 
School of Library and Information Science at 
the University of Pittsburgh for a conducted 
tour of the Telecommunications and network- 
ing Labs as well as theTeaching Lab for online 
database searching and microcomputer soft- 
ware applications. Also toured the Elizabeth 
Nesbitt Room with its children's literature 
collection, Fred Rogers' Archive and the 
Clifton Faidman Collection of children's 
books. At the Hillman Library the group 
viewed the John Nietz Collection of Early 
American Textbooks and saw the procedures 
for retrieving these through the online cata- 
logue. 
From the Engineering Division 
by Fran Wood 
Engineering Division 
The Engineering Division had a very suc- 
cessful Conference. Networking with other 
divisions, we co-hosted anumber of programs 
which were well attended and received. 
"What's New in Patent and Trademark 
Searching" had an excellent turnout. The three 
speakers, James Arshem, Office of Patent 
Depository Library Programs, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office; Kay Hahn, Chemical Ab- 
stracts Service; and Peter Tracey, MicroPat- 
ent, presented overviews of their respective 
servicesandansweredquestions at theconclu- 
sion of the program. The session was so well 
received that we are considering cosponsoring 
a patents roundtable next year. 
This year there was more than usual interest 
in the Standards Roundtable. Pat Ricci did her 
usual excellent job of moderating the session. 
Division sponsors are being asked to consider 
two sessions next year. Ricci's writeup on the 
roundtable will be found in the next issue of 
Sci-Tech News. 
This year the Engineering Division offered 
scholarships to two students. Winners were 
Suzanne Hart Angel of North Carolina and 
Helen Ann Kozminski of Wisconsin. The 
Engineering Division underwrote scholarship 
winners' Conference registration, the Divi- 
sion business meetingbreakfast and the SLA 
Fundraiser. Molly Collins of Eastman Kodak 
coordinated the selection and hosted the win- 
ners. 
The "Monday Marathon" on the topic "In- 
ternational Information: What We Should 
Expect-What We Should Know" was co- 
sponsored by eight other divisions. "Market- 
ing Library Services,"cosponsored by Library 
Management and Aerospace, had standing 
room only! "Computer Viruses and Related 
Issues of Vulnerability in Automated Infor- 
mation Systems," a three-hour session on 
Wednesday afternoon, cosponsored by three 
other divisions, was outstanding. 
The Engineering and Aerospace divisions 
sponsored a Hospitality Suite. Vendors whose 
contributions to the Engineering Division 
summer 1990 
made the Monday night reception possible 
were Chadwyck-Healey (Micropatent), Dia- 
log Information Services, Engineering Infor- 
mation, and SAE International. 
As a special favor to Engineering Division 
chairs Fran Wood (1989190) and Mary Ann 
Schmidt (19901'91). both from Wisconsin, the 
Wisconsin-based Highsmith Company pre- 
sented each member attending the annual 
business meetingbreakfast with an attractive 
business card holder. 
Engineering, Aerospace, and Science- 
Technology divisions participated in a field 
trip to the Robotics Institute of Carnegie 
Mellon University, with lunch at the prestig- 
ious College Club, and a guided tour of the 
Egyptian exhibit at the Carnegie Museum of 
Natural History. Lynn Tinsley, Carnegie 
Mellon Engineering & Science Librarian, and 
Chair-Elect, 1991192, was in charge of ar- 
rangements. 
Environment and Resource Management 
Division Activities 
by Paula Galbraith 
Environment and Resource 
Management Division 
The Environment and Resource Manage- 
ment Division of SLA felt it had a very suc- 
cessful meeting in Pittsburgh. We offered a 
wide variety of session topics for Division 
members. All programs were well attended. It 
was noted that almost all our programs en- 
joyed attendees from a variety of Divisions 
beyond ERMD. 
Among the best attended sessions were 
"Records Management; The Information 
Trail," offered with the Transportation Divi- 
sion, a program topic we felt went beyond 
Divisional boundaries. An estimated 150 at- 
tended. An overview of whatrecords manage- 
ment is and what we can expect in the future. 
as well as important environmental issues to 
consider in our companies, was discussed; 
Transportation Division member Toby 
Pearstein gave a case study of the Boston 
Transit System's experience rounding out 
consultation and practicality. 
"How to Get Information from the EPA in 
Less Than Ten Phone Calls" was our best- 
attended session, with over 200 people. The 
panel discusseda variety of places and sources 
to acquire EPA information. So many people 
remained to ask questions and request further 
information, that afollowup bibliography will 
be published in the Division Bulletin. 
It was obvious to Division members that 
environmental information and sowes  is a 
popular topic today in all information~library 
settings. There was interest in all the sessions 
from biotechnology to environmental infor- 
mation for small businesses. The "economic 
and geographic impact of environmental is- 
sues on Pittsburgh" included a wonderful 
pictorial history of the local area and how 
clean a city Pittsburgh really is; this session 
was fascinating. 
Weended our conference this year with Phil 
Wexler's"Toxicology Information: An Intro- 
ductory CE Course." This was a sellout and 
was well received. 
Socially, this years' Hospitality Suite was 
very popular. Environment and Resource 
Management and Biological Sciences divi- 
sions were joined this year by Chemistry and 
Pharmaceutical divisions. We met early in the 
evening after sessions ended and it was the 
perfect place for happy hour, to meet friends 
for dinner, and make new friends in related 
Divisional areas-all adding to the already 
lively conversation. 
The Division's Executive Committee met 
several times during the Conference for much 
hard work and made plans for the future--we 
have much to be proud of. The Division feels 
inspired andexcited to go to San Antonio. See 
y 'all there. 
Food, Agriculture & Nutrition 
Division Activities 
by M. McAlley 
Food, Agriculture & Nutrition 
Division 
The FAN Division had agreat Conference, 
highlighted by special programs and guests, 
hospitality gatherings, and lots of Division 
specid libraries 
business activities. You should have seen all 
the FAN members and their special strawber- 
ries; one third of our membership pre-regis- 
tered for this Conference! FAN's new Mem- 
bership Directory (300 members) was avail- 
able at the Conference and mailed to all FAN 
members. Winner of the 1990 FAN Distin- 
guished Member Award (sponsored by 
Faxon), Lany Walton, Pet, Incorporated, was 
announced at the soldout Business Meeting1 
Breakfast on June 12. PatriciaC. Schumacher, 
General Mills, was officially introduced to 
members as the new editor for FAN's 
newsletter, Foodfor Thought. Our four nights 
of hospitality (sponsored by Dialog, CAB 
International, Biosis, Predicasts, and W.R. 
Grace & Company) re-established the FAN 
Division as one of the premiere SLA Open 
Houses-food and drink "par excellence." In 
the Hilton FAN suite Sunday night, June 10, 
special guest Sarah Thomas, National Agri- 
cultural Library, networked with FAN mem- 
bers and discussed USAIN. 
Dr. William Nasri, professor at University 
of Pittsburgh's Department of Library Sci- 
ence, spoke at a soldout FAN luncheon on 
Monday-with insightful and probing ques- 
tions on "Professional Liability." The FAN 
Division cosponsored a major presentation on 
biotechnology, which had excellent speakers 
(see details on the program in the PHM/ BIOI 
ERM reports in this issue). Dr. Paul 
OYConnell, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
and Dr. Ray Poincelot's new journal on sus- 
tainable agriculture (V. 1, N. 1) was distrib- 
uted to attendees. The program "Database 
Secrets for Searchers" was audiotaped for 
those FAN members who could not attend the 
Conference; speakers from Biosis (George 
Yerger), hedicasts (Nancy Pearse), and the 
National Agricultural Library (Karl Schnei- 
der) gave away their "secrets" to their re- 
sources and databases. 
The special"Dutch Treat" Restaurant Night 
(a new FAN tradition) Wednesday night was 
dinner at the Grand Concourse restaurant for 
20 members and guests. The restored train 
station setting and food were a gourmet's 
delight. Somemembers rode the MountWash- 
ington incline after dinner, or returned to the 
Hilton for the Hospitality Suite goodies. 
Thursday's special field trip to Frank Lloyd 
Wright's Fallingwater was cosponsored with 
Telecommunications, Insurance & Benefits, 
and Library Management divisions. FAN 
especially thanks Don Sunday and Virginia 
Lee Miller for their work and cooperation. It 
was a soldout trip through the Pennsylvania 
countryside and rolling hills to the "House on 
the Waterfall." We had a special 45-minute 
guided tour, a visit to the Gift Shop, and a 
snack luncheon at the site. Fallingwater must 
be seen to be appreciated-the setting, the 
horizontal lines co-existing with nature, the 
built-ins and modem innovations inside. It's 
worth a trip anytime.. . 
FAN programming innovations tried this 
year-a Hospitality Suite on Saturday night 
for early arrivals; a special guest at another 
Hospitality Suite; and aFAN Division "Dutch 
Treat" restaurant outing-were successful. 
FAN members may wish to make them annual 
events. See all FANers in San Antonio. 
Insurance & Employee Benefits Division 
Activities 
by Michael McDavid 
Chair Insurance & Employee 
~enehts  Division 
The Insurance & Employee Benefits Divi- 
sion sponsored a wide range of activities at the 
Pittsburgh Conference, from hosted recep- 
tions in the Division Suite topanel discussions 
and a roundtable. 
Division-sponsored programs included a 
session on comparing insurance and employee 
benefits databases. This panel discussion fea- 
tured five members of the Division represent- 
ing a variety of organizations in the insurance 
and employee benefits industries. Another 
panel program on insurance ratings services 
sawrepresentatives from A.M. Best Co., Stan- 
dard & Poor's, and Moody's Investors' Serv- 
ices recap their companies' roles in the ratings 
business. A lively question and answer session 
followed. A first for a Division Conference 
program was an informal roundtable session. 
Topics covered in the two hours included 
summer 1990 
integrated systems software, marketing tech- 
niques, and alternative work scheduling. 
In addition to its substantive programs, the 
Division sponsored a suite for members from 
Sunday through Wednesday. During that 
time, two vendor-hosted receptions and a 
continental breakfast took place in the suite. 
On Monday, NILS Publishing sponsored the 
annual business meeting luncheon at the Le 
Mont restaurant on Mount Washington. Divi- 
sion members enjoyed a delicious lunch with 
aspectacularview of thecity. At the luncheon, 
Division member Marjorie Gordon received 
the Cox Award, the IEB Division's top award 
for service by a current member. On Monday 
night MeadDataCentral hostedareception for 
members at theTop of the Triangle, the restau- 
rant atop the USX Building in downtownPitts- 
burgh. 
On Thursday the Division, along with sev- 
eral others, sponsored a field trip to Fallingwa- 
ter, one of Frank Lloyd Wright's most cele- 
brated houses. 
From Library Management Division 
by Sarah Warner 
Library Management Division 
For the Library Management Division, the 
81st Annual Conference in Pittsburgh was a 
resounding success. Due to the superb efforts 
of Maryhelen Garret, the Division was in- 
volved in sponsoring ten separateprograms. In 
keeping with the trend towards having fewer, 
better-quality programs, eight of these were 
cosponsored with other Divisions or Commit- 
tees. Attendance at these programs was, in 
almost every case, little short of overwhelm- 
ing. Particularly noteworthy was the mob 
sceneat theMarketing Swapandshop, which, 
in only its third year, attracted 700 attendees, 
nearly twiceas many as last year'sevent. Even 
the jointly-sponsored field trip to the Frank 
Lloyd Wright house, Fallingwater, was sold 
out. Those who were fortunate enough to 
secure tickets found the trip an exhilarating 
and fitting conclusion to the conference. 
The Library Management Division began 
the week with an extremely well-received 
three-part series sponsored with eight other 
divisions, entitled "Worldwide Information: 
Part l-The Technology Connection, Part 
2- The Human Connection-The North At- 
lantic, and Part 3-The Human 
Connection-The Pacific." The speakers de- 
scribed how technology is developed, how 
information is exchanged, and how techno- 
logical advances are responded to in Europe, 
North America, and the Pacific Rim. Empha- 
sis was placed on the value of understanding a 
country's culture for responding to informa- 
tion requirements. 
In "That Settles It!", the Occasional Players 
Theater, composed of a group of special li- 
brarians from New Jersey, presented three 
lively skits on management issues, including 
creating better visibility for special libraries, 
maintaining a professional rapport with or- 
ganizational finance managers, and handling 
clients who demand immediate attention and 
information. Each skit was followed by an 
opportunity for audience response. 
On Tuesday, programs sponsored by the 
Education Division, Research Committee, 
and Library Management Division included 
discussion by library educators and the Direc- 
tor of the Department of Education's Office of 
Library Programs on crucial directions for 
library education in the program "Rethinking 
the Library in the Information Age." Another 
session sponsored by the Library Manage- 
ment Division and the Research Committee 
presented two speakers, Don King, King 
Research, and Ann Talcott, management con- 
sultant, who both identified some of the major 
issues and numbers that must be tracked for 
justifying the valueof information to manage- 
ment in any organization. 
The Division continued to pack two more 
jointly-sponsored sessions--"Marketing Li- 
brary Services: Where to Begin and How to 
Succeed" and "Creative Positioning." These 
two complimentary sessions demonstrated the 
steps for positioning your library/information 
center and how to have the best advantage in 
your organization. 
If you weren't fortunate enough to have 
attended these sessions, you will not miss out. 
The 1990 Summer issue of Library Manage- 
special libraries 
ment Quarterly will have full coverage of the 
Library Management Division-sponsored 
sessions. Subscribers, look for your issue in 
late August. For non-subscribers, copies for 
the first 50requests will be available from Jean 
Scanlan, Price Waterhouse, Information Cen- 
ter, 160 Federal Street, Boston, MA 02110 
(617)439-4390. 
From MAHD 
by Susan Berg 
Museums, Arts & Humanities 
Division 
The Museums, Arts, & Humanities Divi- 
sion experienced a series of "firsts" at the 
Pittsburghconference. It was thejirst time the 
Division had sponsored a program on interna- 
tional information. The program, which lasted 
four-and-a-half hours and attracted a confer- 
ence-wide attendance of over 500 people, set 
another precedent in that it was thefirst time 
that nine divisions had cosponsored one pro- 
gram. Other divisions cosponsoring were 
Advertising & Marketing, Aerospace, Busi- 
ness & Finance, Engineering, Information 
Technology, Library Management, Metal/ 
Materials, and Social Science. This event 
shows that even such adiversegroupof special 
librarians as these face a commonality of is- 
sues and realize the need to prepare them- 
selves to be able to operate in an international 
information environment. As an indicator of 
the success of this program, several individu- 
als requested more programs on international 
information at future Conferences; and SLA 
President Ruth Seidman, in her inaugural 
address, adopted the theme of "International 
1nformation"as oneof the issues she intends to 
pursue during her term in office. 
A MAHD program on preservation man- 
agement was thefirst of its kind ever offered. 
Sally Buchanan, an internationally-recog- 
nized expert on library preservation and disas- 
ter planning, spoke to an overflow crowd. She 
stressed the value of librarians' developing 
preservation policies, incorporating a mana- 
gerial perspective of collection and staff re- 
sources, and visually demonstrated the impor- 
tance of disaster preparedness over disaster 
recovery. Based on the enthusiastic response 
to the program, MAHD would like to offer an 
expanded version of preservation manage- 
ment as a continuing education course at fu- 
ture Conferences. 
Visiting a corporate art collection was afvst 
for SLA Conference goers. Attendees got to 
tour the art collection of British watercolors, 
paintings, and other contemporary works at 
the Mellon Bank. Art Administrator Lauren 
Kintner spoke on the history of the collection 
and discussed efforts the bank has made to 
publicize and share the collection through 
loans to exhibits. Esther Bierbaum described 
the possibilities of MARC cataloging for 
museum objects which would provide the 
scholarly community with intellectual access 
to them. 
MAHD's field trip to the Hunt Institute for 
Botanical Documentation and to the Carnegie 
Museum of Natural History gave attendees the 
opportunity to see exotic flora and fauna in the 
context of a special library/museum setting. 
Charlotte Tancin, Librarian at the Hunt, pre- 
pared a display of books with magnificent 
botanical illustrations and arranged a tour of 
the print collection and gallery. Elizabeth 
Kwater, CNMH Museum Librarian, gave a 
presentation on her library and arranged a tour 
of the newly-opened Egypt Hall; included 
among the artifacts on display were 
mummified people and animals. 
A finalfirst for MAHD was the opportunity 
to share a hospitality suite with three other 
divisions-Advertising & Marketing, Pub- 
lishing, and Social Science. A number of 
vendors-R.R. Bowker, Chadwyck-Healey, 
Mead Data Central, OPL Resources, Ltd., 
ProLibra, Readmore, University Publications 
of America, and Video Monitoring Services of 
America-gave generous contributions to 
help cover the costs of the suite. The Westin 
William Penn Presidential Suite provided the 
gracious setting for librarians to meet after the 
programs. One lesson to be learned from Pitts- 
burgh is that the spirit of cooperation among 
SLA Divisions is alive and well. 
From the News Division 
summer 7 990 
by Elizabeth H. Whisnant, 
Library Manager, Newsday 
Managing Editor,lVews Library 
News 
The News Division's week in Pittsburgh 
can be summarized in a sentenceWelcome 
to the brave news world! 
Division members converged on the confer- 
ence with technology on the mind. These tech- 
nology concerns centered on the warp speed 
advanceof the electronic darkroom and subse- 
quent paperless photo library. 
Experts in news librarianship, electronic 
darkroom, and electronic picture desks met in 
a series of all-day sessions on Tuesday to 
debate the long-range implications of publish- 
ing technology and the role of the library in the 
age of electronic darkrooms. And did we 
debate! 
News librarians from all segments of pub- 
lishing were adamant about the necessity for 
electronic archiving of photo images instead 
of concentrating solely on generation and 
manipulation of those images. This protest 
resulted in a Division resolution to take an 
integral and vocal role in photo automation 
plans nationally, and to present manufacturers 
with guidelines for usable and acceptable elec- 
tronic systems. 
The brave news world is moving rapidly 
into the 21st century; one of our concerns is 
where this white-water trip is taking our indus- 
try. A panel of nationally-renowned experts 
from newspapers, news magazines, and 
broadcast media addressed the directions and 
future trendsof the news industry and the news 
librarian's role as we speed along. News ex- 
ecutives mandated Division members to get 
out of the library and into the newsroom, 
words many news librarians have fought hard 
to hear. 
Of course, some issues don't change, they 
only grow more complicated. Thursday's CE 
program concentrated on the persistent prob- 
lem of news library management. The old 
concerns--personnel management and lack of 
spaceshared center stage with the industry's 
newcomer--ergonomics. 
For libraries not yet faced with photo imag- 
ing and repetitive strain injury, there were 
sessions on ethics in the news and practical 
guidelines for harvesting inexpensive news 
from unusual databases. It's hard to imagine 
anyone leaving this year's Conference with- 
out mounds of information to implement back 
home. 
News librarians brought many newsrooms 
kicking and screaming into the 21st century, 
and after Pittsburgh are combat-ready for the 
21st! 
From the Nuclear Science Division 
by Audrey Caldwell, 
Chair, Nuclear Science Division 
The Annual Conference offered informa- 
tion on a vast number of subjects that were all 
well received by the participants. As we had 
hoped, many companies were represented by 
the large number of attendees. The following 
is abrief synopsisof theactivities conductedat 
the conference: 
Monday, June 11. The Nuclear Science Divi- 
sion Executive Board Meeting was first on the 
agenda. This meting also included a continen- 
tal breakfast. All officers registered for the 
conference were in attendance. In addition, an 
annual business meeting was conducted over 
lunch. Also, the officers for the coming year 
were installed. 
Tuesday, June 12. TheDivision cosponsoreda 
program on "Rightsizing: The Road to Suc- 
cess." At least 100 conference participants 
attended this program. On Tuesday night, we 
had our Open House in the Vista Hotel. The 
Open House was sponsored by the American 
Nuclear Society, Princeton Microfilm Corpo- 
ration, and Information Handing Services. 
Wednesday, June 13. Only one item was pre- 
sented on the agenda for this day. "The Pros 
and Cons of Deregulations on Electric Utili- 
ties" was offered to conference attendees. 
Thursday, June 14. A field trip was the sole 
activity on this day. We toured the Westing- 
special libraries 
house Technology Center and the Iron City 
Brewery. The brewery also included a taste 
test. 
Overall, this conference was a success and 
an excellent learning tool. The topics pre- 
sented enabled each participant to learn valu- 
able information which can be taken back to 
the workplace and implemented accordingly. 
As a result, we are looking forward to next 
year's SLA Conference which will take place 
in San Antonio. 
Science-Technology Division Activities 
by Ellis Mount 
Science-Technology Division 
At the Pittsburgh Conference the Science- 
Technology Division sponsored or cospon- 
sored four programs and a roundtable discus- 
sion, events which combined two topics of 
long-term interest (standards and patents) 
with several topics involving the latest in 
modem technology. The more social events 
included a Dutch Treat dinner of the officers 
and advisory committee membcrs, and a 
champagne/dessert Open House Monday 
evening! SLA Conference Staff and Execu- 
tives found members with invited attendees. 
Following an exceptionally well-attended 
business meeting on Monday (that included 
each representative providing financial spon- 
sorship of this year's Sci-Tech program), the 
Division's first session was its annual 
roundtable on standards, ably moderated by 
Pat Ricci, and cosponsored with the Engineer- 
ing Division. The standing-room-only meet- 
ing featured informal discussions by publish- 
ers and vendors of standards, as well as librari- 
ans, about their respective problems and view- 
points. 
The nextmeeting,conducted that afternoon, 
was a panel discussion entitled "Electronic 
Tools for Your Research Needs." Three em- 
ployees of the Institute for Scientific Informa- 
tion-Linda Sachs, Barbara Nagy-Teti, and 
Jay Trolley---discussed new developments at 
ISI. Products mentioned were the CD-ROM 
version of Science Citation Index, a diskette 
version of Current Contents, and a recently- 
begun newsletter, Science Watch. Monica 
Ertel, Chair-Elect, Science-Technology Divi- 
sion, served as moderator. 
Tuesday's program on developments in 
patents was cosponsored with Aerospace, 
Chemistry, Engineering, and Metalmateri- 
als. A panel, moderated by Fran Wood, con- 
sisted of James Arshem, Michael Jones, and 
Kay Hahn. Several viewpoints (academic, 
governmental, and corporate) were aired re- 
garding the current operation of the U.S. pat- 
ent system; remedies for theexisting problems 
were considered. 
That afternoon the next Sci-Tech program 
(moderated by Stephen C. Lucchetti) featured 
four speakers; Richard P. Hulser, IBM, Rich- 
ard Woodward, 3M, Dave DePalma, Wang 
Laboratories, and Andy Burger, Kodak, de- 
scribed and demonstrated the products of their 
companies for image storage and retrieval. 
The session was cosponsored with the Phys- 
ics-Astronomy -Mathematics Division. 
The final program came on Wednesday af- 
ternoon when a noted expert, Dr. Frederick B. 
Cohen, Advanced Software Protection, Inc., 
described the nature and the problems of 
computer viruses. In the second half of the 
meeting three experts-Lloyd W. Taylor, 
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics 
Laboratory, Morey J. Chick, GAO, and Norm 
Meier, Bellcordescribed how their organi- 
zations guarded against the appearance and 
the effects of viruses; the costs of eliminating 
viruses were sobering. Moderator Wilda 
Newman, Chair, Science-Technology Divi- 
sion, kept the three-hour meeting moving 
along on schedule. It was cosponsored by 
Telecommunications, Petroleum & Energy 
Resources, and Engineering Divisions. 
The Sci-Tech Achievement Award was 
given to Robert Ballard, for many years 
editing Sci-Tech New, until his retirement 
from the post in Fall 1989. 
The final event was afield trip,co-hosted by 
the Engineering and Aerospace Divisions, to 
the Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon 
University and the Carnegie Museum's Egypt 
Hall, both places proving to be well worth 
seeing. 
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Telecommunications Division's 
Conference Activities 
by Marianne Beddes, 
Technical Reference Librarian, 
Bellcore 
On Monday, June 1 1, the Telecommunica- 
tions Division kicked off its 1990 Conference 
activities with the annual Business Breakfast 
Meeting. Outgoing Chair Don Sunday re- 
viewed the Division's accomplishments dur- 
ing the year and thanked theExecutive Board 
members for their hard work and support. 
Melissa Young was introduced as the new 
Telecommunications Division Chair for 19901 
91. 
The Telecommunications Roundtable, 
moderated by Chair-Elect Karen King, fol- 
lowed on Monday afternoon. Over 30 atten- 
dees contributed to an informative exchange 
of ideas, suggestions, and recommendations 
on issues of interest to Division members. On 
Monday evening, members of the Telecom- 
munications Division's 1990 Conference 
Planning Committee (Don Sunday, Marianne 
Beddes, Virginia Lee Miller, and Martha 
Broad) hosted a very successful hospitality 
suite. 
On Tuesday morning, the Division pre- 
sented "Sources of Information in Telecom- 
munications." This program featured Rick 
Wright of AT&T Bell Laboratories and Tina 
Owens of Predicasts, both of whom offered 
solutions on where to turn for answers to 
telecommunications questions. Tina demon- 
strated the ways in which Predicasts' online 
files can help answer difficult questions 
quickly and easily. After the presentation, 
copies of related bibliographies and vendor 
product information were distributed to over 
100 attendees. 
Another division highlight was the presen- 
tation on "High-Definition," given by Frances 
Dix of Bellcore. Dix discussed the attributes of 
HDTV and its major advantages over trans- 
mission and quality standards currently ac- 
cepted by the National Television System 
Committee. The potential market for the resi- 
dential, business, and medical industry appli- 
cations of HDTV wereexamined in detail. Dix 
also described the difficulties inherent in 
compiling acceptable HDTV industry stan- 
dards and the high costs involved in produc- 
tion, equipment, and broadcasting. 
On Thursday, June 14, Don Sunday moder- 
ated a program for 36 attendees on "Future 
Information Technologies." Dennis Egan, 
Bellcore, led off with a discussion of a com- 
puter-supported information medium known 
as Hypertext, capable of instantly retrieving 
interlinked documents. Mike Stanile, Apple 
Computer, demonstrated the textual, graphi- 
cal, and audio capabilities of Apple Macin- 
tosh-based information retrieval systems on 
CD-ROM. Mike Muller, Bellcore, presented a 
computer-voice interface technology known 
as Hyperphone. A "talking computer*' that 
receives and replies to spoken words, Hyper- 
phone merges several voice technologies with 
contemporary data models of software tech- 
nology. Tom Judd spoke on Customized Infor- 
mation Delivery research at Bellcore. This 
system allows individuals to custom-tailor 
information they receive in the format of an 
electronic magazine. 
The Division's final Conference program, 
also on Thursday, was an overwhelmingly 
successful tour of Frank Lloyd Wright's 
Fallingwater. Called his "greatest essay in 
horizontal space," Fallingwater is the only 
Wright house with its setting,original furnish- 
ings, and artwork intact. Four buses, carrying 
a total of 180 people, made the 90-minute trip 
from Pittsburgh to the Wright house in the 
Allegheny mountains. Luncheon was served 
on site, followed by small guided tours of the 
house and grounds. Upon their return, many 
tour attendees commented that Fallingwater 
had been the highlight of their Conference 
activities. 
From the Transportation Division 
by Gilda Martinello 
Chair, Transportation Division 
The Transportation Division had a varied 
and interesting program this year. 
Availability of the fourth edition of Sources 
special libraries 
of Information in Transportation was an- 
nounced during the Division's Annual Busi- 
ness Meeting. Sources is a ten-volume bibli- 
ography covering all aspects of transportation. 
It was compiled by Transportation Division 
members and is available from Vance Bibliog- 
raphies singly or as a set. 
Monday afternoon's session was coordi- 
nated by the Division's Networking Commit- 
tee and dealt with the use of electronic mail as 
a means of supplementing information avail- 
able through online databases. The first 
speaker, Donna Tamburelli of the American 
Association of State Highway andTransporta- 
tion Officials (AASHTO), discussed the 
AASHTOelectronic mail system. The second 
speaker, Jerry Maddock of the Transportation 
Research Board (TRB), talked about the 
TRB's plans to update its TRIS database on 
Dialog-plans which include upgrading 
TRB's software and hardware components in 
order to facilitate the loading of information 
onto TRIS. Judy Gutshall of thePennsylvania 
Dept. of Transportation Technical Reference 
Center, the third speaker, talked about their 
use of the AASHTO E-mail system to obtain 
materials to meet their clients' information 
needs by providing aresource of current prac- 
tices and procedures to supplement the printed 
materials indexed in online electronic data- 
bases, such as TRIS. 
Tuesday's session, co-hosted by the 
Women's Issues Caucus, dealt with alterna- 
tive careers for librarians. The panel of four 
former librarians discussed ways in which 
they changed their careers and offered sugges- 
tions on how to prepare for a career change. 
Among the suggestions: list the skills that you 
have acquired as a librarian which can be 
easily transferred to other positions; let it be 
known within the organization that you are 
looking for a career change; groom a succes- 
sor. One thing the four panelists had in com- 
mon was that they all had an MBA or were 
working towards one. 
"Records Management: The Information 
Trail" was the title of Wednesday's program 
jointly sponsored with the Environment and 
Resource Management Division. This pro- 
gram followed the course of a record-dis- 
cussing its creation, its life cycle, its applica- 
tions, and its integration into the information 
system. 
Thanks should be extended to the Division's 
sponsors for making this year's Conference 
programs successful: Cuadra Associates, 
EBSCO Subscription Services, Information 
Handling Services, Jane's Information Group, 
and SMS America. 
From the International Relations 
Committee 
by Paula Rothstein 
Last year when the SLA Board established 
the International Relations Committee to fa- 
cilitate SLA's participation in the interna- 
tional arena, no one guessed at the extraordi- 
nary politicalchanges that wouldoccur world- 
wide. These changes, the reality of the Euro- 
pean Economic Community in 1992, and the 
need for information in the new market econo- 
mies of Eastern Europe, all served as back- 
ground for the fervent comments voiced by the 
SLA International Relations Committee. 
Committee Chair Barry Hennessey, in con- 
sultation with committeemembers, decided to 
conduct a forum at the Annual Conference 
with an unstructured agenda to provide the 
maximum opportunity for membership par- 
ticipation in defining the values and philoso- 
phy which will guide Committee members in 
the development of specific activities. 
In addition tocommittee members, many of 
the 35 people who attended the forum ex- 
pressed concerns about a wide variety of is- 
sues related to international political, techno- 
logical, and economic developments. These 
concerns included the way that information 
professionals can benefit from and have an 
impact on international activities. SLA mem- 
bers with experience in overseas libraries 
described specific problems such as telecom- 
munication difficulties in nonindustrialized 
nations. Others expressed the need for SLA to 
provide mechanisms for thediffusion of infor- 
mation technologies to countries in different 
stages of development. Specific suggestions 
included stronger SLA support for interna- 
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A Key to Pittsburgh.. . 
Then SLA President Muriel Regan receives the key to Allegheny County 
from County Commissioner Larry Dunn at the SLA and Pittsburgh VIP 
reception. SLA now holds the key to the fourth largest county in the country. 
Richard Rowe, President and CEO, Faxon, chats with General Session N 
speakrRichard Saul Wurman and SLA Board member Gloria Zamora at the 
VIP reception. 
216 special libirores 
tional exchange programs and consultants 
abroad. A fuller discussion of specific issues 
will appear in the August issue of SpeciaList. 
Fund Event 
Almost 600 people filled two boats of the 
Gateway Clipper Fleet on a cruise up and 
down Pittsburgh's three rivers. Participants 
heard the history of the sights along the Ohio, 
Allegheny, and Monongahela rivers, enjoyed 
a buffet, and danced to live entertainment. 
Receptions 
-- 
A number of first-time Conference-goers 
attended the First-Timers' Reception Sunday 
evening to meet colleagues, network, and hear 
SLA Fellow Didi Pancake give tips on surviv- 
ing and getting the most out of an SLA Annual 
Conference. 
General Session Speakers 
Conference attendees were treated to two 
excellent speakers at this year's General Ses- 
sions. Although Patricia Aburdene, the 
speaker scheduled for General Session I, could 
not appear, her co-author (Megatrends 2000 ) 
John Naisbitt came to speak on the trends that 
did and will shape society in the coming dec- 
ade. 
Naisbitt began by noting people's fascina- 
tion with the future. 
Not only is 2000 a symbol of the future, it is 
the future, Naisbitt stated. As people realize 
the next millennium is around the comer, 
"there is no end to talk about the future." 
Naisbitt went on to discuss the forces he be- 
lieves will most influence that future. 
The6'big story of the '90s" is therenaissance 
in the arts, Naisbitt stated. "More people go to 
arts events than sports events." 
It will be thecreative intelligence developed 
in the renaissance that will be used to pull 
knowledge from data, according to Naisbitt. 
The distinction between creative and artificial 
intelligence should be made, Naisbitt be- 
lieves. "Artificial intelligence is an oxymo- 
ron," he said. "It should be termed 'expert 
system' ." 
In the economic arena, global privatization 
is causing the demise of the welfare state, 
Naisbitt said. Such social planning will soon 
be totally centrally planned. Naisbitt later 
discussed the move of various economies 
towards a single market world. "Europe 1992 
is but a step." he stated. "There will be no such 
thing as a U.S. economy." 
What will be different about the new 
single market world? 
The population of the future will not neces- 
sarily live in urban areas. Naisbitt spoke of the 
"spreading and thinning of the population." 
"More people will be moving to rural areas 
than cities," he said. In general, Naisbitt said, 
people will no longer be location-based. In this 
spreading and thinning population, the past 
and current belief that "you have to be a big 
company to be a player" will change, Naisbitt 
believes. 
"Fifty percent of United S rates exporters are 
companies with 19 or fewer employers," he 
said. 
How can the United States prepare for 
being a player in the global community? 
Human resources will give the United States 
a competitive edge in the future world, 
Naisbitt stated. 
The United States' education system, espe- 
cially at the kindergarten through 12th-grade 
levels, need attention, he said. Naisbitt, one- 
time assistant to the national Commissioner of 
Education, believes the only way to change a 
system quickly, including education, is 
through competition. 
"Schools should be consumer-driven," he 
stated. "Nothing is moreimportant to an econ- 
omy or social structure.'' 
Sharpening the education system will be- 
come increasingly important as the make-up 
of the population changes with immigration, 
Naisbitt explained. The United States has 
admitted more immigrants than any other 
country since 1973, he stated. "By the mid- 
1990s the U.S. will become the 'youngest ' 
country." 
Naisbitt also applies his competition prin- 
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Shaping the Future.. . 
General Session I 
speaker John Naisbitt (co- 
author of Megatrends 
2000) speaks on the trends 
that will change the shape 
of the 1990s and beyond. 
Organize, Reorganize, and 
Organize Again! 
General Session II speaker 
Richard Saul Wurman ex- 
pounds on the need to find 
creative and innovative ways 
to organize information for 
better understanding. 
Making International Relations a 
Priority 
Newly-sworn in President Ruth 
Seidman established international 
relations as a prioriv for SLA during 
her inaugural address at the Annual 
Business Meeting. 
special libraries 
ciple to the current structure of most busi- 
nesses in the United States. Because decen- 
tralization isan important ingredient in foster- 
ing competition, the future of the mega-corpo- 
ration could be bleak. 
"Fortune 1,000 companies have decreased 
hiring over the last 17 years," Naisbitt stated. 
General Session I1 gave Conference atten- 
dees a chance to hear Richard Saul Wurman, 
author, architect, and student of information 
and humannature, speak on the need for taking 
fear out of information. 
As humans face the ever-increasing flood of 
information, theamount of information avail- 
able will make understanding it and, conse- 
quently, the world around them, increasingly 
difficult. 
"We need to learn to organize information 
so as to better understand, and what under- 
standing means is learning how to make con- 
nections," Wurman said. 
People remember and understand the things 
that are interesting to them; "ourjobis to make 
connections between the subjects weare inter- 
ested in and the tons of information out there," 
Wurrnan stated. 
Organizing information in non-traditional 
formats will allow people to make those con- 
nections, Wurman explained. 
"There are infinite ways to organize and 
access information and these ways need to 
become part of the learning process in our 
education system,insteadoftodaylssystem of 
learning in which children memorizeinforma- 
tion are tested and immediately forget it be- 
cause no connections are made." 
Wurman considers the "information explo- 
sion" a "non-information explosion." 
"There's a lot more stuff, but a lot more 
information doesn't necessarily mean a lot 
more understanding," he said. 
What are the organizing principles that 
let an individual into new areas of organiz- 
ing information? 
People need to loose their fear of ignorance, 
according to Wurman. 
"We were always told it is better to answcr 
a question than ask one," he said. "But we 
learn by asking good questions, by saying 'I 
don'tknow.' Somehow we have to get over the 
habit of thinking 'I'll sound stupid if I say I 
don't know,' that is empowering." 
Wurman cautions against becoming too 
enamored with and dependent upon technol- 
ogy. 
"Advancing technology sometimes en- 
hances inaccuracy," he stated. 
An example, Wurman said, is USA Today's 
elaborate weather map. The map color codes 
the country by temperature; the map maker is 
assuming the same temperature means the 
same degree of comfort everywhere. 
"We know that's not true. Sixty-five de- 
grees in Arizona is very different from 65 
degrees in New York City. They could do the 
map by wind chill factors or humidity, which 
would give a much more accurate idea of the 
way a certain region actually feels," he ex- 
plained. 
Finally, beware the disease of familiarity, 
Wurman cautioned. 
Wurman asked his audience how many 
remember telling a child to do a repetitive or 
otherwise meaningless school assignment 
simply because it was required? 
"We don't make an effort to change that 
system, we do it to each other and we do it to 
our kids," he stated. 
Wurman ended his talk by encouraging his 
listeners to create and use new ways of organ- 
izing information, to lead to better understand- 
ing. 
Annual Business Meeting 
Conference-goers gathered Wednesday, 
June 13, to attcnd SLA's Annual Business 
Meeting. 
In one of her last duties as President, Muriel 
Regan gave a summary of the Association's 
1989190 activities. 
Regan gave examples of how SLA has 
intensified some of its programs in the past 
year. Professional Growth expanded Continu- 
ing Education courses and added self-study 
programs; Publishing Services implemented 
design changes in Specidist ,  as well as pro- 
duced theme issues on international relations 
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and management, which have resulted in fa- 
vorable comments from the membership; 
SLA's Communications program has been 
attentive andresponsive to negative portrayals 
of the profession in the media, has conmbuted 
aregular public relations update to Specidist, 
and marked the 1990 Conference by awarding 
aPublic Relations Certificate to members who 
had made significant advances in publicizing 
the profession. 
Public relations will continue to be a prior- 
ity for 1990191, as will the Association's 
Research program, Regan stated. While re- 
sults of certain research projects have been 
produced in valuable publications (From the 
Top, Powering Up,  and Valuing Corporate 
Libraries), the Research program has "not yet 
taken off," she said. 
Regan concluded her address by stating her 
year as President only confirmed her belief 
that SLA really is its members 
"The Board invents policy, and the staff 
implements that policy, but the fuel for those 
policies all starts with the members. Your 
Board should reflect you as you explore new 
technologies, redefine careers, and explore 
new paths in the profession." 
Treasurer's Report 
Because Treasurer Catherine Jones could 
not attend the Conference, Mary Dickerson, 
SLA Board andFinance Committee member, 
presented the Treasurer's Report. 
general fund $2,258,486 
nonserial publications fund 72,456 
scholarship fund 321,188 
special programs fund 137,387 
building reserve 429,794 
research fund 19,598 
Coplen fund 23,683 
State of the Association Address 
Following the Treasurer's report, Execu tive 
Director DavidR. Bender gave the S tate of the 
Association address. 
SLA members are, Bender began, change- 
makers in a new world. "They must not, " he 
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said, "forgo their responsibility in this chang- 
ing society." 
Bender noted the many changes shaping the 
future, including the installation of once-im- 
prisoncd poet and playwright Vaclav Have1 as 
President of Czechoslovakia 
While special librarians may not become the 
politicians leading the change in the turmoil in 
Europe, Dr. Bender cautioned them against 
becoming insular in their quest for SLA. 
The Association staff, Bender stated, have 
made whatever changes and upgrades neces- 
sary in their programs to help in this quest. 
The biggest change at Association Head- 
quarters is the filling of the new Chief Informa- 
tion Officer (CIO) position. Interviewing for 
the position will conclude shortly; the position 
was created to insure the Association is meet- 
ing members' needs as they continue to work 
in an information-dependent society, Bender 
stated. The CIO will manage the publishing, 
IRC, and computer program areas. 
Quarterly staff briefings have been inuo- 
duced to maintain inter-staff communication. 
To ensure Association officers are aware of 
all Association operations, the Executive 
Office continues to communicate with the 
Chapters and Divisions monthly, and with the 
Board weekly. 
During the past Association year, SLA's 
Publishing Section expanded Specidist from 
eight to 16pages to better accommodate news 
and information about members' activities. 
Professional Growth's Resume Referral 
Service continues to provide special informa- 
tion professionals with quality employers and 
employee-search services, while the Execu- 
tive Development Academy earned an award 
of excellence from the American Society of 
Association Executives (ASAE). Five new 
courses have been added to the Professional 
Development program, including an Execu- 
tive Management course. 
This year's State-of-the-Art Institute, "In- 
telligent Systems: A Framework for the Fu- 
ture," promises to be an excellent gathering of 
minds and resources on the topic of artificial 
intelligence. 
Communications continues to publicize the 
profession through various external relations 
specks/ libraries 
activities including a Library Legislative Day 
reception on Capitol Hill; a Program and 
Publicity Kit for special librarians to use dur- 
ing National Library Week (Dr. Bender 
thanked members for their activities support- 
ing National Library Week); a Public Rela- 
tions Certificate, established by the Public Re- 
lations Committee, given to three members for 
their work in publicizing and forwarding the 
profession; a reception for Pittsburgh's busi- 
ness and community leaders during the An- 
nual Conference; and articles placed in Work- 
ing Woman andCosmopolitan magazines, and 
theNew YorkTimes, WashingtonPost,andthe 
Cleveland Plain Dealer newspapers. 
Staff hopes, Bender explained, that the 
above external relations efforts have provided 
inspiration for members to be change-makers. 
Membership continues to be an important 
focus at the Association office as the Member- 
ship Retention and Recruitment Committee 
strives to meet the goal of the SuategicPlan (to 
increase membership 2 percent each year for 
the next 15 years). 
Dr. Bender credited members for bringing 
issues to the Board via participation in the 
Chapter Cabinetmeetings; he also creditedthe 
Divisions for their work in providing quality 
programming for the Conference and through- 
out the year in cosponsored continuing educa- 
tion courses and other professional develop- 
ment offerings. He also noted the contribu- 
tions to Association publications with Chapter 
and Division directories, bulletins, and union 
lists. 
Dr. Bender concluded his speech by thank- 
ing the Board, Conference Planner Connie 
Kelley, the Pittsburgh Chapter, Association 
staff, and members for making the Confer- 
ence, as well as 1989190, a success for SLA. 
Award Winners 
- 
Following the State of the Association ad- 
dress, SLA's newest Fellows were named by 
President Regan. 
Patricia Marshall, Director of the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
(AIAA) Library since 1963, and Frank 
Spaulding, an internationally-recognized li- 
brarian and information professional, were 
recognized for their leadership in the field of 
special librarianship. 
All SLA award winners were honored at the 
annual Awards Banquet and Ceremony the 
following evening. 
(See this issue of Special Libraries for de- 
tails on the SLA's 1990191 award winners.) 
Regan also presented SLA's Public Rela- 
tions Award, an award given to the journalist 
who writes the most outstanding article on the 
special libraries profession in a non-library 
publication. This year's Award was given to 
Marla Jo Fisher, who writes for the daily 
Glendale News Press in Los Angles 
Fisher remarked that she was interested by 
the irony of conducting the Special Libraries 
Association Conference in Pittsburgh 
". . .becausePittsburgh is acity of the past, and 
you are really people of the future." 
(See your April SpeciaList for details on 
the Public Relations Award winner and her 
article.) 
Inaugural Address 
President Ruth Seidman was sworn in and 
the meeting concluded with her inaugural 
address, in which she emphasized interna- 
tional relations. 
Overall, Seidman stated, the Association is 
in excellent condition. Seidman cited the in- 
creasing membership, as well as the sophisti- 
cated professional development offerings, as 
signs of the Association's dynamic approach 
to decision-making. 
Seidman sees the Association looking at 
what policies, technologies, and economic 
matters are relevant to the information com- 
munity in the coming year. 
Recently, she said, global communications 
technology has provided the world with an 
"information umbrella." A single world mar- 
ket (assisted by the creation of EEC '92), and 
the many world-wide communication net- 
works have increased the amount of attention 
given to national and international standards, 
database, and information policies. 
How should the special information 
community respond? 
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Around the Round 
Table.. . 
Members participate in 
one of the Conference's 
popular Roundtable Dis- 
cussions, complete with the 
roundtable. 
On the Light Side.. . 
Board members Bernard 
Basch and Lois Webster 
share a joke during the An- 
nual Awards Banquet and 
Ceremony. 
Scholarship winner 
Lora Lennertz thanks 
SLA during the Awards 
Banquet and Ceremony. 
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The private sector, Seidman stated, needs to 
increase its range of international information; 
more information is needed on the local 
economies, cultures, politics, and societies of 
other counmes; SLA's members need to cre- 
ate and maintain contacts throughout the 
world via Chapters in Mexico and the Pacific 
Rim. 
Seidman credited the Museum, Arts, and 
Humanities Division for their movement 
towards this goal via the Soviet Exchange 
project. 
The 1990 Conference, with a major series 
on "International Information: What We Need 
to Know," hosted by nine Divisions, reflected 
the importance of leadership in international 
information, Seidman said. 
Furthermore, the Association is beginning 
to plan an international conference to take 
place in 2000. 
How should SLA and its members approach 
international activities? 
Develop partnerships with information 
professionals outside the United States 
and Canada: and 
Develop membership in countries 
without special library organizations. 
Seidman concluded her address with an 
invitation for members to communicate their 
thoughts about international relations and 
other issues to her. 
The Annual Business Meeting of the 81st 
Annual Conference ended with several an- 
nouncements. 
Awards Banquet and Ceremony 
SLA's 81st Annual Conference ended with 
the formal banquet and awards ceremony cele- 
brating SLA's many award winners. 
More than 450 members sat down to a meal 
of Caesar salad, chicken Wellington, and 
baked Alaska, while honoring colleagues and 
welcoming incoming President Ruth 
Seidman. 
In her last duty as SLA President, Muricl 
Regan, bedecked in the now-famous Black 
Feather Boa, presented SLA's 1990 award 
winners with bowls or certificates. 
Lora Lennertz, Nancy Poppleton, and 
Edward Surges received scholarships from 
SLA for 1990191. Only Lora Lennertz was 
able to accept her scholarship in person. 
Lilia Fernandez received SLA's 1990191 
Affirmative Action scholarship. 
Kathleen Eisenbeis, a doctoral candidate at 
the University of Texas, Austin, received the 
Plenum Publishing Award. The award is given 
for those who have received approval of their 
dissertation topics. 
Ellis Mount and William C. P e n  were 
inducted into the SLA Hall of Fame. 
Adelaide A. Del Frate, Mary Murphy, and 
Lou Thomas received the 1990 John Cotton 
Dana Award, given in recognition of SLA's 
founder. 
Henriette D. Avram received the SLA Pro- 
fessional Award, while Patricia Marshall and 
Frank H. Spaulding received the honor of SLA 
Fellows. 
(See this issue of Special Libraries for de- 
tails on SLA's 1990191 award winners.) 
Other News Highlights From the SLA 
Conference 
SLA made a media splash in its Conference 
city this year. Articles on the Conference and 
the profession appeared in the Pittsburgh 
Press, Pittsburgh's largest newspaper. Presi- 
dent-Elect Ruth Seidman was interviewed 
about the information explosion and other 
information issues on WTAE Radio; Execu- 
tive Director David R. Bender appeared on 
KDKA-TV's six o'clock news, where he was 
interviewed by BusinessEditor Bill Flanagan. 
Bender talked about the valuable resources 
found in an organization's 1ibraryJinformation 
center. KDKA also interviewed Dr. Richard 
Rowe, President and CEO of Faxon and 
Disclosure's President, Steven Goldspiel. 
Also, then-President Muriel Regan was 
presented with thekey to Allegheny County at 
a business and community leader reception at 
Pittsburgh's prestigious Duquesne Club. The 
reception was attended by various Pittsburgh 
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business and community leaders, SLA Board 
members, as well as County Commissioner 
Larry Dunn, who presented the key to Regan. 
The 81st Annual Conference ended with a 
series of field trips to such local attractions as 
Titusville, PA, the birthplace of the petroleum 
industry; the University of Pittsburgh's Hill- 
man Library and Old Economy Village, a 
village of the 18th century Harrnonists; the 
Westinghouse Technology Center and the 
Iron City Brewery; a tour of Pittsburgh; the 
Robotics Institute; Frank Lloyd Wright's 
famous Fallingwater; and finally, a trip to the 
June 13th game between the Pittsburgh Pirates 
and the New York Mets. 
Unfortunately, baseball fans were rained 
out of their seats midway through the game. 
One can only hope San Antonio's weather 
won't be so uncooperative. 
Conference attendees also left the Pitts- 
burgh Conference with promises of a lively, 
exciting, and successful 82nd Conference. 
SLA's Texas Chapter sponsored a booth 
providing San Antonio buttons, as well as 
jalapeno lollipops and literature on the land of 
"black gold." 
"Masterminding Tomorrow's Informa- 
tion--Creative Strategies for the '90s; will 
focus on the special librarian's place in the 
future. Programming will emphasize assertive 
management, innovative problem-solving, 
and strategic planning-skills that are essen- 
tial for the information manager of the '90s. 
Attendees will be able to experience the 
collage of Spanish, Mexican, Native Ameri- 
can, French, German, and Anglo cultures that 
make up San Antonio; they can visit the fa- 
mous Paseo del Rio and the River Walk. 
Chair Lou Parris and entire 1991 Confer- 
ence Planning Committee invite all SLA 
members to attend next year's Conference. 
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Award Winners 
SLA Fellows 
The designation of Fellow of the Special Libraries Association is given to individual members 
of SLA in recognition of their leadership in the field of special librarianship and for their 
outstanding contributions to the Association. Fellows are called upon to advise the Association's 
Board of Directors, to prepare discussion materials and to alert the membershiop to issues and 
trends warranting action. 
This year's Fellows will be: 
Patricia Marshall 
Since 1963, PatriciaMarshall has directed the American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Library, the world's larg- 
estprivate library of aerospace andrelated materials. In this position, 
she has served as a primary gateway to aerospace literature from all 
over the world. 
Ms. Marshall has distinguished herself as an exemplary profes- 
sional, contributing enormously to the success of library operations 
at AIAA. trends closely (e.g. energy, space commercialization, 
artificial intelligence, etc). 
Throughout her long association with SLA, Patricia has worked 
to elevate the standing of the by serving on committees, being a willing sounding board 
and providing characteristics of a special librarian, and serving not just a corporate staff but an 
entire research and development industry on an international scale. 
Ms. Marshall's numerous and significant leadership positions with the Association include 
Chair, Aerospace Division,President, New York Chapter, Division Cabinet Chair, Deputy Chair, 
New York Conference Program and Chair, SLA Bylaws Committee. 
Frank Spaulding 
Frank Spaulding is an internationally recognized librarian and in- 
formation professional with more than 20 years experience manag- 
inglibrary andinformation services. In addition, he hasoccupiednu- 
merous leadership positions in the major associations that encom- 
pass the profession. 
Mr. Spaulding's career began with Colgate-Palmolive Company 
as Supervisor, Information Services. In 1975, Frank joined AT&T 
Bell Laboratories where he spent 22 years in various senior manage- 
ment positions. In 1985, he became Manager of Marketing Library 
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Network; in 1987; Mr. Spaulding left AT&T to become a consultant on library and information 
services. 
Mr. Spaulding is a dedicated member of the Special Libraries Association, having served as 
Association president in 1986-87, and as a member of the Board of Directors, 1982-88. In 
addition, Frank has been an active leader in the Library and Information Management Division 
and in the New Jersey Chapter, where he occupied the top leadership position in both. During his 
tenure as president of SLA, Mr. Spaulding appointed a task force to study the value of the 
information professional. The resulting report, an oft-quoted study in this area, is a tribute to Mr. 
Spaulding's foresight and professional vision. 
As a delegate to the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), 
Mr. Spaulding perceived the need for SLA to have larger presence in the international community. 
A series of recommendations which he made on SLA's international role were adopted by the 
SLA Board of Directors at its January 1989 meeting. One of those recommendations established 
the International Relations Committee, of which he is currently a member. 
Professional Award 
TheSLAProfessional Award is given to an individual orgroup, who may or may not holdmem- 
bership in the Association, in recognition of a specific significant contribution to the field of 
librarianship or information science, which advances the stated objectives of SLA.. . 
Henriette Davidson Avram 
Henriette D. Avram has always treated networking as a priority 
and been tireless in promoting international standards to link data- 
bases housed on disparate computer systems. Avrarn is perhaps best 
known for her role in establishing MARC format as the international 
standard for machine-readable bibliographic information. She has 
also played aprominent role in the creation of the National Network- 
ing Advisory Committee, which she chairs. 
Ms. Avram began her career with the Library of Congress in 1965 
-as Assistant Coordinator for theoffice of Information Systems.Prior 
to that she was a c o m p u t e r a n a l y s t f o r a p r i v a ~  
she assumed the title of Associate Librarian for Collections Services at the Library of Congress, 
managing over 1,000 technical employees. 
Ms. Avram has been duly recognized for her contributions to the field. In 1968 she received the 
Library of Congress Superior Service Award. Four years later she was honored with the Margaret 
Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification from the American Library Association. The ALA 
again honored her in 1981 by presenting her with the Melvil Dewey Medal for "Outstanding 
Creative Professional Achievement." In 1987 Mrs. Avram was elected Honorary Fellow of the 
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. In 1988, shereceived the Joseph 
W. Lippincott Award for Notable Achievement in Librarianship. 
Ms. Avram has written more than 100 papers, books, and articles on automation, networking, 
and bibliographic control. In 1977 she also received an honorary Doctor of Science degree from 
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville. 
Hall of Fame Award 
Election of the SLA Hall of Fame is granted to a member of the Association at or near the end 
of an active professional career for an extended and sustained period of distinguished service to 
the Association in all spheres. 
special libraries 
William C. Petru 
A 30-year member of SLA, Mr. Petru has made immeasurable 
contributions to the field and to the Association. Perhaps his most 
notable contribution was serving as editor of the 1967 publication 
The Library: An Introduction for Library Assistants. According to all 
associated with the project. Mr. Petru was its driving force from 
inception tofinalediting. Soon after its publication, the bookbecame 
the standard classroom text used in the training of paraprofessionals 
for well over 10 years. It has sold 10,000 copies and was translated 
into German, Spanish, and even Indonesian. 
As a pioneer-and ardent supporter of networking, Mr. Petru was 
an early and active participant in the creation of CLASS (CooperativeLibrary Agency for S ystems 
and Services) in California. It was his keen interest in CLASS as a service agency to special 
libraries that led to Hewlett-Packard's top management involvement, support, and service on the 
CLASS Executive Board during the formative stage of this critical library organization. 
Mr. Petru began his career with Hewlett-Packard Company in 1966 as Assistant Manager of 
Libraries. In 1989, Mr. Petru retired from his Information Specialist position. 
Mr. Petru has been an active volunteer in SLA over the years. He has served as President of the 
San Francisco Bay Region Chapter, Chair of the Publishing Division, and has Chaired many As- 
sociation and Division committees. 
Mr. Petru has taught special library management courses at San Jose University. In his 
retirement, he will teach at the University of California, Berkeley's School of Library and 
Information Studies. 
Ellis Mount 
A celebrated author and teacher, Mr. Mount has lent his consid- 
erable talents to serving the future of the profession. He is often de- 
scribed as "indefatigable" in his efforts to instruct a new generation 
of librarians while, at the same time, spending innumerable hours 
shaping the profession's destiny through his writings and voluntary 
leadership positions within the library community. 
An SLA member since 195 1, Mr. Mount has served as Treasurer 
for the Association, President of the New Jersey Chapter and Chair 
of the Science-Technology Division. He has served on numerous 
committees and task forces as well as representative to other library 
organizations. 
Mr. Mount began hiscareer as a technical librarian in 1950. He joined the staffat ColumbiaUni- 
versity as a librarian and then faculty member in the School of Library Service. In 1988, Mr. 
Mount launched a new brokering company, Tristate Data Consultants, Inc., where he serves as 
President. 
The author, co-author, and editor of many major works relating to the profession, Mr. Mount 
is now the editor of Sci-Tech News. 
In 1978, Mr. Mount received the SLA John Cotton Dana Award for service to the field. That 
same year, he received a grant from the Science-Technology Division to fund his doctoral 
dissertation. He received his degree the next year from Columbia University. 
John Cotton Dana Award 
The SLA John Cotton Dana Award recognizes exceptional service by members of the Special 
Libraries Association to special librarianship. 
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Adelaide A. Del Frate 
In 1984 Ms. Del Frate spearheaded a project that would link 
NASA libraries together for the first time allowing them to share 
resources. This, combined with her efforts to enhance the service 
range of NASA libraries, change NASA libraries from archives to 
special libraries, increase patronage, and coordinate an online public 
catalog have helped make NASA libraries what they are today. 
An active member of the Washington DC Chapter of SLA, Ms. 
Del Frate has led the fight for recognition of the significant role 
played by federal libraries. In the early '80s, she testified before 
Congress concerning the implications of the Office of Management 
and Budget's Circular A-76 mandating the contracting out of federal library services. 
Ms. Del Frate joined NASA as the librarian for the Electronic Research Center in 1965. Four 
years later she joined the Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA where she was Head of the 
Library Branch and Technical Officer of a major library support contract. In 1987, she was 
appointed the NASA Librarian at NASA Headquarters to continue the oversight, coordination, 
and guidance to the future of NASA Libraries. 
Ms. Del Frate contributes her time and talents to the Chevy Chase Library, one of the largest 
libraries in Montgomery County, Maryland. As a member of the Board, she has defended the li- 
brary budget before the County Council Board of Directors. 
Mary Murphy 
When Mary Murphy retired as Chief, Indexing Branch, Defense 
Mapping Agency Topographic Center, in 1980, she had devoted 
nearly 40 years of her life to the study, indexing, and cataloging of 
maps. Map librarianship has benefited greatly from her involvement 
and her representation on national and international panels, commit- 
tees and task forces. One of her greatest accomplishments in this 
arena was as SLA's appointed representative to the Geography and 
Map Libraries Section of the International Federation of Library 
Associations and Institutions. In the words of her colleagues, "she 
has gone so far and so often on behalf of map librarianship." 
Another important contribution made by Ms. Murphy was her 14 years of editorship of the 
Bulletin of the Geography and Map Division. Not only did she edit it, but indexed it and 
contributed many articles on map librarianship which have also appeared in Special Libraries. 
In her46 years as a member of SLA, Ms. Murphy has served on numerous committees and oc- 
cupied a number of offices, among them Chair of the Geography and Map Group. 
Ms. Murphy is a magna cum laude graduate from St. Lawrence University in Canton, New 
York, and honors graduate in Library Science from the University of Illinois. 
Lou Thomas 
Lou Thomas' service to the State-Times and Morning Advocate 
Library span theyears 1954 to 1985.Duringthat time,shesupervised 
the library's evolution from a file room housingreporters' unwanted 
files to a news research center of distinction with a full-text, inhouse 
database serving the news staff-a database which is now marketed 
to the public. 
Ms. Thomas' leadership, administrative ability, energy, and de- 
termination served her well as she expanded the library collections, 
gained the confidence of reporters and editors, and the support and 
special libraries 
respect of management. Over the years, she established a professional newspaper library, 
designed and tailored to meet the specific needs of the newspaper it serves. 
In 1985,Ms. Thomas moved thelibrary into thecomputerage-converting the manual clipping 
process to electronic storage and retrieval of full-text news articles and marketed the database 
worldwide through the DataTirnes information network. 
Ms. Thomas took her knowledge of newspaper librarianship and shared it with a multitude of 
others through her work with the News Division of SLA, seminars, and sponsorship of student 
activities. During Ms. Thomas's chairmanship of the News Division, its bulletin was introduced, 
a grant was received from SLA for an audio-visual project, the first Student Stipend Award was 
granted, and the Division started an awards program for members which is currently one of the 
biggest in the SLA network. She also was active in developing an awards program for the 
Louisiana Chapter. 
Ms. Thomas has been active in other state library associations, a member of the Baton Rouge 
Area Library Club, and a volunteer for the Girl Scouts and the United Way. 
Ms. Thomas received the News Division's Joseph F. Kwapil Award in 1985, the highest 
recognition in the field of newspaper or other media librarianship for outstanding service to the 
News Division. W 
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On the Scene 
The Nature of the lnformation 
Sector in  the lnformation Society: 
An Economic and Societal Perspective 
by Dong Y. Jeong 
With the emergence of the information sector in the information society, new 
conceptual and measurement tools are needed to identify and analyze information- 
related activities. This paper provides definitions for "information society," "informa- 
tion sector," and "information work." Two approaches for analyzing the structure of 
the information sector are discussed in detail. A new classification model of the 
information econom is proposed. This model analyzes the nature of the information / society based on our major sectors-agricultural, manufacturing, service, and 
information sector. This line of research shows implications for policy decision making 
and ideas for structural adiustment of the information society. 
Introduction 
The production, processing, and distribu- 
tion of information is quickly becoming a 
major economic activity for many nations of 
the world. In the United States and much of the 
world, information is a major consumer good 
and an input in the production of all goods and 
services; it is the flow of knowledge by which 
energy and matter are made to serve us. The 
embodiment of information in individuals, 
machines, and organizational arrangements 
accounts for the majority of society's prog- 
ress. Recent empirical studies of advanced 
economies indicate that the information sector 
is the main source of national income, em- 
ployment, and structural transformation. For 
example, in the United States it has been 
demonstrated that the information sector 
generates approximately half of the national 
income and employment.'a2 Similar evidence 
from advanced European economies shows 
that nearly 40 percent of their national in- 
comes emanated from information activities 
in the mid-seven tie^.^^^ 
The emergence of the information sector as 
the leader in the generation of national in- 
come, employment, trade, and structural 
change has required new conceptual and 
measurement tools to identify and analyze a 
new set of activities. For example, in a society 
where the information sector dominates, ac- 
tivities such as inquiring, communicating, and 
decision making by use of symbols create a 
value-added proportion of gross national 
products (GNP) and jobs. In an information 
society, knowledge activities or encoded in- 
formation play a crucial role similar to energy 
and muscle power contributors in the produc- 
tion function of a manufacturing e~onomy.~ 
Information activities and their resulting 
goods and services create conceptual prob- 
lems and issues. Many scholars have de- 
scribed the value of information and the infor- 
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mation professional in the information soci- 
ety. However, it has been emphasized that 
information is not an ordinary commodity. 
Rather, it has characteristics that distinguish it 
from normal goods and services. 
In classical economic theory, information 
was assumed to be a zero cost or acostless ac- 
tivity. However, in recent years this view has 
been challenged and evidence presented that 
would suggest otherwise. Information goods 
and services are expandable, renewable, and 
synergistic and thus comprise a distinct class 
from other goods and services. These peculiar 
characteristics have far-reaching implications 
from the perspective of economic the~ry .~  It 
has been suggested that, to take account of the 
information economy, mainstream theory has 
to be recast in terms of a new paradigm?-' 
From an empirical stance this is tantamount to 
the extraction and identification of the in- 
formation sector-which is an important sub- 
system of the total economy-because the 
information economy is ordinarily lost in 
macroeconomic theories and accounting 
frameworks designed for an industrial econ- 
omy. 
As the economy advances, we have seen it 
evolve through the traditional sectors to a 
dominant information sector. In view of these 
emerging issues and problems, this paper 
describes the economic and societal perspec- 
tive of information and its importance to the 
society by analyzing thenature of the informa- 
tion sector. 
The lnformation Society and 
Information Sector 
The concept of the information society in 
which there would be an abundance of quan- 
tity and quality of information, with all the 
necessary facilities for its distribution, was 
coined by a Japanese re~earcher.~ An informa- 
tion industry analyst observed that "every 
society is an information society."1° That is, all 
human organizations, no matter how simple, 
depend on an intangible resource called "in- 
formation" to function. Then why do we call 
the latter part of this century an information 
age or information society? Brent Ruben, an 
information and communication scholar, 
elaborates: 
"Information has become an increasing 
important marker of our age and our cul- 
ture. Perhaps reflective of this, the term is 
used to refer to an ever-growing domain 
of products and services which were 
previously referred to with distinctive 
terms. The telephone business has be- 
come the information business; electrical 
and phone hook-ups are now information 
systems; 'news at the top of the hour' 
becomes 'information at the top of the 
hour'; statistics anddataare now informa- 
tion. Libraries are described more and 
more in terms of information providing 
and administrative functions are de- 
scribed in terms of information resource 
management and information policy."" 
An information society is described, first, as 
one in which a very high percentage of the 
work force is engaged in the production, pro- 
cessing, and distribution of information goods 
and services. One of the basic indicators used 
in the literature to analyze the transition of an 
industrial society to an information society is 
the composition of the work force. For in- 
stance, the changing nature of the work force 
in the United States is one of the most as- 
tounding developments in social history. 
Quinn reports the "during the early 1800s 
roughly 70% of the U.S. work force was em- 
ployed in agriculture; today only 3% of the to- 
tal work force is left on the farm.. . . Today, 
roughly, 75% of the work force is employed in 
~ervice."'~It is estimated that 55 percent of the 
work force is employed in information indus- 
tries.13 Because the work force is generally 
regarded as the most important indicator of a 
society's social status, changes in it reflect not 
only changes in the economic relations of em- 
ployment, but often significant transforma- 
tions in social structure and social relations. 
A second view of the information society 
states that a considerable percentage of wages 
and salaries derive from information jobs and 
activities; a high percentage of theGNPcan be 
attributed to the production and distribution of 
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information goods and services.14 Michael 
Rubin's recent presentation during SLA's 
1989 State-of-the-Art Institute shows the in- 
formation sector in the United States ac- 
counted for about one-third of the GNP in the 
mid-1980s, and expanded rapidly in the late 
1980s. 
In order to understand characteristics of the 
information society, we have to define what is 
meant by information work and the informa- 
tion workforce. Schement summarizes therel- 
evant literature and offers a consensus-type 
which is open to variation depending on the 
assumptions of the interpreter. 
"Information work occurs when the 
worker's main task involves information 
processing or manipulation, recycling, or 
maintenance. Moreover, the goal of infor- 
mation work is more information, 
whether in the form of new knowledge or 
repackaged existing forms. Unlike the 
assembly line worker, an information 
worker, such as a telephone operator, pro- 
cesses and manipulates information as an 
end in itself. Information defines the task, 
the product, and the worker."15 
Porat defines the information work force as 
one that is all labor related to information ac- 
tivities. He includes the following workers: 
workers whose output or primary activity is 
the production and selling of knowledge (such 
as scientists, inventors, teachers, librarians, 
and journalists); workers who handle informa- 
tion within firms such as secretaries, messen- 
gers, managers, clerks, and typists; and work- 
ers who operate information machines and 
information technology that support the two 
previous categories, such as telephone opera- 
tors and drivers.16 The Organization for Eco- 
nomic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) defines information occupations as a 
proportion of the total economically active 
work force, with the former including those 
whose primary purpose is an "output of pro- 
duced, processed, or distributed information, 
or its infrastructure supp~rt."'~ Thus, informa- 
tion manipulation is a widespread work activ- 
ity and a potential definitive characteristic of 
an information society. 
The information sector is defined as the total 
resources used in the production, processing, 
and distribution of information in the society. 
Therefore, the information sector comprises 
all information activities in thesociety,as well 
as the goods required to carry them out. This 
includes several of the activitiesand outputs of 
the conventional services sector, such as 
education, banking, and services. It also in- 
cludes organizational activities, such as ad- 
ministration, management,andresearch in the 
traditional industrial and agricultural sectors. 
The emerging concept of the information 
sector leaves considerable room for uncer- 
tainty regarding which activities, goods, and 
services are part of the sector and which are 
not. 
Quantification of the information sector and 
its interrelations with the rest of the society 
should help facilitate an understanding of 
trends and strategic options in contemporary 
social development, and eventually result in 
improved social policy and planning. The size 
of the information sector can be quantified in 
terms of the number of workers engaged in 
information-related occupations, or in terms 
of the aggregate value-added proportion of the 
GNP originating from the production or distri- 
bution of information goods and services. 
These are not distinct phenomena, but rather 
two aspects of the same phenomenon, as the 
data generated by the number of workers are 
needed to estimate the aggregate added value 
of the information sector. 
Approaches for Analyzing Structure of 
the Information Society 
At least two approaches can be taken to ana- 
lyze the structure of the information sector. 
The first is the analysis of the structure of the 
information work force (occupational analy- 
sis) and the derivation of information goods 
and services (industrial analysis). Theoccupa- 
tional analysis proceeds by isolating the "in- 
formation-related" or "knowledge-basedY'oc- 
cupations from the agricultural, industrial, and 
service work forces. The industrial analysis 
connects the information goods and services 
comprising the information sector with the 
gross product of national economy, as a value- 
added proportion of the GNP. 
The first approach (occupational and indus- 
trial analyses) partially shows the interrela- 
tions of the structures of the four major sectors. 
For instance, traditional statistical data indi- 
cate farm managers, forest supervisors.orcoal 
grading services as part of the agricultural or 
service sector, but in this approach these occu- 
pations are classified as part of the information 
sector for economic growth and employment, 
and the fundamental structural changes that 
characterize an information society. 
A second approach is the analysis of the 
cross-sectoral relations between the four ma- 
jor sectors and the growth of the information 
sector. Several factors contribute to the sec- 
toral shift from the traditional three sector- 
agricultural, manufacturing, and service-to 
the fourth information sector and terms of 
number of employees and structural changes 
in internal composition of industries and in- 
stitutions. Here, several hypothetical assump- 
tions are used to explain the evolution of an in- 
formation society through the traditional sec- 
tors to a stage where the information sector 
dominates a society. One is that the new oc- 
cupational group emerging from the tradi- 
tional occupational structure is the growth of 
managerial and administrative jobs (bureauc- 
racy) in business corporations and govern- 
ment institutions. This group of new occupa- 
tions isoftencalled the technocracyphenome- 
non, which plays an increasingly significant 
role in the growth of the information sec- 
tor.18s19 Such bureaucracy increases the scale 
and complexity of the information sector. 
Another assumption is the new Engels' law 
phenomenon or the increasing demand for 
superior information goods and services from 
the traditional sector 0utputs.2~ This factor re- 
flects the structural changes in demand and in- 
vestment patterns on employment growth and 
production of goods and services. In addition, 
the above two phenomena promote the growth 
of the information infrastructure (i.e., inter- 
connectedness) regardless of urban or rural 
area, such as communication systems and 
educational expansion, which also affect the 
growth of the information sector.2'."This kind 
of sectoral shift can betraced through the time- 
series analysis of work force and the value- 
added proportion of the GNP. For instance, 
technocracy and infrastructure phenomena 
explicitly can be analyzed by the growth of the 
work force. Also, the new Engels' law phe- 
nomenon which increases the demand for 
superior information goods and services can 
be measured by the output (or production) of 
information-related activities. 
A New Classification of the 
Information Society 
Along with the described approaches for 
analyzing the structure of the information 
sector, we can derive a new classification 
model of a nation's economy. In 1940, Colin 
Clark divided economic activity into three 
sectors: primary (principally extractive), sec- 
ondary (primarily manufacturing), and terti- 
ary (services). Any economy is amixtureofall 
three sectors, but their relative weights are a 
function of the degree of productivity (output 
per capita) in each sector. Economic progress 
is defined as the rate of transfer of labor from 
one sector to another, as a function of differen- 
tial productivity. As national incomerises, the 
expansion of the manufacturing sector is fol- 
lowed by a greater demand for services and a 
further corresponding shift in the slope of em- 
ployment. In this fashion, Clark was able to 
chart the rate of change from a preindustrial 
into an industrial society, and then into a ser- 
vice ~ociety.".~ 
Kuznet's empirical investigations of struc- 
tural change in several advanced economies 
used Clark-Fisher's tri-sector classification 
model to reveal the evolution of an economy 
from a predominantly agricultural to indus- 
trial, and then a service economy. According 
to Kuznets, as a nation becomes "industrial- 
ized," the major trends show a dramatic de- 
cline in the share of the agricultural sector and 
a corresponding rise in the share of industry. 
As countries continue to grow, the shares of in- 
dustry and agriculture typically level off and 
the share of services rise. As an economy be- 
comes "mature," the share of services in GNP 
exceeds 50 percent-as is currently the case in 
most developed countrie~.~ 
During the last several decades, an increas- 
ing proportion of economic activities has been 
devoted to the production, processing, and 
distribution of information. The well-known 
Clark-Fisher's tri-sector classification model 
is ill-suited to reveal this trend. An analysis of 
the information sector accounts for structural 
changes which are taking place in the informa- 
tion economy, and compares any patterns of 
distribution in national product work force of 
the four-sector information economy model 
with those of classical Clark-Fisher's tri-sec- 
tor industrial economy model. 
This analysis also shows a new classifica- 
tion model using an information level instead 
of an industrialization level. All nations in the 
world may be reclassified as "high-informa- 
tion society," "middle-information society," 
and "low-information society," depending 
upon the proportion of the information sector 
in each nation. 
Summary and Conclusion 
With the type of structural analysis de- 
scribed in this paper, it becomes possible to 
identify the stages of development of the infor- 
mation sector and the level of informatization. 
The concept of the information sector devel- 
oped for industrialized countries is only an 
analytical benchmark against which different 
countries can be analyzed; itis not amodel that 
nations must follow in order to enter the infor- 
mation stage. As the information sector be- 
comes more prqlominant, policies focusing 
on more traditional sectors will be inappropri- 
ate for stimulating economic growth and de- 
velopment. Moreover, there is a related policy 
issue. Since knowledge and information have 
become major elements in the information 
society, society becomes highly sensitive to 
changes in the treatment and management of 
information goods and services. Such 
changes, i.e. the production, processing, and 
distribution of new information knowledge, 
are likely to lead to chain reactions both in 
work-related domains and in the personal and 
social lifeof alarge number of people,directly 
or indirectly. This line or research will throw 
light on problems of development and of struc- 
tural adjustment. Understanding the nature of 
the information sector has important implica- 
tions for policy decision making involving the 
adoption of new information, and for social 
scientists monitoring the pulses of social 
change in society. 
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The SLA Joint Cabinet: 
Where Do Our Leaders Come From? 
by Aa/co/m Hami/ton 
Boston Chapter 
A review of the directories of SLA Chapter Presidents and Division Chairs for the 
11  years from 1980/81 through 1990/91 reveals some interesting information 
about where these cabinet officers come from and who their employers are. (Chair- and 
President-Elects for 1990/91 have been included.) The group reviewed included 8 9 0  
present and past US. and Canadian members of the Joint Cabinet: 584  Chapter 
Presidents and 306  Division Chairs. The European Chapter was excluded in this survey, 
so an SLA total membership of 13,638 has been used, based upon figures from Who's 
Who in Special libraries, 1989/90. 
Employer Types 
Of the 890 Cabinet Chairs and Presidents, 
over 8 1 % work in business and industry; col- 
leges and universities; or federal, state, local, 
and provincial governments as follows: 
business and industry: 427 persons 
(47.98% of the Cabinet) 
colleges and universities: 207 persons 
(23.26% of the Cabinet) 
governments: 89 (10.00% of the Cabinet), 
including 
U.S. government: 56 (6.29%) 
Other government: 33 (3.7 1 %) 
Other categories include the following: 
public libraries: 30 persons (3.37%) 
associations and membership societies: 
28 (3.15%) 
library schools: 10 (1.12%) 
state libraries: 10 (1.12%) 
hospitals: 10 (1.12%) 
museums: 3 (0.34%) 
miscellaneous or not identifiable: 
48 (5.39%) 
not reported: 36 (4.04%) 
Perhaps the most surprising result here is 
that SLA members who are employed by col- 
leges and universities and library schools 
represent only 11.7% of the total SLA mem- 
bership,' but they make up 24.61% of the 
Cabinet officers. 
Which Chapters Do Division Chairs 
Come From? 
Each Chapter, regardless of its size, has the 
same number of presidents, and the statistics 
for presidents are the same for each chapter. 
The yield from the Chapters of Division 
Chairs, however, is significant. (Appendix B 
shows the percentage of yield of Division 
Cabinet officers from each of the Chapters.) 
In rank order, Illinois, New York, Washing- 
ton, DC, Southern California, and Boston are 
the greatest contributors. The total member- 
ship of these five Chapters represents only 
31.68% of the Association, but they yield 
almost 40% of the Division Chairs. Illinois, by 
itself, with less than half the membership of 
New York, produces over lo%, compared 
with New York's 9.5%. 
The threeCanadian chapters, with 8.17% of 
the SLA membership, have produced a not 
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surprising 7.52% of the Division Cabinet, yet 
Western Canada ranks seventh as a producer 
of Division Chairs in relation to the size of its 
Chapter membership. 
Leadership Production in Relation to 
Chapter Sue 
South Carolina, and Illinois are the top five 
contributors of Division Cabinet officers, 
when viewed in relation to the size of the 
Chapter membership. (Western Canada is 
seventh, as noted above.) 
Conclusion 
Another way of looking at leadership pro- 
duction by the Chapters is the number of 
Division Chairs produced in relation to the 
size of the Chapter membership. (Appendix C) 
shows this information for all Chapters.) 
North Carolina, Oklahoma. Baltimore, 
At the present time I make no further con- 
clusions from this data, but will be happy to 
extrapolate more information if it would be 
found to be useful. I assume that members of 
the SLA Board may find significance in some 
of this that eludes me. 
Note 
' A count of members in the Who's Who in Special Libraries, 198911990 Business Index indicates that 
1,595 members are from institutions of higher education. 
Appendix A 
SLA Chapters in Alphabetical Order 
Chapter 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Baltimore 
Boston 
Central Ohio 
Central Pennsylvania 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Connecticut Valley 
Eastern Canada 
Fairfield County 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaiian-Pacific 
Heart of America 
Hudson Valley 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Kentucky 
Long Island 
Chapter 
Size 
86 
117 
117 
65 1 
150 
68 
87 
215 
183 
324 
153 
246 
176 
86 
94 
119 
656 
154 
58 
lo8 
No. of 
Division 
Officers 
2 
2 
6 
16 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
7 
3 
7 
5 
0 
1 
1 
3 1 
3 
2 
1 
% of 
Division 
Cabinet 
0.65% 
0.65% 
1.96% 
5.23 % 
0.65% 
0.98% 
0.33% 
0.65% 
0.98% 
2.29% 
0.98% 
2.29% 
1.63% 
0.00% 
0.33% 
0.33% 
10.13% 
0.98% 
0.65% 
0.33% 
% in Rel. 
to Chapter 
Size 
2.33% 
1.71% 
5.13% 
2.46% 
1.33% 
4.41% 
1.15% 
0.93% 
1.64% 
2.16% 
1.96% 
2.85% 
2.84% 
0.00% 
1.06% 
0.84% 
4.73% 
1.95% 
3.45% 
0.93% 
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Louisiana 
Michigan 
Mid-Missouri 
Mid-South 
Minnesota 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
Omaha Area 
Oregon 
Pacific Northwest 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Princeton-Trenton 
Rhode Island 
Rio Grande 
Rocky Mountain 
San Andreas 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
Sierra Nevada 
South Carolina 
Southern Appalachia 
Southern California 
St. Louis 
Texas 
Toronto 
Upstate New York 
Virginia 
Washington, DC 
Western Canada 
Western Michigan 
Wisconsin 
TOTAL 
Europe 
Notes: 
"No. of Division Officers" is the number of persons from this Chapter to hold a position in the 
Division Cabinet during the eleven-year period of this survey. 
"% of Division Cabinet9'is the percentage of the total 306members of theDivision Cabinet from 
this Chapter during the survey period. 
"% in Rel. to Chapter Size"isafactor indicating achapter'scontribution to the Division Cabinet 
in relation to the chapter's size. 
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Appendix B 
Yield of Division Chairs from Chapters 
Chapter 
Illinois 
New Y ork 
Washington, DC 
Southern California 
Boston 
North Carolina 
Michigan 
San Andreas 
Texas 
Minnesota 
San Francisco 
Western Canada 
Toronto 
Wisconsin 
Florida 
Eastern Canada 
New Jersey 
Baltimore 
Rocky Mountain 
Virginia 
Georgia 
Pittsburgh 
Upstate New York 
Oklahoma 
South Carolina 
Central Pennsylvania 
Louisiana 
St. Louis 
Fairlield County 
Indiana 
Connecticut Valley 
Philadelphia 
Kentucky 
Rio Grande 
Alabama 
Sierra Nevada 
Arizona 
Central Ohio 
Cleveland 
Pacific Northwest 
Western Michigan 
Cincinnati 
Chapter 
Size 
656 
1412 
1013 
589 
65 1 
220 
419 
437 
5 17 
245 
716 
187 
603 
175 
246 
324 
452 
117 
24 1 
128 
176 
190 
252 
52 
62 
68 
86 
1 34 
153 
1 54 
183 
458 
58 
76 
86 
104 
117 
150 
215 
307 
74 
87 
No. of 
Division 
Officers 
3 1 
29 
25 
20 
16 
13 
10 
10 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
% of 
Division 
Cabinet 
10.13% 
9.48% 
8.17% 
6.54% 
5.23 % 
4.25% 
3.27% 
3.27% 
3.27% 
2.94% 
2.94% 
2.61% 
2.61% 
2.29% 
2.29% 
2.29% 
2.29% 
1.96% 
1.96% 
1.63% 
1.63% 
1.31% 
1.31% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.98% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.65% 
0.33% 
0.33% 
% in Rel. 
to Chapter 
Size 
4.73% 
2.05 % 
2.47% 
3.40% 
2.46% 
5.91% 
2.39% 
2.29% 
1.93% 
3.67% 
1.26% 
4.28% 
1.33% 
4.00% 
2.85% 
2.16% 
1.55% 
5.13% 
2.49% 
3.91% 
2.84% 
2.11% 
1.59% 
5.77% 
4.84% 
4.41% 
3.49% 
2.24% 
1.96% 
1.95% 
1.64% 
0.66% 
3.45% 
2.63% 
2.33% 
1.92% 
1.71% 
1.33% 
0.93% 
0.65% 
1.35% 
1.15% 
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Heart of America 
Long Island 
San Diego 
Hudson Valley 
Princeton-Trenton 
Oregon 
Hawaiian-Pacific 
Southern Appalachia 
Rhode Island 
Mid-South 
Omaha Area 
Mid-Missouri 
TOTAL 
Europe 
Appendix C 
Yield of Division Chairs from Chapters in Relation to Size of Chapter Membership 
Chapter 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
Baltimore 
South Carolina 
Illinois 
CenrraI Pennsylvania 
Western Canada 
Wisconsin 
Virginia 
Minnesota 
Louisiana 
Kentucky 
Southern California 
Florida 
Georgia 
Rio Grande 
Rocky Mountain 
Washington, DC 
Boston 
Michigan 
Alabama 
San Andreas 
St. Louis 
Chapter 
Size 
220 
52 
117 
62 
656 
68 
187 
175 
128 
245 
86 
58 
589 
246 
176 
76 
24 1 
1013 
65 1 
4 19 
86 
437 
134 
No. of 
Division 
Officers 
13 
3 
6 
3 
3 1 
3 
8 
7 
5 
9 
3 
2 
20 
7 
5 
2 
6 
25 
16 
10 
2 
10 
3 
% of 
Division 
Cabinet 
4.25% 
0.98% 
1.96% 
0.98% 
10.13% 
0.98% 
2.61% 
2.29% 
1.63 % 
2.94% 
0.98% 
0.65% 
6.54% 
2.29% 
1.63% 
0.65% 
1.96% 
8.17% 
5.23% 
3.27% 
0.65% 
3.27% 
0.98% 
% in Rel. 
to Chapter 
Size 
5.91% 
5.77% 
5.13% 
4.84% 
4.73% 
4.41% 
4.28% 
4.00% 
3.91% 
3.67% 
3.49% 
3.45% 
3.40% 
2.85% 
2.84% 
2.63% 
2.49% 
2.47% 
2.46% 
2.39% 
2.33% 
2.29% 
2.24% 
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Eastern Canada 
Pittsburgh 
New York 
Fairfield County 
Indiana 
Texas 
Sierra Nevada 
Arizona 
Connecticut Valley 
Upstate New York 
New Jersey 
Western Michigan 
Toron to 
Central Ohio 
San Francisco 
Cincinnati 
Heart of America 
Cleveland 
Long Island 
San Diego 
Hudson Valley 
Philadelphia 
Pacific Northwest 
Princeton-Trenton 
Oregon 
Hawaiian-Pacific 
Southern Appalachia 
Rhode Island 
Mid-South 
Omaha Area 
Mid-Missouri 
TOTAL 
Europe 
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Prison Library-One Day 
by Mary Jeanne 1 effers 
Very few librarians will ever see the inside of a prison. While the prison 
environment causes some differences, the library is still similar to a very small public 
library. Librarians of special libraries, operating with infinitesimal budgets, should 
share operational techniques and hopefully the methods can be adapted to similar 
situations. For example, the Appleworks computer program, intended for business use, 
has proven to be very usable in a small library. The librarian must learn to be flexible 
and innovative. 
The door clangs behind me and two yards 
away the door on the other side of the sallyport 
buzzes open. I pass through and try to shut it 
gently, but it clangs. 
I have already picked up my alarm box and 
keys at the Control Room and am ready to 
begin another day as a librarian in a prison. 
Besides carrying the alarm box, I must also 
have a whistle with me at all times. The tele- 
phone is also a part of prison security; if it 
remains off the hook, unused, for more than a 
few secondstheoperator will notify the Watch 
Office and an officer will investigate. The 
questions most often asked me of my job have 
nothing to do with librarianship. 
"Don't you get frightened?" "Are you 
safe?" feel quite safe. The only time I ever 
saw guns in a library was in my last position 
when two policemen came running into the 
branch I managed with their guns drawn. The 
manager of the neighborhood grocery store 
next door had just been shot and robbed! 
Not only do I have an alarm box, but officers 
are scattered all about, and the inmates them- 
selves give me a certain amount of security. I 
make every effort to do an excellent job and 
their appreciation is apparent by their exem- 
plary behavior within the library. 
The walk to the library is about two blocks. 
I am tempted to stop and enjoy the many lovely 
flower beds along my route. They are con- 
stantly changing and are the result of a large 
horliculture class. 
Reaching the library, I unlock the door for 
the only time that day. While some prison 
librarians become turnkeys, that is not the case 
where I work. Instead of locking and unlock- 
ing the library door repeatedly, I unlock it, 
prop it open, and the men who have been 
waiting come in and leave as they please. This 
area houses (in dorms, not cell blocks) about 
800 minimum and medium security prisoners, 
about half of whom use the library. Almost all 
of them have a job or go to school; many work 
and attend classes outside the gates. The in- 
mates' divergent schedules account for the 
library's hours. The Main Library is open two 
mornings, five afternoons, and threeevenings. 
which includes all day Saturday. 
Collection 
This library is here, in part, because of a 
court mandate specifying that certain legal 
materials be available for the use of the inmate 
population. Required are such books as copies 
of the state code, state court reports, Shepards 
Citations, some federal items, and a law dic- 
special libraries 
tionary. Only a small percentage of the in- 
mates here use the law library; most of them 
are close to returning to the outside and their 
legal problems are settled. 
The rest of the library collection consists of 
materials similar to those found in a small 
(very small) public library. It includes about 
1,600 books of fiction, 1,000 nonfiction, and 
20 magazine and 14 newspaper subscriptions. 
(Many prison library collections are so small I 
once heard a prison librarian lament, "We are 
supposed to be librarians and we hardly have 
a library!") In a survey I made in 1988, I found 
theaverage prison library collection contained 
12,000 books.' So many books are hand-me- 
downs that quality in a prison library may be 
negligible. Our collection is housed in two 
small buildings. The law books, nonfiction, 
reference, inter-library loan, typewriters for 
inmate use, California phonefiche, and six 
chairs for patrons are in the Main Library, a 
building 20' x 24'. All fiction and most news- 
papers and magazines are in a nearby 10' x 15' 
building called the Annex. The Main Library 
is open only when I am there; the Annex is 
open 70 hours per week, run by two inmate 
clerks, each working 37 hours. (Their hours 
overlap on Wednesday afternoon.) 
As soon as I open the door the first problems 
of the day, many and varied, are presented. 
One man complains that he has received an 
overdue notice for a book he says was re- 
turned, one of the clerks has a ducat and must 
attend a classification hearing, a patron sits 
down and the chair collapses, our broom has 
disappeared, several patrons need their clear- 
ance slip signed as they are going out on parole 
(my signing indicates they have returned all 
their books), and to top it off, shortly after the 
clerks were talking about someonc whom, 
they say, never takes a bath, the young man in 
question comes in whereupon a clerk quietly 
asks him why he never takes a bath. The 
question results in the possibility of imminent 
fisticuffs, and I telephone the Watch Office to 
ask for an officer (I have done this only twice 
in almost four years). The officer arrives in just 
a few seconds by which time the patron has 
left. He is called back, the officer solcmnly 
listens to the explanation, and the patron is 
ordered to refrain from entering the library in 
the future. 
The other problems are easier. The missing 
broom is reported to the "In-Grounds" office 
and found. The man who sat in the weak chair 
is sent to the medical office for a check-up and 
the broken chair is deemed unrepairable, re- 
turned to the prison warehouse, and removed 
from our property list. 
The overdue complaint was a little trickier. 
We do make mistakes. The only previous 
library experience any of my clerks have had 
was the one clerk who had done porter work in 
another prison library. It is amazing that the 
clerks do a good job considering the little 
training time. On the overdue complaint, a 
clerk first checks to see if the book card is still 
filed under thedatedue,and searches the shelf. 
Then he checks our computer records. We can 
check by patron's name or Department of 
Corrections number and if the patron is still 
listed as having the book we also search under 
title. If some one else has the same title and a 
later due date we know that the book should 
not be listed as being overdue and we delete 
that record. 
Computer Use 
Computer salespeople probably consider 
ours obsolete, however we use it almost con- 
stantly. It is one of many granted to the Depart- 
ment of Corrections Libraries and is an Apple 
IIe with dual floppy disk drives and an 
Imagewriter dot-matrix printer. Since we have 
no electronic devices for checking books out, 
we need to enter all the data manually. The 
rewards for this effort are great. At the end of 
each day we get overdue notices and a list of 
the overdue books and responsible patrons. 
Unlike public libraries, we send an overdue 
noticeevery day until the book is returned. Our 
notices are mailed within theinstitution, so the 
cost of postage is no factor. 
I file the printed list to keep a record of 
offenders and rcpeat offenders will be denied 
use of the library. Our Institution Orders state 
that inmates may borrow just one book at a 
time, so clerks are instructed to check the list 
each time someonc wants to check out a book. 
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If the patron's name is already on the list-no 
new check out. This helps our small collection 
get optimum use. According to our last Quar- 
terly Report we checked out 1,523 books of 
fiction. As mentioned above, the collection 
contains about 1,600 books of fiction. This 
reflects the fact that about 50 to 60 percent of 
the men housed here are using the library. 
Since the Annex is open such long hours, 
including Sunday and Monday when the Main 
Library is closed, staff has a lot of catching up 
to do on Tuesday. Books are checked outat the 
Annex by the clerk stamping the date due on 
the date due slip (kept in the book) and on the 
book card. The patron's name, prison number, 
and bunk location are recorded on the card. 
These cards go to the Main Library for com- 
puter input, they are then returned to the 
Annex to be filed by date. 
When books are returned to the Annex the 
book card is replaced in the book and the books 
are boxed and delivered to the Main Library. 
By returning both book and card we can re- 
check to make sure the card and book are an 
exact match, since titles such as Jackie Collins 
books that include the words "Hollywood 
Husbands" or "Hollywood Wives" can cause 
a mix up. Also, we cull the books that need 
repair. We get a fantastic number of circula- 
tions out of some books. Even when they are in 
a most deplorablecondition a clerkcan usually 
tape or glue them back together for one more 
use! We usually discard only because of lost 
pages. 
Main Library 
In the Main Library we check things out a 
little differently. Some of the books are quite 
expensive or irreplaceable and others are bor- 
rowed through inter-library loan. The use of 
these books requires the patron's signature on 
a Trust Withdrawal form. The inmates are not 
allowed to havemoney. Anything they earn,or 
monetary gifts from the outside are held in 
trust; if a book is damaged or not returned the 
library can charge their account for the value. 
When an inmate tore out apageabout countcr- 
feiting from our encyclopedia, an officer 
found out. After checking to see if it actually 
came from one of the prison's library books, 
the inmate was charged $40 by the officer for 
the damage. This kind of news travels fast on 
the prison grapevine and the knowledge that 
the officers support the library is a great deter- 
rent to casual thefts. 
I send in a Trust Withdrawal as a last resort; 
as I tell our patrons, I would rather have the 
book than acharge to their account, as I seldom 
have the funds to replace a lost book immedi- 
ately. The library budget arrives once a year; 
the entire budget is spent as soon as possible. 
If the librarians don't spend it by a deadline, 
the money will be used elsewhere. In four 
years as a prison librarian, my budget has 
remained fairly constant-about $6,000 for 
general materials. The law collection, with 
expensive yearly up-dates, has a separate 
budget, and most of our newspapers and 
magazines are often funded by the Men's 
Activity Council. Shortly after I arrived, this 
inmate group gave the library $600 to be spent 
just on fiction. Members of the council helped 
type all the book cards needed. 
Our collection is quitegood, considering its 
small size. The original non-law books were 
gifts and some of these have been retained, 
such as a set of books on photography, an 
animal encyclopedia, some fine art books, and 
even a copy of Doc Ricketts book on oceanog- 
raphy. (This prison is located in Steinbeck 
country and Cannery Row is not far away.) 
Our book selection policy is similar to that of 
any small public library. The inmates them- 
selves give us some input and we try to accom- 
modate the educational level and cultural 
background of the patrons. Restrictions are 
only on books that might jeopardize the secu- 
rity of the institution. 
We are able to answer numerous casual 
referencequestions. Mainly, we use twomajor 
encyclopedias, a 1988 World Book and 1983 
Americana. We also use the latest almanac, a 
large dictionary, and the American Correc- 
tional Association Handbook. When someone 
asks for something specific, library staff can 
find a chapter on the subjcct in a more general 
book. The general information will be of help 
until something can be obtained through Inter- 
Library Loan. 
special libraries 
Our Inter-Library Loans come through a 
project called "Books By Mail," sponsored by 
the Monterey County Public Library. It began 
mainly to serve the many isolated areas of a 
huge county, but they provide the same high- 
quality service to the prison inmates. We re- 
quest and receive between 15 to40 books each 
week. A question often heard on Tuesday is, 
"Did Books By Mail come?" 
Magazines (latest issues kept in the Main 
Library) andnewspapers are also very popular 
and they arechecked out only fortheday. Men 
guilty of keeping these overnight are in danger 
of having a disciplinary chrono placed in their 
prison records for stealing state property. 
Also, when they borrow a magazine or news- 
paper, their identification card is kept until the 
periodical is returned. Since many need that 
ID to report to their job, they are pretty reli- 
able. If the library had more seating space, 
patrons would be required to read magazines 
and newspapers inside the library, allowing 
staff to increase the circulating collection. 
Overdue notices and disciplinary chronos for 
these items are prepared by hand. 
Appleworks Catalog 
As mentioned above, the computer is used 
for circulation and overdue records. It is also 
used to produce a paper catalog of our fiction 
collection. The capacity of our desktop is 65K 
(to be expanded soon), so we have divided the 
alphabet into four parts, one part per floppy 
disk side. The four-part division provides a 
perfect alphabetical list ofauthors, but looking 
for a title, author unknown, means searching 
four lists. We have just started producing a 
paper catalog of our nonfiction. It includes the 
call number, author, title, one subject,anddate 
received. With this data in the computer, staff 
can easily produce special bibliographies such 
as books on Blacks during Black History 
Month; lists of new books can be generated by 
requesting every listing under a specific date. 
This minimal cataloging ignores the ISBN, 
sub-titles, joint authors, illustrators, collation, 
and multiple subjects. A second subject could 
be included if the need arises; in my four years 
here, however, we have never consulted a 
catalog card for the other information. 
Using the Appleworks program to produce 
our catalog has been a tremendous time saver 
over the program given to us four years ago. I 
was never able to teach a clerk to use the other 
program; data entry was difficult and correc- 
tions horrendous. With Appleworks, data en- 
try is quickandeasy andcorrections are almost 
fun. The method would work for any small 
library and the problem of only 65K on the 
desk top can be improved with new technol- 
ogy. Also, the use of a hard disk can be added. 
Lack of a card catalog has not been a handi- 
cap. Since improving the collection was my 
first goal, buying catalog cards or kits was 
never considered. Also, the fast turnover of 
clerks, and the few who are good typists, 
prohibit the in-house typing of catalog cards. 
Theseclerks do, however, type book cards and 
are very good at taping in pockets and repair- 
ing damaged books. 
Personnel Turnover 
Turnover of clerks is so fast that it almost 
seems they sometimes come and go through a 
constantly revolving door. My clerks get 
"rolled up" forrules infractions, they go out on 
parole, go out to court and could be gone for 
months, go to classification and areassigned to 
work outside the gate, and one has quit to 
attend college classes. There are five clerks 
assigned to the library, earning $48, $36 or $27 
per month. During an ordinary three month 
period, I would fill out time cards for five men 
three times (one each month). During a recent 
quarter I made out time cards for 17 men. 
Under such circumstances, especially the 
low pay, it is quitea challenge to motivate and 
encourage people to do a good job. When they 
deserve praise I give it, even for their smallest 
effort. At the endofabusy day I thank them for 
their hard work. Under no circumstances are 
they ever ridiculed. After all, how would an 
uneducated person know that Cervantes is the 
author and Candide the title if the book has 
only those two wrds  on the cover? 
The quality of our service goes upand down 
depending on the quality of theclerks and their 
length of tenure. The inmate patrons seem to 
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realize this and I receive few complaints about 
service. The most frequent service complaint 
is that an Annex clerk has not been present for 
the hours stated on the door. Those clerks who 
stay for awhile become quite interested in their 
job and several have indicated interest in 
working in a library on the outside. One of the 
former clerks said he has hundreds of books at 
home and he was going to turn his van into a 
library and call it the Leffers Library. Al- 
though I doubt I'll ever see the LeffersLibrary, 
I was quite honored. 
Work in a prison library can be terribly 
isolated, since contacts with other librarians 
are few and far apart. (Needless to say, you 
don't go out for lunch with your co-workers!) 
The teachers and officers whom I occasionally 
see, have little understanding of what it takes 
to keep a library functioning well. On some 
days the frustrations and red tape can seem 
monumental. However, never a day passes 
without hearing many "thanks." Most of the 
rewards of the job come from the knowledge 
that I am providing a highly-valued service. 
Many inmates come in to pay me a compli- 
ment and say one more "thank you" before 
going out on parole. Our hope is, of course, 
that our efforts to help them utilize the library 
to entertain and improve themselves while in 
prison will lead to acontinuation of library use 
and self improvement on the outside. 
Summary 
-- 
Of course, prison librarianship is not for 
everyone. The average prison librarian stays 
less than five and one-half years? and their age 
averages 49 years.' The job can be stressful. 
One must never, absolutely never, make the 
slightest remark that could be construed as 
being disparaging to any ethnic group or show 
the least discrimination; keeping an ethnic 
balance among your clerks is important. Do 
not believe the popular belief that mostprison- 
ers are uneducated (its true), and therefore, 
stupid. If your hope as a librarian is to improve 
education, the prison library is an ideal job. I 
had one clerk who finished third grade only, 
but spent a lot of time reading. (Much of that 
time in prison!) He passed the G.E.D. test 
without preparation! Also, I think it is impor- 
tant to treat the inmates who enter the library 
as a patron rather than as inmate. The prison 
librarian is not there toadd toanyone's punish- 
ment; we are there to be a librarian. The 
librarian also needs to train clerks to treat 
patrons with dignity. 
Some days can be hectic beyond belief. I go 
home thinking if I hear "Mrs. Leffers," one 
more time.. . Fortunately, most days are very 
rewarding and I wouldn't trade my job for any 
other. 
References 
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Research Activity 
by Tobi A. Brimsek 
Director, Research and information Resources 
This is the second of a biannual column intended to provide a forum for sharin 
information on research activities within the special libraries community. The researc 1 
activity which is covered in the column will range from dissertations, academic or 
empirical research to action or applied research projects, investigations, and studies 
carried out in the workelace. 
Proiect: 
Timeframe: 
Abstract: 
Proiect: 
Abstract: 
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Historical Health Fraud Collection 
In Progress 
The American Medical Association's (AMA) now defunct Bureau of 
Investigation (1906-1969) produced and collected thousands of pieces of 
correspondence, promotional literature, advertising pages, testimonials, 
andinvestigative statementsregarding health fraud. ThisHistorical Health 
Fraud Collection is made up of more than 10,000 folders, representing 
approximately 3,500 separate subjects. The goal of this project is to 
facilitate access to this unique collection of historical documents so that 
researchers can study the social and cultural history of health fraud and its 
impact on medical consumers and practitioners. Online access will be 
provided using the MARCIAMC format on OCLC and. locally, Minaret. 
A hardcopy guide will be published using Minaret and Wordperfect. The 
guide will contain subject, proper name, corporate name, and product 
indexes that will refer to a record's descriptive abstract. The collection will 
be open to researchers by appointment. 
Arthur W. Hafner, Ph.D 
American Medical Association 
Library and Information Management 
535 North Dearborn St. 
Chicago, IL 60610 
One-Person Hospital Libraries in Michigan 
The responses of 30 one-person libraries to a 1987 Michigan Health 
Sciences Libraries Association survey of library operations in Michigan 
hospitals were analyzed in an attempt to discern and compare some 
distinguishing characteristics. Descriptive profiles of one-person libraries 
are scarce, yet the very isolation of these positions makes the sharing of 
information about other singlc staff libraries important. This profile 
showed that the libraries, while similar in scope and function, varied 
considerably in terms of status, size, service leveIs, and staff characteris- 
tics and salaries. 
Researcher($): Heidi C. Koch 
Chelsea Community Hospital 
Medical Library 
775 S. Main St. 
Chelsea, MI 48 1 18 
Sheryl R. Stevens 
Henry Ford Hospital 
Sladen Library 
2799 W. Grand Blvd. 
Detroit, MI 48202 
ProieCt: NASA/DOD Aerospace Knowledge Diffusion Project 
Abstract: This research is directed at achieving an understanding of the aerospace 
knowledge diffusion process with particular emphasis on the diffusion of 
knowledge resulting from federally funded aerospace research and devel- 
opment (R&D). The initial thrust of the project is largely exploratory and 
focuses on the information channels; the information-seeking habits and 
practices of the members of the aerospace social system; and the relation- 
ships between knowledge producers, intermediaries, and users. 
Researcher(s): Thomas E. Pinelli 
Mail Stop 180A 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Harnpton, VA 23665-5225 
(804) 864-249 1 
Dr. John M. Kennedy 
Center for Survey Research 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, IN 
Herbert S. White, Dean 
School of Library and Information Science 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, IN 
Publications: Pinelli, Thomas E.; Myron Glassman; Walter E. Oliu; and Rebecca 0. 
Barclay. Technical Communications in Aeronautics; Results of an Ex- 
ploratory Study. Washington, DC: National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. NASA TM-101534, Part 1, February 1989. 106 p. 
(Available from NTIS, Springfield, VA; 89N26772.) 
Pinelli, Thomas E.; Myron Glassman; Walter E. Oliu; and Rebecca 0. 
Barclay. Technical Communications in Aeronautics: Results of an Ex- 
ploratory Study. Washington, DC: National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. NASA-TM-101534,Part 2, February 1989.84 p. (Avail- 
able from NTIS, Springfield, VA; 89N26773.) 
Barclay, Rebecca B.; and Walter E. O h .  Technical Communications in 
Aeronautics: Results of an Exploratory Study--An Analysis ofManagersl 
and Nonmanagers' Responses. Washington, DC: National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. NASA TM-101625. August 1989. 58 p. 
(Available from NTIS, Springfield, V A; 90N11647.) 
Pinelli, Thomas E.; Myron Glassman; Rebecca 0. Barclay; and Walter E. 
Oliu. Technical Communications in Aeronautics: Results of an Explora- 
tory Stud-n Analysis of Profit Managers' and Nonprofit Managers' 
Responses. Washington, DC: National Aeronautics and Space Admini- 
stration. NASA TM- 101626. October 1989.71 p. (Available from NTIS, 
Springfield, VA; 90N15848.) 
SLA staff are involved in a number of research projects. Three of those currently in 
progress are highlighted below: 
Project: 
Time frame: 
Abstract: 
Publications: 
Proiect: 
Timeframe: 
Abstract: 
SLA Biennial Salary Survey 
In progress 
This is the ninth full-member salary survey conducted by SLA. As of 
1990, the data will be collected on a biennial rather than a triennial basis. 
The data are currently being compiled and a summary report will be 
published in the Fall issue of Special Libraries. The complete report will 
be a separate publication, SLA Biennial Salary Survey, available in late 
1990. 
Tobi Brimsek, Director 
Research & Information Resources 
Special Libraries Association 
1700 Eighteenth Street NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
SLA Biennial Salary Survey, 199 1 
Myers-Briggs Profile of SLA Membership 
In progress 
The purpose of this study is to develop a member profile using the 
Myers-BriggsTypeInventory (MBTI). MBTI questionnaires were mailed 
to a random sample of 25% of the membership in mid-March. In addition 
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Proiect: 
Time frame: 
Abstract: 
to one overall profile, other tables will be created based on the demo- 
graphic information provided by the respondents. The results of the study 
will be published in full in a future issue of Special Libraries. 
Tobi Brimsek, SLA 
Analysis of special librarian job advertisements in the Washington Post, 
1983- 1988 
Data collection complete, analysis in progress 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the job advertisements in a 
specific geographic area to determine the changing job requirements for 
special librarians over the period of time covered. Depending on the 
outcome of this study, the project may be considered to be expanded to 
other geographic areas as well. The results of the project will be published 
in Special Libraries. 
Tobi Brimsek, SLA 
The Special Libraries Association awards Special Programs Fund Grants annually. 
Proiects funded in 1989 are described below: 
Proiect: 
Abstract: 
Proiect: 
Abstract: 
Sources of Professional Knowledge of Special Librarians 
In the course of this project, a random sample of 500 special librarians 
will be surveyed to determine the sources of professional knowledge of 
special librarians. The grantee predicts that the results of her study may 
justify to managers the need to send more staff to continuing education 
programs and may point to changes in library school curriculum. 
Beth M. Paskoff 
School of Library and Information Science 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70801 
Cataloging and the Small Special Library 
The purpose of the study is to determine cataloging skills needed by 
librarians in small libraries and to evaluate whether current sources of 
training available are appropriate or adequate. 
Joseph W. Palmer 
School of Information and Library Studies 
State University of New York - Buffalo 
303 Baldy Hall 
Buffalo, NY 14260 
Project: 
Abstract: 
Time Management Practices Among Special Library Directors 
This project will evaluate the time management practices among the 
directors of l5Oof thelargest special libraries. Datacollection will fall into 
five categories: a profile of the respondents, how a manager's time is 
reportedly spent on management duties, delegation of authority, ranking 
of "time wasters," and leadership style. 
Helen M. Gothberg 
Graduate Library School 
University of Arizona 
1515 East First St. 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
The following dissertation relates directly to special libraries: 
Title: Information Technology (IT) and the Special Library: 
An Exploratory Study of Special Libraries in Western Pennsylvania 
Author: Phyllis D. Freedman 
Institution: University of Pittsburgh 
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ook Revie 
PCs for Chemists, by J. Zupn. New York, 
NY: Elsevier Science Publ~shin Co, Inc, 
1990, ISBN 0-444-88623-0. !12 pp. 
This volume is the fifth in a series on "Data 
Handling in Science and Technology." As 
described in the introduction, it is a handbook 
on "how, when, and with what kind of soft- 
ware a chemist should use a PC."Its ten chap- 
ters are by different authors from different 
countries, and unfortunately, with different 
levels of ability in handling the English lan- 
guage. The chapters by persons with limited 
English skills should have been edited much 
more extensively, as they are sorely in need of 
further revision. This reader found the poor 
language to be highly distracting. For ex- 
ample, Chapter 4, by Zupan, the book's own 
editor, opens with the sentence "A dilemma 
whether one should know (or learn) any of the 
most common used high level languages.. . or 
not is still hunting many practicing chem- 
ists,. . ." On page 67 in this chapter one reads, 
"Pascal is mainly an algorithmic language 
with medium I/O capability what makes it not 
the best choice if a lot of file manipulation and 
communication is planned." Surely Elsevier 
can do better than this! 
With this major criticism out of the way, the 
book's contents can now be discussed, should 
readers still be interested. As to arrangement 
of the material, the editor notes that the chap- 
ters are in a sequence which follows the 
"'natural' way in which chemists become 
familiar with their PCs." The first chapter, 
therefore, is devoted to word processing. The 
manuscript for this chapter was produced in 
camera-ready form on a PC-based word proc- 
essor, thus explaining why it is visually differ- 
ent from (and superior to) the succeeding nine 
chapters. The chapter opens with a brief but 
valuable paragraph summarizing the scientific 
publishing process. The remainder of the 
chapter is primarily concerned with graphics, 
an extremely important topic for chemists 
whose papers frequently include molecular 
structures, graphs, data tables, etc. The author 
also makes the important point that journals 
are already requesting manuscripts in com- 
puter-readable form as the preferred mode of 
submission. 
The second chapter, on databases and 
spreadsheets, discusses how dBase I11 Plus 
and Lotus 1-2-3 can be used for retrieval of 
information and for calculation purposes, re- 
spcctivcly. Application possibilities are de- 
scribed using illustrative examples. 
Subsequent chapters discuss component 
analysis, prograrnming,reduction of the infor- 
mation space, use of PROLOG (language), 
reaction pathways, and data acquisition, as 
related to chemistry and chemical databases. 
A brief chapter on PCs and networking, using 
the LAN of the Max-Planck Institute in Muel- 
heim, is followedby theclosing chapter on the 
future of personal computing in chemistry. 
Some of the trends envisioned include further 
dcvclopments in work station computers and 
special libraries 
networking, giving PCs vastly increased capa- 
bilities. Applications to NMR and molecular 
structure computation are expected. 
The information in this book is more practi- 
cal than theoretical. Although not quite at the 
step-by-step "how to" level, the material pre- 
sented does include illustrative examples of 
application possibilities. The book has value 
for chemists who may be just beginning to use 
computers in their work. 
Doris Dunn 
Online Coordinator 
Charles Von der Ahe Library 
Loyola Marymount University 
Los Angeles, CA 
reader to EIS, its jargon, its history, and some 
of its pioneers. They address the timing and 
need for an EIS. Chapters 3,4, and 5 deal with 
the ingredients of success: a) the four essen- 
tials-an active and supportive executive 
sponsor, selecting the right business problem, 
developing a useful EIS prototype, and main- 
taining a flexible and responsive system; b) the 
key players; and c) EIS anchors or fringe 
benefits that can beimplementedalong with an 
EIS. Electronic mail isonesuch benefit. Chap- 
ters 6,7,8, and9 deal with hardware, software, 
and humanware considerations. Chapters 10, 
11, and 12 conclude the tour, zeroing in on in- 
formation sources (otherwise known as data 
ownership), keeping a low profile, extending 
an existing EIS, and coming enhancements to 
EIS. 
The authors are dead serious throughout 
The EIS Book, by Allan Paller with Richard 
Laska. Homewood, II: Dow Jones-Irwin, 
Inc., 1990, ISBN 1-55623-244-6.21 7 pp. 
The EIS Book is a how-to manual for the 
Executive Information System Director. It is a 
road map for successfully planning, irnple- 
menting, and managing an executiveinforma- 
tion system. It is filled with case studies and it 
is based on interviews with over 100 EIS 
directors in corporations and government 
agencies. Written by those who have experi- 
enced the temptations, pitfalls, and successes 
ofEIS,it is astep-by-stepguide to its ranks and 
benefits. 
The book is arranged in 12 chapters with 
enticing titles such as, "The Executive: Goals 
& Godfathers" and "HumanEIS Interaction: 
Read My Lips."Chapters 1 and2 introduce the 
because they know that ' '~ui ld in~ an 
EIS is a bit like walking through a 
minefield" (p. 175). However, their 
down-to earth attitude sprinkled with 
humor makes reading this book an 
enjoyable and captivating experience. 
The authors remain keenly aware of 
the political environment and remind 
the reader of its influence on the devel- 
opmental stages of an EIS. 
Helpful hints, such as the best choice 
for hardware is what already exists, abound 
throughout the book. Contrary to the selection 
of software and hardware for the PC, the 
authors suggest selecting EIS hardware first, 
then purchasing the software to run it. Several 
difficult decisions are considered, for ex- 
ample, centralization vs. distribution. Bothare 
discussed and a choice is recommended: 
"Take the distributed path.. ." because "A 
slow EIS is an oxymoron (an oxymoron is a 
large, slow, very stupid beast. Technical 
name: BureaucraticusRex" (p. 118). Relevant 
journals and conferences are suggested as well 
as major vendors for both Macintosh and IBM 
environments. 
The theme of this book is best summarized 
in the authors' own words: "There are no easy 
solutions" (p. 188). Despite this, the book 
makes it very clear that asuccessfulEIS is very 
possible and, in fact, doable with enough 
know-how, hard work, and sensitivity to the 
needs of the sponsor. This book is an essential 
tool for implementing an EIS. It is a quick read 
which offers much practical advice. 
Fran Brahmi 
Director of Information Services 
Indiana University School of 
Medicine Library 
Indianapolis, IN 
Creative Plannina of Sneciul fibrarv Facili- 
ties, b Ellis flount:~ew ~ o r k ,  NY: 
Hawort 1 Press, lnc., 1988. ISBN 0-86656- 
607-X. 197 pp. 
Ellis Mount, a faculty member at Columbia 
University's School of Library Service, as 
well as a prolific author and editor, has pro- 
duced another useful and informative work. It 
is aimed at readers "who have had little or no 
experience in designing a facility for a special 
library." The book deals with planning small 
libraries or information centers that typically 
servecorporations, government agencies, not- 
for-profit organizations,and academic depart- 
ments or schools within a larger educational 
institution. 
This book consists of two parts with an 
accompanying appendix. Part one is written 
by Professor Mount while the second part is 
written by several librarians and other profes- 
sionals. Mount presents an overview of the 
basic processes required for a successful 
building project. He suggests the initial step, 
planning, takes a combination of creativity, 
good judgement, and common sense. Then 
comes the "follow through" which he sepa- 
rates into four steps. These are preparation of 
a building program statement which is a docu- 
ment that defines the nature of the library, its 
service goals, the size of the collection, and 
space needs; design of a layout or space utili- 
zation plan which considers such design as- 
pects as space requirements (for staff, users, 
and the collection), environmental factors 
(noise, convenience, and traffic flow), cost 
factors, and aesthetics; selection of equipment 
and furnishings such as shelving, chairs, work 
stations, floor coverings, photocopiers, 
microfilm readers, and computers; and im- 
plementation of the actual move into the new 
facility which requires extensive preparation 
of the logistics of the move as well as the 
services of an experienced professional mov- 
ing company. 
The second part of the book contains seven 
chapters, each of which is written by apractic- 
ing professional. Each contributor writes a 
chapter on the basis of hisher own practical 
experience in planning and moving to a new 
facility. The contributors include librarians 
from both corporate and academic settings, as 
well as an architect and an interior designer. 
Each chapter focuses on a particular aspect of 
the process. A law librarian stresses the impor- 
tance of pre-planning activities. She recom- 
mends visiting a number of other libraries and 
recording specific details of each facility to see 
a variety of facilities and how they function. 
According to a science librarian. planning is a 
cooperative effort. The primary planner will 
usually work with a planning committee, 
consultants, architects, engineers, interior 
designers, building construction coordinators, 
and other specialists. An architect contributes 
an interesting chapter which examines hisown 
role and function. Two academic librarians 
discuss ways of determining shelving needs 
and devote a considerable portion of their 
chapter to describing kinds of shelving avail- 
able and various stack layout designs. An 
interior designer offers his expertise as a space 
planner as well as an advisor on matters of 
lighting, floor covering, furniture, work 
spaces, signage, and color coordination. An- 
other informative chapter addresses the needs 
of the high-tech electronic library with mul- 
tiple computer terminals. This type of facility 
must have adequate wiring and work stations 
incorporated into its design so that it is able to 
make effective use of electronic equipment. 
The final chapter provides an extensive anno- 
tated bibliography for readers who wish to 
consult additional sources. 
A useful part of this work is an appendix 
providing specific case studies of four special 
libraries relocated into new facilities in an 
existing or newly-constructed building. Each 
special libraries 
case study includes photographs, floor plans, 
and numerous statistics. 
Professor Mount's goal of offering guide- 
lines to assist readers in planning a small 
librarylinformation center is fulfilled admira- 
bly. He offersreaders acomprehensive discus- 
sion of all aspects of planning-from the pre- 
planning stage of information gathering to the 
actual move of books and people into the new 
facility. Every phase of the project is analyzed 
and described in great detail. Practical sugges- 
tions along with the underlying reasons for 
their recommendations are offered. What 
makes this book particularly valuable is that 
the contributors draw on their own successful 
experiences rather than merely on academic 
research. The text is well written and surpris- 
ingly uniform for a collection of chapters 
written by different people. This cohesive 
effect indicates careful and thorough editing 
by Mount. Any librarian participating in plan- 
ning a new library facility should begin by 
reading this book. 
Beatrice Sichel 
Head, Physical Sciences Library 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, MI 
tions forlnformation Specialists is a welcome 
addition to library literature. Targeted towards 
information specialists, this book provides a 
broad overview of the telecommunications 
industry. 
Larry Learn, who is currently theDirector of 
Telecommunications Planning with OCLC, 
has produced a slim book which covers the 
telecommunications field in a clear, concise 
manner and should help both librarians and 
library students acquire an understanding of 
the current electronic information age. 
In eight chapters of this book, Learn de- 
scribes the field of telecommunications as a 
"unique mixture of regulation and technol- 
ogy."He begins the first section by comparing 
the telecommunicationsnetwork toa shipping 
business, and he provides a bird's eye view of 
theregulatory scene. The telecommunications 
industry has been regulated for over 50 years, 
and auseful outline from the Communications 
Act of 1934, covering the breakup of AT&T to 
U.S. State and Federal issues today, is pre- 
sented. 
In order to better understand the evolving 
telecommunications infrastructure, the 
middle section of the book provides a broad, 
technical review of network technology. The 
author skillfully leads his readers through a 
acronyms and jargon-ridden technol- 
ogy as heexplains the transmission of 
analog and digital signals through 
media such as microwave, satellite, 
and optical fiber. A concise expla- 
nation of various types of networks 
available are identified, for ex- 
ample, personal computers and 
work stations are connected to 
form local areanetworks, or LANs, 
which are high-speed shared-data 
communications networks in a 
work group environment. These in 
turn communicate with the rest of the world 
Telecommunications for hformation S e- through bridges, routers, gateways, and com- 
cidsts, by Larry L Learn. Dublin, OH: 0 P LC munication servers. 
Online corn uter Librar Center, Inc., Private networks, switched networks, and 
1989. ISBN 1-55653-07l-7. public networks are moving towards the use of 
integrated services digital networks (ISDNs), 
With rapid, complex changes in the tele- a switching architecture which presents users 
communications industry, Telecommunica- wilh some modem-less choices for data com- 
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munications. Standards and architectures 
required for networking and their applica- 
tions in libraries are evolving swiftly. The 
range of services offered is expanding as 
these telecommunications networks will 
routinely handle voice, text, image, and 
video, bringing massive increases in proc- 
essing power, bandwidth, and memory. The 
impact of change on information specialists 
makes it mandatory for them to be aware of 
and remain up-to-date on technical develop- 
ments. 
Learn describes the likely impact of tech- 
nology, economics, politics, and government 
on "various aspects of library information 
systems, their providers and users." Because 
of cost increases and until the telecommunica- 
tions environment becomes more stable, 
Learn predicts "the next three to five years are 
expected to bring turbulent times to the infor- 
mation-system-related enterprise that de- 
pends upon the existing telecommunications 
infrastructure for access to the delivery of in- 
formation. 
In the final chapters, Learn discusses recent 
developments, as well as future networking 
strategies within the public network, which 
have significant implications for librarians 
and information systems professionals. 
Telecommunications for Information Spe- 
cialists is technical, but not too confusing, as 
the author has tried to promote an understand- 
ing of the subject without losing interest in the 
material. It is organized and follows a helpful 
outline with headings and sub-headings. The 
too-few figures and tables are clear though, 
and complement the text. The book includes 
an index, a glossary of telecommunications 
terms and acronyms of the industry, abibliog- 
raphy, and of special importance to library 
students, a study guide providing exercises to 
reinforce material presented in the text. 
I highly recommend this book for library 
schools and for communications and telecom- 
munication information specialists. 
Lana Coviensky 
Staff Manager 
Marketing Information Centre 
Bell Canada 
Choosing a Biblio ra h k  Utility, by Leslie 
R. Morris. New &r( N k  Neal-Schuman 
Publishers, Inc, 1989, ISBN 1-55570- 
048-0.137 pp. 
Eleven chapters discuss the characteristics 
and implementation of various bibliographic 
utilities such as OCLC, RLIN, Utlas, and 
Brodart in individual libraries or cooperative 
networks. Each chapter is contributed by a 
librarian with first-hand experience in adopt- 
ing the utility to another. The size, quality of 
the database, the source of its records, ease of 
use, nature of name and subject authority 
control, interlibrary loan use, acquisitions and 
serials control capabilities, support of an on- 
line public catalog, offline products, and costs 
of start-up and maintenance are covered. 
Among the contributors are Maurice J. Freed- 
man, describing the use of Utlas in the Westch- 
ester Library System, Paul W. Crumlish, of 
Hobart and William Smith Colleges, describ- 
ing OCLC, and Phoebe Ruiz-Valera of the 
library in the Association of the Bar of thecity 
of N.Y., discussing RLIN. Ruiz-Valera and 
Diana S. Cunningham of the University of 
Maryland Health Sciences Library, which use 
Autographics Agile in a state network, are the 
only special librarians represented. 
The book gives useful accounts of the prac- 
tical considerations involved in the decision- 
making process, costs and capabilities of each 
system, staff training and support,and flexibil- 
ity in adapting to h e  specific needs of individ- 
ual libraries or networks. However, most 
examples are from public and academic librar- 
ies and networks, and may be of only limited 
use to the special librarian in arelatively small 
library. The eight-and-a-half-page bibliogra- 
phy of journal articles and technical reports 
may serve as a guide to further investigation. 
No references are to Special Libraries. The list 
of vendors is a convenient feature. The high 
special libraries 
cost of the volume in relation to its size, and its 
limited application to most special library situ- 
ations makes this work of only peripheral 
interest. 
Judith B. Barnett 
Associate ProfessorICatalog Librarian 
Pel1 Marine Science Library 
University of Rhode Island 
Corrections: 
The book review, E-mail for Libraries, published in the Spring issue, was reviewed by 
Loren Mendelsohn, Assistant Director, Science and Engineering, Wayne State University. 
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Audit Report 
January 1,1989-December 31,1989 
To the Board of Directors 
Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
1700 Eighteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 
We have examined the balance sheet of 
Special Libraries Association, Inc. as of De- 
cember 3 1,1989, and the related statements of 
revenue, expenses and changes in fund bal- 
ances, and changes in financial position for the 
year then ended. Our examination was made 
in accordance with generally accepted audit- 
ing standards and, accordingly, included such 
tests of the accounting records and such other 
auditing procedures as we considered neces- 
sary in the circumstances. 
In our opinion, the financial statements re- 
ferred to above present fairly the financial 
position of Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
as of December 3 1,1989, and the results of its 
operations and the changes in its financial 
position for the year then ended, in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles 
applied on a basis consistent with that of the 
preceding year. 
CANTO, METRO, MEYER, 
AND COMPANY 
A Professional Corporation 
Certified Public Accountants 
Bethesda, Maryland 
March 17,1990 
special libraries 
ASSETS 
CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash 8 money m a r k e t  f u n d s  
M a r k e t a b l e  s e c u r i t i e s  
A c c o u n t s  r e c e i v a b l e  
Due f r o m ( t 0 )  o t h e r  f u n d s  
I n v e n t o r y  
P r e p a i d  e x p e n s e s  
T o t a l  c u r r e n t  a s s e t s  
M a r k e t a b l e  s e c u r i t i e s  
B u i l d i n g .  f u r n i t u r e ,  e q u i p m e n t  
O t h e r  a s s e t s  
TOTAL ASSETS 
TOTAL 
ALL 
FUNDS 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC.  
BALANCE SHEET 
DECEMBER 3 1 .  1989 
GENERAL 
FUND * 
NONSERIAL 
PUBLICATION 
FUND 
SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
SPECIAL 
PROGRAMS 
FUND 
BUILDING 8 
BUILDING 
RESERVE 
FUND 
RESEARCH 
8 COPLEN 
FUND 
L IABIL IT IES  AN0 FUND BALANCES 
CURRENT L IABIL IT IES  
Accounts payab le  
Received i n  advance 
Wi thhe ld  taxes  & accrued expenses 
Income taxes  payab le  
Current  m a t u r i t i e s  of  
long-term debt  
T o t a l  c u r r e n t  l i a b i l i t i e s  
Long-term debt  l e s s  
c u r r e n t  m a t u r i t i e s  
Fund ba lances  
TOTAL L IABIL IT IES  AND 
FUND BALANCES 
* I n c l u d e s  t h e  Reserve and Computer Funds 
See a u d i t o r ' s  r e p o r t .  
REVENUE 
Dues and fees 
Subscriptions and advertisinp 
Conference income Iess $484,782 expenses 
Professional development income 
lees $352.898 expenses 
Mailing list service program 
Iess $28.377 expenses 
Interest, dividends and net gain 
on sale of investments 
Sale of nonserial publications 
Miscellaneous 
Contributions 
Total revenue 
COST OF EXPENSES 
Allocations/allotments 
Salaries, wages and benefits 
Office service/occupancy costs 
Professional fees & services 
Travel b meetings 
Program services 
Public relations 
Cost of nonserial publications 
Scholarship, stipends, grants 
Miscellaneous 
Depreciation 
Interest 
Taxes on income 
Allocation of above expenses to: 
Cost of periodicals, publications 
Conference 
Other funds and program 
Total costs and expenses 
Excess of revenue over costs and expenses 
Fund balance - beginning of year 
Transfers - current budgeted 
- Building equity increase 
TOTAL 
ALL 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION. INC. 
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND FUNO BALANCES 
DECEMBER 31, 1989 
FUNDS 
$ 890.938 
109.086 
822,386 
14,679 
98.511 
197.779 
98.465 
70.183 
124.083 
2.226.112 
Fund balance - end of year 83,262,592 
---------- 
---------- 
* Includes the Reserve and Computer Funds. 
See auditor's report. 
GENERAL 
FUNO * 
$ 890.938 
109.088 
622,386 
14,679 
98.51 1 
132.585 
70.183 
7.150 
1.945.518 
307,404 
1.148.607 
231.771 
45.071 
90,149 
389,374 
128.580 
9.119 
72.161 
62.821 
41.783 
(86.193) 
(162.170) 
-LWiau) 
1.622.574 
322.942 
1 .O78.OlO 
(5O.OOO) 
(47.554) 
$1.303.398 
---------- 
---------- 
NONSERIAL 
PUBLICATION 
FUND 
SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
$ 12.795 
100.416 
113.211 
26.OOO 
26.000 
87,211 
233.977 
SPECIAL 
PROGRAMS 
FUND 
$ 12.996 
1.135 
BUILDING & 
BUILDING 
RESERVE 
FUND 
$ 33.795 
815 
34.610 
RESEARCH 
L COPLEN 
FUNO 
$ 2.978 
14.587 
17.505 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION. INC. 
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
FOR THE VEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1989 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING 
ACTIVITIES: 
Net income 
Adjustments t o  r e c o n c i l e  ne t  income 
t o  ne t  cash prov+ded by ope ra t i ng  
a c t i v i t i e s :  
Dep rec ia t i on  
Changes i n  assets  and liabilities: 
Oecrease i n  accounts r ece i vab le  
Decrease i n  due o the r  funds 
Oecrease i n  i nven to r y  
Oecrease i n  marketable s e c u r i t i e s  
Oecrease i n  p repa id  expenses 
Increase i n  cu r ren t  m a t u r i t i e s  
Increase i n  accounts payable 
Oecrease i n  income 
rece i ved  i n  advance 
Oecrease i n  w i t h  h o l d i n g  
taxes 8 accrued expenses 
I nc rease  i n  income taxes 
To ta l  ad jus tments  
Net cash p rov i ded  by ope ra t i ng  
a c t i v i t i e s  
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES: 
Cap i t a l  expend i tu res  
Marketab le  s e c u r i t i e s  
Transfers  
Other assets  
Net cash used i n  i n v e s t i n g  
a c t i v i t i e s  
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES: 
NET DECREASE I N  CASH AN0 CASH EQUIVALENTS 
CASH AN0 CASH EPUIVALENTS p. AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 
sl CASH AN0 CASH EPUIVALENTS AT EN0 OF VEAR 
8 * I nc l udes  t he  Reserve and Computer Funds. 
See a u d i t o r ' s  r e p o r t .  $ 
TOTAL 
ALL 
FUNDS 
$ 442.976 
72,161 
127,102 
4.555 
3.054 
21.127 
12.000 
1,822 
(297,508) 
(9,524) 
-1 
(6fi.9B1) 
375.995 
(29,715) 
(263.718) 
(22.557) 
(315.990) 
(96.000) 
(35,996) 
610.144 
$ 574,148 
---------- 
---------- 
GENERAL 
FUND * 
$ 322.942 
72,161 
145.405 
(12.373) 
404 
21.127 
12.000 
1.822 
( ~ 9 7 , 5 0 8 )  
(11.388) 
11.770) 
(70.120) 
252.822 
(29.715) 
(110.986) 
(50.000) 
122.667) 
(213.258) 
(96.000) 
(56.437) 
308.164 
$ 252,727 
---------- 
---------- 
NONSERI AL 
PUBLICATION 
FUND 
$ (27,113) 
(18.303) 
41,628 
4.555 
449 
1,864 
30.183 
3.080 
SPECIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS 
-FUND 
BUILDING 8 
BUILOING RESEARCH 
RESERVE 8 COPLEN 
-FUND 
Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statement 
December 3 1,1989 
1. Summary of Significant 
Accounting Policies 
Fund Accounting 
To ensureobservance of limitations and restrictions 
placed on the use of resources available to the 
Association, the accounts of the Association are 
maintained in accordance with the principles of 
fund accounting. This is the procedure by which 
resources are classified for accounting and financial 
reporting into funds established according to their 
nature and purposes. Separate accounts are main- 
tained foreachfund; accordingly, all financial trans- 
actions have been recorded and reported by fund 
group. 
The assets, liabilities, and fund balances are re- 
ported in six self-balancing fund groups as follows: 
General Fund 
Non-serial Publications Fund 
Scholarship Fund 
Special Programs Fund 
Building Reserve Fund 
Coplen Fund 
Operations 
The Association encourages and promotes theutili- 
zationof knowledge through the &llection, organi- 
zation, and dissemination of information. It is an 
association of individuals and organizations with 
educational, scientific, and technical interests in 
library and information science and technology. 
Marketable Securities 
Themarketable securities of the General and Schol- 
arship Funds are combined and managed as one 
fund for investment purposes, with participating 
percentages in income and gains and losses based 
on respective participation accounts at the end of 
the year. Marketable securities arevalued at cost. It 
is the Association's intentionnot to utilize thenon- 
current portion of these assets in the normal course 
of operations. 
Inventory 
Inventory of nonserial publications is stated at the 
lower of average cost or market. 
Building, Furniture, and Equiprne~ 
Fixed assets (including land) are stated at cost. 
Expenditures for additions, renewals and better- 
ments are capitalized; expendinues for mainte- 
nance and repairs are charged to expense as in- 
curred. Upon retirement or disposal of assets, the 
cost and accumulated depreciation or amortization 
are eliminated from the accounts and the resulting 
gain or loss is included in income. Depreciation is 
computed using straight-line and accelerated meth- 
ods based on the following estimated useful lives: 
Building 40 years 
Building improvements 10-20 years 
Furniture and equipment 5-10 years 
Subscriptions, Dues, and Fees 
Except for subscriptions to the periodicals SpeciaL- 
ist and Special Libraries, membership in the Asso- 
ciation is based on either a December 3 1 or June 30 
year. Dues, fees and subscriptions are credited to 
income as earned. 
Income Taxes 
The Association is exempt from federal income 
taxes under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code and applicable local law. Income 
taxes arise from unrelated business activities of the 
Association. 
2. Marketable Securities 
Marketable securities at December 31, 1989, 
consist of the following: 
Current assets 
Common stocks $258,249 $338,825 
Non-current assets 
U.S. Government 
obligations 619,480 623.430 
Corporate bonds 49.696 48.846 
- -
$927.425 $1.011.101 
summer 1990 
3. Building, Furniture, and Equipment 
Major classes of building, furniture, and equipment 
at December 31, 1989, consist of the following: 
Building and building 
improvements $1,454,470 
Furniture and equipment 397.196 
1,85 1,666 
Less accumulated 
depreciation 416,578 
Net building, furniture. 
and equipment $1,435,088 
4. Long-term Debt 
Long-term debt consists of the following at Decem- 
ber 31, 1989: 
Note payable to a bank, due in monthly install- 
ments of $4,000 increasing by $1,000 each 
year beginning 113 1/86 to 2/28/94 plus a final 
payment of $6,000 on 3/31/94, with interest 
payable monthly at the bank's prime lending 
rate plus 314% (currently 11.25%) secured by 
all real and personal property of the Associa- 
tion 
$486,000 
Less: current maturities 96,000 
Long-term debt $390,000 
The note is subject to the provisions of the business 
loan security agreement covenants which include 
the following: 
a. The Association may borrow $25.000 more only 
upon the bank's prior consent. 
b. Until termination of agreement, the debtor agrees 
to maintain cash plus liquid investments at a mini- 
mum of $400,000. Future minimum principal 
payments for the five years following December 3 1, 
1989 are as follows: 
5. Commitments and Contingencies 
Annual Conference Contract 
The Association is obligated under various letters 
" 
of agreement with certain hotels in connection with 
its annual conferences through 1998. The liability, 
if any, under these agreements is not determinable 
at this time. 
Retirement Plan 
The Association has a contributory group annuity 
defined contribution retirement program with an 
insurance company covering substantially all 
qualified employees. The Association'spolicy is to 
fund costs currently. Pension expense for the year 
ended December 3 1, 1989, was approximately 
$30,711. 
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We index 
conference 
When you're searching for a specific 
proceedings paper, turn to the only two 
sources where you can find it fast ... the 
index to Scientific & Technical 
ProceedingsB and the lndex to Social 
Sciences & Humanities ProceedingsB. 
Current and comprehensive 
coverage. ISTP@ and ISSHP@ provide 
access to thousands of proceedings 
papers titles-from nearly 100 key dis- 
ciplines. 
Information is indexed in ISTP and 
ISSHP as soon as it's published in the 
conference proceedings literature ... up to 
a year before it appears in any journal or 
other index. 
Easy access. You can quickly locate 
information on specific papers with any 
one of six access points: 
category meeting location sponsor 
authorteditor subject author address 
FREE issues. See for yourself. 
Order a free ISTP monthly issue or 
ISSHP quarterly issue or both ... today. 
Just complete the coupon below. 
For immediate service, call Operator 
R314 at (800) 336-4474 (U.S. and 
Canada) or (215) 386-0100, extension 
1483 (elsewhere). 
Search ISTP and ISSHP-first-for 
the research results you need. 
I YES! I want a free sample issue of the index(es) I've checked below. I I I understand there is no cost or obligation. I 
I Ll Index to Scientific & Technical proceedingsB monthly issue I 
Index to Social Sciences & Humanities proceedingsB quarterly issue I 
I I 
I Name I 
I @ Institute for Scientific lnformationD I 
I B 8  Customer Services Department 
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104-9981 U.S.A. 5 2 6 - 6 0 8 4  I 
L m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m J  
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To Stay Ahead in 
Science and Technology. 
You Need 
Bowker's A& I Journals. 
Comprehensive, World-wide Coverage 
of Today's Crucial SclTech Issues! 
In today's world, up-to-date and accurate ~nfor-  
matlon on sclence and technology IS vltal Each 
week hundreds of sclence and technology perw 
od~cals publish thousands of Important artlcles 
that can make a s~gn~f~can t  d~fference In your work 
Where can you turn for help In f ~ n d ~ n g  that 
~nformat~on? Bowker's A & I Journals1 Offerlng 
easy access to current developments In b~otech- 
nology robot~cs telecomrnun~cat~ons, a r t ~ f ~ c ~ a l  
~ntell~gence, and CADICAM, as well as coverage 
of a mult~tude of top~cs related to the env~ronment, 
energy and a c ~ d  rain, Bowker's A&/ Journals 
prov~de Incstve abstracts drawn from the s c ~ e n t ~ f ~ c  
and techn~cal tterature publ~shed world-wlde 
These abstract journals will make research 
faster and easler and help you do your lob better 
Reference Resources for Everyone 
Whether your patrons are sclentlsts engaged In 
research, business people who depend on closely 
mon~tored news, publlc offic~als ~nvolved in pollcy 
formulat~on, or members of the publ~c look~ng 
for the hard facts. Bowker's A&/ monthly* Journals 
provde ~nformat~on everyth~ng from gene 
products and robot~c locomotion to ISDN and 
waste management, as well as thousands of 
other current topics. 
Convenient and Easy-to-Use 
Comp~led by specialists ~n their fields, each 
Journal's abstracts provide an accurate, compre- 
hens~ve 100-word summary of each entry, plus 
all the b~bl~ograph~c ~nformat~on needed for further 
research W ~ t h  t s  vast array of current literature. 
the A&/ Journals free you from t~me-consuming 
lnformat~on searches by allowing patrons to work 
Independently w t h  research sources screened 
and complied ~n one place. 
In-Depth Coverage 
lndex~ng over 1,800 sc~ent~f~c.  te hn~cal, academ~c. 
and related journals publ~shed in over 50 countrles. 
Bowker's A&/ Journals also provide access to a 
wide range of conference proceed~ngs, govern- 
ment stud~es, patent publ~cat~ons, and other 
s~gn~f~can t ,  hard-to-f~nd mater~als. 
full-text m~crofiche of over 80% 
of our c ~ t e d  artlcles, you can offer your 
patrons access to ~nformat~on beyond you1 
current per~od~cal  hold~ngs 
Bowker A b l  Journals 
b Env~ronmental Abstracts 
w A c ~ d  Ra~n Abstracts 
b CADICAM Abstracts 
b Robotics Abstracts 
w Energy lnformat~on Abstracts 
b Art~ftcial Intelligence Abstracts 
b Telegen (B~otechnology) Abstracts 
b Telecommun~cat~ons Abstracts 
Bowker's A&/ Journals are also available onlhe 
or In annual cumulative volumes 
Cali Now For a Free Sample Journal! 
To order, or for more ~nformat~on about our Inte- 
grated servlces of monthly lournals, annual 
Indexes, m~crof~che, and onlme databases, 
CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-521-8110 
(In NY, AK, or HI call collect 1-212-463-6869) 
' b ~  monthly for Acid R a n  
245 West 17th Street. New York. NY 10011 
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You"ve seen the tip 
Now, welcome to 
the rest of the iceberg. 
It seems The Wall StreetJournal has 
become synonymous with DowJones 
NewsIRetrieval. Maybe too synonymous. 
To some people, the Journal is also 
the entirety of Dow Jones NewsIRetrieval 
-and that, unfortunately, is several hun- 
dred information sources short of the 
whole truth. 
DowJones NewstRetrieval isactually 
a comprehensive and researcher-friendly 
online service-and the only one special- 
izing in business and finance. 
But while we're the only service that 
offers the full text of the Journal, we're 
also the only one that offers.. . 
DowJones News Sewice, or the 
"Broadtape:' which reports on business 
developments breaking all over the 
world often only seconds after they occur. 
DowJonesIntemational NewsSewice, 
which brings you timely business, finan- 
cial and economic news from locations 
around the world. 
Plus many other databases beyond 
the scope of this ad, including over 400 
publications available online. 
Which is worth remembering next 
time you embark on a search. After all, 
there's a certain natural kinship between 
what you do for a living and what we do. 
Researchers godeep beneath the sur- 
faces of things. So do we. 
For more informat~on, or to slgn up 
for training, call (609) 520-4632, Ext. 204. 
DowJones NewsIRerr~eval and DowJones News Sewlce are regmred sewce marks and 
CawJones lnrernar~onal NewsSelv~ce ~sase l v~emarho l  Dow Jones d Company lnc 
The Wall StreetJournal ~ s a  reg~sreredrrademarkof CawJones &Company Inc 
0 IsWDowJonesL Company Inc All rights resewed 
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Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference 
BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS 
Recently Published by 
Van Nostrand Reinhold 
Fowler, T. VALUE ANALYSIS IN 
DESIGN (0-442-23710-3) 
Beizer, B. SOFTWARE TESTING TECHNIQUES, 2lE (0-442-20672-0) 
Blevins, R. FLOW-INDUCED VIBRATION, 2/E (0-442-20651-8) 
Gaythwaite, J. DESIGN OF MARINE FACILITIES: For the Berthing, 
Mooring and Repair of Vessels (0-442-22900-3) 
Holcombe, M. PRESENTATIONS FOR DECISION MAKERS, 2lE 
(0-442-00228-9) 
Kolyer, J. ESD FROM A TO Z: Electrostatic Discharge Control for 
Electronics (0-442-00347-1) 
Lee, N. PLASTIC BLOW MOLDING HANDBOOK (0-442-20752-2) 
Merkow, M. BREAKING THROUGH TECHNICAL JARGON: 
Computer and Automation Acronyms (0-442-00151-7) 
Proctor, N. CHEMICAL HAZARDS OF THE WORKPLACE, 2lE 
(0-442-00249-1) 
Serving 
RESEARCH BOOKS, INC. 
38 Academy Street, P.O. Box 1507 
Special Libraries for 27 Years Madison, Connecticut 06443  
v (203)  245-3279 FAX (203) 245-1 830  
Except from Connecticut call 1-800-445-RELY 
20A special libraries 
You can have it all. 
Others can place your order. but only Faxon provdcs a complete line of serials acquisit~on and management 
s e n  ices to guide you through every step of your purchasing cycle. Our accurate pricing information facil- 
ltates budgeting and planning, while other Faxon services himplify ordering and renewal, speed check-in 
and claiming. and provide fast, easy access to all the information you need. 
Start putting Faxon's comprehens~ve set of services to work for you 
Call today at 1-800-225-6055. (In M A .  call 617-329-3350 collect.) 
summer 7990 
. . . The search tops here 
H ave you ever tried keeping abreast of conference proceedings? Perhaps you've searched for a sponsor having no more information than a vague date or location. Or, you may haw 
tried unsuccessfully to identify future meetings. 
It is simply not necessary trying to locate elusive 
conference proceedings. 
INTERDOK does it all! 
H The Directory of Published Proceedings 
Series SEMI SciencelEngineeringlMedicineITechnology 
Series SSH, Social ScienceIHumanities 
Series PCE, Pollution Control1 Ecology 
H Mlnd: The Meetings Index 
Access to future conference schedules and agendas. 
H Custom Searches 
We are also a Conference Proceedings Acquisition Service, 
tailored to meet a library's specific requirements. 
Call, write or fax. Your inquiries are welcome. References from 
INTERDOK's subscribers are available upon request. 
Remember, the search stops here! 
ABI/INF0RM7". Get the 
quality abstmts you need. 
A well-written abstract lets you 
glean key data quickly so you can 
decide immediately if the full-text 
article contains the information you 
need. A poorly written abstract can 
cause you to miss important articles. 
Librarians who use ABIIINFORM, 
the online busiiess and 
management database from 
UMIIData Courier, tell us our 
abstracts are among the best. By 
design, each abstract provides a 
snapshot of the ori@ article, 
presented clearly and concisely, but 
with enough depth to allow reliable 
decision making. 
Why do we stress this so much? 
Experience proves that quality 
abstracts make the difference 
between a good database and a 
great one. 
The next time you search online, 
try AEWINFORM. You don't have to 
understand abstract art to know 
what you like. 
U.M.1 &%&m 
A Bell & Howell Company 
620 South Third Street 
Louisville, KY 40202-2475 
8001626-2823 US 
8001626-0307 Canada 
5021583.41 1 1  
F A X  5021589-5572 
Call today for a free ABI/INFORMm abstract art poster. 
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TRANSLATIONS 
CALL TOLL-FREE: (800) 223-7753 
FAX: (415) 325-8428 & 325.7409 
it Your organization's technical/promotionaI/legal and other general and 
specialized documentation and literature [articles, books, reports, pro- 
posals, specs, ads, brochures, scripts, catalogs, manuals, patents, con- 
tracts et al.] expertly and expeditiously translated + INTO ENGLISH 
from any other major language + FROM ENGLISH into any other major 
language + ALL MAJOR INDUSTRIAL FIELDS 9 basic sciences1 
engineering/manufacturing 6 electronics/computers/instrumentation o 
pharmaceuticals/biorned/biotech o power plants/aerospace/military o 
bankinglfinancelinsurance + BY VETERAN SUBJECT-QUALIFIED 
PRO'S working into their respective native languages + Word-process- 
ingltypesettingldesktop publishing in the major languages + PROMPT 
SERVICE WORLDWIDE from state-of-the-art industrial translation 
center IN CALIFORNIA'S SILICON VALLEY UNIPLEX: interna- 
tional hub of leading-edge industries, higher education and advanced re- 
search - HIGH-TECHNOLOGY WORLD CAPITAL (just seconds 
from anywhere!) b 
for Industry 
write: WORLDWIDE since 1957 
525 Middlefield Road - Suite 150, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA 
Telephone: (415) 854-6732 or toll-free (800) 223-7753 
24-hour FAX: (415) 325-8428 and (415) 325-7409 
Telex: 17-1425AD EX USA MNPK 
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1 111a~ lNMAUC 
LIBRARY 
DREAMS 
Wouldn't it be great if you 
had time to deliver more infor- 
mation to more people in your 
organization? And were also able 
to meet increased demands on your 
library without hiring additional staff? 
Wouldn't it be great if there were 
one software package that could automate 
your entire library. . . and had a quick and easy set-up procedure with all 
the custom reports you need for complete control of every information resource 
you have? 
INMAGIC software is a dream come true for thousands of librarians world- 
wide. With its ability to create online catalogs and bibliographies, track serials, 
acquisitions, loans and more, it's no wonder INMAGIC is the industry's most 
popular information management software. And there's no programming 
involved, so you can begin to use it right away. 
INMAGIC and its companions the BIBLIO GUIDE and MARC Adaptor were 
developed by library and computer professionals who understand the needs of 
librarians, and their dreams. 
For more information, and the name of an INMAGIC dealer near you, call 
617-661-8124. TESTMAGIC, a full-function trial version, is available. Mail us 
your business card and we'll send you our free planning booklet on automating 
your library. 
Inmagic Inc 
2067 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02140-1338 
617-661-8124 - Telex 709543 
INMAGIC@ is a registered trademark of lnmagic Inc. BlBLlO GUIDE?' MARC 
AdaptorT"and TESTMAGIC1"are trademarks of lnmagic Inc. 
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Find 
The Hard 
To Find. 
Fast. 
Find the hard to find fast with 
DataTimes. DataTimes gives you 
access to over 600 sources from 
around the world. Call and become 
an online subsaiber today. 
1/800/642-2525 
A World of InformationTM 
14000 Quail Springs Parkway Suite 450 
Oklahoma City, OK 73134 405/751-6400 
26A specia/ libraries 
Books and Periodicals Online saves you time and money by avoiding 
unproductive online searches. It tells you which database will provide a 
citation toor full text of an article, biography, statute, legal opinion, company 
information or a myriad of other facts. Books and Periodicals Online is the 
comprehensivedirectory that offers librarians up-to-date information on the 
contents of nearly 400 legal, business and general news databases, 
including LexisINexis, Auto-Cite, Shepard's, NewsNet and Westlaw. Call 
Books and Periodicals Online now at (800) 688-5270 for your new 1990 
Annual Edition at the introductory price of $1 75. Books and Periodicals 
Online, Inc. 170 Broadway, Suite 201 8, New York, NY 10038. Periodicals 
Return this coupon to: Name Phone 
a l m n k e l ~ s e r v i c e  
Marketing Dept. 34190 Job Ti&? 
PO. Box 3012 
co~umbus, OH 43210 U S A .  Organization 
or cal: 800-8486538, ext. 2956 or 
614-47-3670 Address 
tax: 614-447-3648 
STNrnal: CASWSC 
.------------------------------------------------------- 
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-SINCE 1973- 
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY LAW BOOK PUBLISHERS 
A Special Thanks  To T h e  SLA And I ts  Members 
rhe 81st SLA Conference was a great success. A s  a small law book 
~ublisher. we want to thank the SLA and its members for the 
m r t u n i t y  to show our books to our many new SLA customers and 
or the continued loyal support of current SLA customers. THANK YOU1 
?or those who couldn't attend and for those we missed at 
:onvention.. . .a brief summary of our law books: 
the 
* Selected BEST U.S. Law Review Articles From 900 Journals 
* Articles Are Printed In Their Entirety 
* Selected By Subject 
* Hard-Cover Annual Volumes Of About 1.000 Pages Each 
* Indexed By Subject. Author. and Leading Cases 
* "Introductionn & "Overview" By Leading Experts In That 
Field Of Law 
* Gain Pespective & Insight At Little Cost 
CURRENT SERIES: 
* Advertising Law Anthology. Vol's I-XI11 (1973-1990) 
* Public Utilities Law Anthology, Vol's I-XI1 (1974-1989) 
* Insurance Law Anthology, Volps I-IV (1986-1990) 
Banking Law anthology. Vol's I-V (1983-1989) 
* Environmental Law Anthology. Vol I (1990) 
* Labor & Employment Law Anthology. Vol I (1990) 
* Tax Law Anthology, Vol I (1990) 
101 Lakeforest Blvd. I 
Suite 270 
Gaithersburg, Md. 20877 International Library 
Call Toll-Free: 1-800-359-3349 
Fax: (301) 990-7642 Book Publishers, Inc. 
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PATENT EXPRESS 
All there is to k n o w  
- - about document delivery 
If you are looking for a reliable, single 
source for all US and foreign patents - 
and need full text documents in days 
rather than weeks ... 
... what better time to  try Patent 
international patent documents in 
only 48 hours (3 hours for RUSH) 
all at low, fixed rates, so you know 
the actual cost before you order. 
For a FREE information pack with 
details of  our holdings, services and 
R~chard Garner 
The British Library 
Patent Express 
25 Southampton Build~ngs 
London WC2A I A W  
United Kingdom 
........................... 
0 Please send me further information on Patent Express 1 I Please send me further information on The British Library's other patent services I I I 
I Name I 
I Company - -  I 
I Address . -- -- - - I I - I 
PATENT EXPRESS I 
I 
SL For Clock Watchers Everywhere! i L-,--,-,----,,,-------,-,--, 
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Want to Manage 
All the Functions 
of Your Library 
. . .  All at Once ? 
On-line Public Access 
Cataloging 
Acquisitions 
Serials Management 
Circulation 
MARC Interface 
Centel Federal Services Corporation 
11400 Commerce Park Dr. Reston VA. 22091 
D ataLib knows that your library management system must be 
multi-user. But we don't stop there. 
DataLib also supports multi-sites 
and muti-tasks. 
With fully-integrated modules, all 
information is available to all users, 
instantly. And DataLib does this at 
speeds that are truly impressive. 
To meet you; unique needs, DataLib 
allows complete customization of 
your database - - define record types 
and elements that correspond with 
your collection. 
Call DataLib today, so we can intm- 
duce our library manager to yours. 
Call us at 1-800-843-4850 
or 1-703-758-7000 
special libraries 
How to take the 8n~je'ky 
out of finding 
back volume journals. 
I 
Our vast warehouse and 
comprehensive inventory 
continually contain the 
subject disciplines you 
require. We stock 
complete sets and 
individual volumes, in-print or 
out-of-print. We also buy your 
duplicate journals and provide 
- 
- - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -  
ALFRED JAEGER INC. 66 Austin Boulevard, Commack, NY 11725 
Genrlemee. Please send your latest catalog and brochure. 
appraisals. 
For over thirty years we've taken 
the anxiety out of finding back 
volumejournals, and built our 
reputation on kept pmmkes. 
So write, call, FAX or access us 
,, through the FAXON-LINX network 
at the mailbox "Jaeger" for 
further information. 
I Name I 
( CompanyIFacility I I 
I Address 
State Zip 
I 
I City I 
POn" - - 
- - - - - - - -  - - - - - -  _J 
ALFRED 66 Austin Boulevard, Commack, NY 1 1725 
New m S :  1-800-969-JAGR JAEGER Phone 516-543-1500 ,968-189 a UW. FAX 516-543-1537 
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At Last! An authoritative, balanced and 
con~prehcnsi\~c presentation of the 
q~lestions and answers surrounding this 
controversial public health issue atfccting 
millior~s of people daily. W T  Health and 
Safety: Issues and Solutions is packed with 
interesting and uselill information as well 
as practical recommendations concerning 
VDT (video display terminal) work and 
workplace design. In easy-to-understand 
lap terms, it relates the findings of recent 
research to c\uyday problems in the 
workplace. Important reports, articles, and 
books arc identitied for hrther reading. 
"... helpjid sugptions inclzided 
pertainiv t o  1vo7,kstntion des<qn intended 
to increase comfort and allesiate operato?" 
complaints. " 
BOOKLIST, Fcbmary 1988. 
"%is volztme is dt.r&ned to provide useful 
information to people invohvd n~ith VDTs 
(video displn? terminals) and VDT ~vovk so 
that they can make intellZLqEnt decisions 
about health, snfEty, and productisity. 
Academic, technicnl, and puldic lib~a.a,y 
collections." CHOICE, May 1988. 
"Well-doc~imenttd with e.x.knsive notes 
and bibliqynph?, yet clear and accessible, 
this book is ~wovnwcndcd for mostpzddic 
and ncadentic librn~~ies, nndfi)~* sllbject 
collections in manqement, infi)rnzntion 
pstems, erfionomics, nndficneml science. " 
LIBRARY JOURNAL, August 1988. 
VDT Health and 
Safety: Issues and 
Solutions 
By Elizabeth A. Scalet 
Preface by T.F.M. Stewart 
"The hoopla szwrozmdinfi the health risk 
posed 411 loq-terw exposzrre to video display 
te~minnls is dispelled in n clear nnd objec- 
tive prcwmtion o f  the isside ... " 
WILSON IIRRARY BULLETIN, 
Novembcr 1988. 
CONTENTS: VDTs and Radiation. 
Eyes and Vision. Strain and Injury. Stress. 
Pregnancy and Reproduction. Policy and 
Regulatory Issues. Glossar)'. Notes. 
Bibliographies. Index. Illustrated. 157 
pages, $37.50/ISBN 0-9 16313-13-1. 
Add $3.50 postage and handling. 
1 yl Ergosyst Associates, Inc. 
Ergoh\sr puhlishcs source books a11d 
dircctwies for computer and inforniation 
pn)fcssion.~ls. For more i~iforniarion about 
this o r  othcr publications contact: Ergospt  
Associ,ites, Inc. 013/842-7334 o r  at 123  
1%'. Eighth Strcct, Suite 210, Lau.rence, 
Kans.1~ 66044-2605.  
Abstracts in Human-Computer Interaction is derived fro111 
u p - t o - d ~ t c  se.~rcJies o f  rhc Jarc~hasc  at the Scottish HCI 
amPUter Centre. ( i l . i s~oi i ,  Scor l rsd .  I 3 i s  j o u r l ~ l  brings togctllcr thc  widely scattered literature relevant t o  the  usability o f  
Usability computers .uid compt~ tcvbascd  !.sterns. Rook ch.iptcrs and conference pipers  .Ire .~hstractcd indi~idu~l l ly .  Four  issues per 
\car .  Up  t o  6 0 0  ahrtr.icts, .ippro\inutely 200+  pagcs per and Hdth isruc. 1 s s x  I o 4 l - i i l v l .  1,s $280  pel- !,c.ir . Ours i~ ic  US/ 
Lunad ,~  . ~ d d  $ 4 0  ,lirn~ail p o s ~ ~ g c .  
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Our Brand New Title for Writing Enthusiasts!! 
... 
...... 
TECHNICAL WRITING FOR PRIVATE INDUSTRY 
by Edward V.  Von Koenigseck; James Zrvin & Sharon Zrvin IE 
When ordering, please add $4.00 for first book, fi2.00eachadditional to cover shipping charges. 
Krieger E. Publishing Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 9542 . Melbourne, FL. 32902-9542 
(407)728-9542 - Direct Order Line (407)727-7270 
L 
- 
- 
- 
- 
= -
= 
= -
- 
 
...... 
The Professional Journal 
for the Book World 
LOGOS is a new journal for 
publishers, booksellers, librarians 
and all other members of the 
international book community. 
Published quarterly fmm April 1990. 
LOGOS will be edited by Gordon 
Graham, who has had extensive 
experience at top management level 
in American and British multinational 
publishing companies. 
A distinguished International Advis 
ory Board of publishers, booksellers, 
librarians, literary agents and 
scholars in the principal publishing 
countries will assist in governing the 
editorial direction of the journal. 
LOGOS will provide an independent 
and impartial outlet for highquality 
writing on the issues which unite, 
divide, excite and concern the world 
of books. Each issue will be 
published simultaneously in the US 
and the UK. 
...... 
-.:.:.: .
... 
-:.:.: 
... 
-:.:.: ...:. 
. 
....... 
-.:.:.: :  
Subscription rates for the first annual 
volume (1990) of LOGOS are: 
Individual: US$50.00/f30.00 
Institutional: US$75.00/£45.00 
Orig. Ed. 1990 Pre-Pub. $18.50 
0-89464-363-0 
Order Form 
To: Whurr Publishers Ltd 
19B Compton Terrace 
London N12UN, UK. 
Tel: 071359 5979 
F~x: 071-226 5290 
0 Please enter my subscription to 
Volume 1 (1990) of LOGOS at the 
............................ rate 
... ;.
2; .... 
72 
s$$ 
... 
=.is 
2% 
2% -::::: 
5.ig 
-:s: ... 
0 I enclose a check for .................. 
made payable to Whurr Publishers 
Ltd 
Advanced Technical Writing students are introduced to theprocess of governmentprocurement 
and the contents of a typical manual, as well as to technical terms and military specifications. 
Some of the subjects coveredinclude the technical writer's functions, where the technical docu- 
ment fits in, how military specifications and standards affect technical documents, the 
procurement process, re-evaluating sources and planning the job, and actually writing the 
manual. Preparing the preliminary manuscript, and validating, verifying and making changes 
to the manual, are also discussed. A breakdown of various chapters of a typical manual is 
provided as well. 
0 Please biU me at the 
..................... rate 
Please send me a sample copy of 
the first issue of LOGOS 
(please tick appropriate boxes) 
All prices arc subject to chase without notice 
Name: 
Address: 
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Reorgan i za t i on ,  R e n o v a t i o n  a n d  
N e w  C o n s t r u c t i o n  f o r  L i b r a r i e s  
(two days )  
Fee: $1 75 
New York City - December 6-7, 1990 
Library Consultants: Building Programs, 
Space Planning, Strategic and Master 
Planning, Interior Design and Architecture 
Authors: PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC 
OFFICE (McGraw-Hill) 
AUTOMATION, SPACE MANAGEMENT & 
PRODUCTIVITY (Bowker) 
DESIGNING AND SPACE PLANNING FOR 
LIBRARIES (Bowker) 
A A R O N  C O H E N  A S S O C I A T E S  
RFD 1 Box 636 Teatown Road 
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520 
(914) 271-8170 
Preservation 
Administration 
Intern 
The Stanford University Libraries is seeking can- 
didates for an eleven month internship in Preserva- 
tion Administration. The internship is funded from the 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in an effort to give 
qualified candidates the opportunity to apply adminis- 
trative skills to preservation activities in a large 
research library environment. The intern will partici- 
pate in administrative assignments as well as a con- 
servation treatment project. Qualified candidates 
must have an MLS from an ALA accredited library 
school and formal training or demonstrated equiva- 
lent in training or experience, as well as education or 
experience in preservation. Experience in a library or 
archives is preferred. Assistant Librarian $28,000- 
$38,750. Submit letter of application, complete state- 
ment of qualifications, resume of education and rele- 
vant experience, and names and addresses of 3 
references by July 15,1990 to Delia Jacob, Library 
Human Resources Department Chief, Stanford 
Universitv Libraries. Stanford. CA 94305-6004. 
Cite #00f-SLA on ai l  correspondence. 
EOUAA. 
Stanford 
University 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IN THE 
DEVELOPING WORLD 
Planning is underway for the Third National 
Conference on Librarians in International De 
velopment to be held at Oregon State University 
in Corvallis, April 28-30,1991. Individuals are in- 
vited to submit abstracts of papers, posters, or 
panels addressing the theme, "information man- 
agement in the developing world." All phases of 
information management will be considered, in- 
cluding: training for staff, new technologies, ac- 
quisitions, preservation, bibliographic control, 
referenceservices, resource sharing, and the role 
of library activities in project management. Pres- 
entations should represent workdone in develop- 
ing countries or organizational ties which have 
fostered improved information management. 
Submit abstracts by October 1,1990 to pro- 
gram co-chair: Rita Fisher, Owen Science and 
Engineering Library, Washington State Univer- 
sity, Pullman, WA 99164-3200. Address other 
inquiries to program co-chair: Shirley Scott, Kerr 
Library, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 
97331 -4501 ; TEL: (503) 737-3260. 
special libraries 
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Call for Conference Papers 
SAVER 
Conserve shelf space and get fast, easy 1 access to oresent and oast life science 
discoveries through ~iological I IbsttacW lLW on Microfilm and BA 
Collective Indexes! 
BA on Microfilm prov,ides citations that 
lead you to in-depth blologlcal and 
biomedical research findings derived 
from approximately 9,000 serials 
published in over 100 countries. The 
same comprehensive information found 
in the printed publication is covered, but 
with minimal storage space! 
And, don't miss the latest edition of ,BA 
Collective Indexes, 1985-1989 in f 11 m 
or fiche! The Collective Indexes bring 
together five years of BA Cumulative 
Indexes to maximize searching 
convenience and minimize searching 
time! 
For more information contact BIOSIS, 
Marketing Section. Dept. SL790SS, 
2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 
19103-1399 USA. Or call toll free 
1-800-523-4806 (USA except PA); (215) 
587-4800 (worldwide); Telex 831739; 
Fax (215) 587-2016. 
The theme of the 1991 SLA Conference will be 
"Masterminding Tomorrow's Information: Crea- 
tive Strategies for the '90s." This theme with its 
focus on the future embodies four key concepts: 
assertive management to confront the chal- 
lenges the future will bring; 
creativity in identifying and solving new 
problems; 
strategic planning to manage the future 
effectively; and 
predicting the future to look forward into 
the coming decade. 
You are invited to submit papers for the 1991 San 
Antonio Conference on topics related to the confer- 
ence themc. Among the many topics that might be 
addressed in this futures-oriented conference are 
technology changes, professional skills needed in 
the future, strategic use of information, planning for 
the future, supporting end-users' changing needs, 
and alternative career paths for the information 
professional in the 1990s. 
Multimedia presentations and poster sessions 
related to the conference theme will also be consid- 
ered. Papers accepted will be presented at the con- 
tributed papcrs sessions. Very specific submissions 
will be referred to appropriate divisions. 
Guidelines to be Met  
Abstract-a 250-500 word abstract, accu- 
rately conveying thesubject of thepaper, its 
scope, conclusions, and relevance to the 
confcrcnce theme, must be submitted by 
September 28, 1990, to Ethel Salonen, 
Regional Representative, Dialog Informa- 
tion Services, Inc., 3 Cambridge Center, 
Suite 204, Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617)494-1114. 
Text-the complete text of the paper is due 
at h e  Association office by April 5,1991. 
Length-paper presentation should take 
approximately 20 minutes. 
I Information for Today's Derisions and Discoveries 
I B i o l ~ ~ g ~ l  Abstracts is a reglsrered trademark of BlOSlS BlOSlS IS  a reg~stered trademark o l  B~olog~cal  Abstracts Inc 
Acceptance-papcrs will be accepted only 
if the abstract has been submitted andevalu- 
atcd, and if the author plans to present the 
papcr at thc Annual Conference. 
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Take Pride in Your 
Professionalism! 
1990 SLA Poster Now Available: 
Point with pride to  your professionalism 
with SLA's new poster-a poster designed 
to  celebrate the special l ibrarian as an 
innovative professional. 
Strikingly printed i n  four-color, the poster 
measures 18.5 x 25" and costs $12 ($2 will 
be donated to  SLA's Special Programs' 
Fund to  further the scientific, literary, 
and educational purposes of SLA). 
To order, send a check to Special Libraries 
Association, 1700 18th Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20009, Attn: Order Department. 
All sales are final. 
Climbing to the Top: 
SLA's 1990 Regional Continuing Education Program 
Mainstreaming 
the Special Library 
Learn how libraries and information centm bccome vital 
to their organizations and to the m l e  they scrve. 
How to Work Smarter 
In today's hectic business envimnmcnt the key to success 
is working smarter not harder. 
Sept. 21 
Dearborn, MI Oct. 5 
Albuquerque, NM Nov. 2 
To register send completed form with appropriate payment to: 
Special Libraries Association. Professional Development Section. 
1700 EightcenthSau. NW, Washington, DC 20009. Uponrccdpt 
of this registration form you will mceivc a wnfimation letter with 
details of your specific location. 
Address 
SLA Member $12.5 - SLA Nonmember $150 - 
VISA or MasterCmd # 
Expirationdate 
Check payable to Special Libraries Association - 
For funher information or a more detailed brochur. contact SLA, 
Professional Development Section. 202123W700. 
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Swets ................................................................................................................... 35A 
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Whurr Publishers ................................................................................................. 33A 
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THE When You Need an Answer Fast and it Has to be Right Offering broad coverage, unparalleled accuracy, and unmatched 
currency, the Wilson Indexes are your key to important literature WllSO N in business and law, science and technology, art, education, 
the humanities, the social sciences, and general reference. 
Now you can search these renowned indexes in print, IN DEXES online, on CD-ROM, and on tape. 
Applied An invaluable research tool for researchers, scientists, technicians, engineers, students, and librarians, Applied Science & Technology Index is a subject index to 336 key periodicals in technology and the applied sciences, covering: 
logy. Machinery. Marine 
Plastics. Robotics 
lecommunications 
REFERENCE BOOKS 
ANNUAL 
Equally accessible to business people, librar~ans, researchers, and students, BPI Business offers last access to up-to-the-minute information on the latest trends as reported 
in 345 of today's leading business magazlnes, covering these and other areas: Periodicals . Accounting Acquisitions & Mergers. Advenising Building & Construction 
. Communications . Computers. Economics Electronics . Engineering Index . Finance & Investments Government Regulations . Industrial Relations 
. Insurance . International Business Management. Oil & Gas . Personnel 
"The best index . Real Estate . Small Business Taxation. for business research. " Availability 
- A M E R I C ~ & $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  In Print: Eleven monthly issues with quarlerly and annual cumulations; retrospectwe coverage from 1958 to date; 
sold on the service bas~s (period~cals). 
Online, CD-ROM, and Tape: Coverage from 7182. 
CD-ROM annual subscrlptlon $1,495. 
- 
COMPI:: fl To Order, or for more ~nformation H.W. WILSON on these or any of the other W~lson Indexes, simply call toll-free: 1-800-367-6770 
950 Unlvers~ty Ave , Bronx. New York 10452 In New York State call 1-800-462-6060, 1n Canada, call collect 1-212-588-8400 Telefax 1-212-590-1617 
Over 1,200 attendees at the ONLINE '89 General Session 
The "Main Event" Conference & Exposition For Searchers Of 
Online/CD-ROM Databases And Library Micro Users.. . 
Washington, DC Hilton, November 5, 6 & 7 
How-to Online & CD-ROM Searching Sessions .... Practical Networking ... 
Microcomputer Applications.. . New Technologies.. . Information 
Management.. .. Live Demos.. . Workshops On Micros, Searching & 
Networking . Technical Consultants For Hardware & Software .... Poster 
Sessions .... Pre-conference & Post-conference Sessions.. .. Big Exhibit 
Hall ... And More 
SEND FOR FREE ADVANCE PROGRAM 
TO: ONLINEKD-ROM '90, 1 1  Tannery Lane, Weston, CT 06883 
Please send an Advance Program to: 
Name ........................................................................................................................... 
Organization ................................................................................................................ 
Address ......................................................................................................................... 
City ........................................................ State/Provnce ............. Zip ........................... 
PHONE: TOLL-FREE 1-800-248-8466 (in CT: 1-227-8466) FAX: 203 / 222-01 22 I 
